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I. INTRODUdTIO
.

These proceedings reflect contemporary.directions and

.

. /
.socioldgical research regarAing educationarphenomena in elemdhtary and sec-

, .

. "..- -- ,

ondary schools. They rep t on a conference which brought together 120 Per-

' e
"4

'. .

weekend in the congenial atmosbher of the Asilomar Conference
'' 1.. :, t,

1Zenter,near Monterey. The bvfierence, which fo ussed upon the Sociology of .

- .1 - :. '

the school, and schodlidg, was structured aroun three objectives: to pro-
...

methodologies of

sons,for one

. .

vide sociologists of education an opportunity t o review past work in their

'field; to explore current educational'problems and the Ways in which'socid-
.

1

logical,- research might infOrm the decisions of eduCational policya -maker'S,
14 .

.

.andto move. toward and agenda for future ,research.

An extraor4i.na

I.

emerged

so many
.

time of

readers

(for this task,

, both from pa

were, the vie

,

the conference I was not possible. .14Tith:p

range..of ideas relatilire to tIese4ob,jectives'actuaily..

! 4

ers pre4ented anti from subsequent discussions. Tn-fact
0 4, ... . ,

1
. ..! ,

ints and'proposals,that an 'i4qU4e.summary at the
. .

I. ..

11Catioh ovi,the prOceedins
1

11 *1."

i:' i 4, . . "110, _

theitr own Synthesis._ 'To ptol4detinitiallprientatiqh

1.. i 1 e ' .
the follow ing.bri,eil ObseilvaliCa14.are.O0ered.

.

:'..,, (
ou et, all three concerns Of the conterende were addressed in

/ % IA 1
0

.. : lo
,, 1

well's opening paper which set the tone ,for.the discUssidn groups
t

,;'

may', now atedp

At

red B

.

7.
. .

immediately following, and laid the groundwork upon which4sUbsemlent speaker
i

i
4,

were able to'build. Burton Clark, the.,second speaker, exemplifiet ,the socio

\

member

...... ...,

,.'/

logist as policLadvise. As a member of they PaAel on, Y9pth of the 1?resi*,

dent's Science Advisory C

ference on the backg round

1

of secondary educefuture

1

1'

0 W1

mmittee, professor Clark was.able to btief:the con

to the Committee's recommendations regardi g 'die
- ,

on. Regarding the
;
relgtionship between caciologi-

s ..'

4

4
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cal research and educational pblicy, Clark, made the point that researchers

have yet to generate an adequate knowledge base. WIlile,many changes are

taking place in schools, i f only in, terms of variations in organizational

squcture, we have little tested knowledge upon whip to base policy recom-
.,

,

mendations. 'Consequently, policy recommendation's from the kadel on Youth

were -framed in the foim of propbgals for pilot projects which coulla be in-

tensively studied.

Giverithat-there is \to much remaining to be:btudied,:the prObiem be-
.

comes one of deCiding what $o study,, and by (what neane,,and here, as,partic-

'

ipants frequently noted, values enter the,pictUre, Social.redbarch %lb

'4- Social policy interact, and as pughMehan and Russell Ellis4botiepointed out,
.

,..
t

What Cne does, and how one does it4 r,\sHould be refered.to .11akind,of sirl&
.

, I
. I

0

we .want for the future., 'Values',:the

policy and research arena
.

valueA problem was lirilitOlpy time c
,

respebiaily 'to persons involved in de

I 1

posed that a future conferekice might
k

6', 1

MediatinglbetWeenth

conceptual models:which hel

and propose relationships

.tested: Conceptual

'schooling ate in

Central activity

I 1 .

efore, enter rather directly-into the,

gendas'in both. 'Exploration Of the

nstraints, but it was a central concern,

egregitioh studies, and gaRe Mercer pro- ,,

I .

ocus upon the issue.

level of values aha ctUal research

....

'

order the' phenomena, 41mtify re

11

activity are

event variables,

Whidh constitute the hy theses\to be

models assure a theoretical framework, an theories of, ,

short supply. This-1S especially true'with vrd to the

in schools: classroom instruction, as Or eben,points out,im,

his book on teaching. 'Responding to the deficiency of theory,.Spady'p4-::

sented to the 66niarence an extremely interesting mode,. of'' teach ; behakior,
. .

-

ived in part from categories of legitimate power, oroo; thority:
1

. t

. . . ,
.

r. ,

V"0,



4 ,

el.
While Spady's model is deductive, working from theory,to data, Mehan

presented an alternative inductive apprOach, moving frOm observaticp to con-
.

-.4

deptulization.
4,

From Mehan's research participants gained insight into the

rays in which values, again, shape one's View of the world. Specifically,..

Mehan showed how a teacher is likely to interact withistudents in ways- which

help construct'and sustain the teacher's definition of social reality. Thie.

paper, aroused wide

. .

;

interest as an example of the potential of,ethnomethodol-

ogy for unravelling the complexities of classroom,proceises. :Certainly nohe

4

of the conferees will again accept results of primary grade tests as "hard ".
) .

data!

The problem of research methodology was also a main focus of Eliza-
.

presented at the'Conference. Professor

\

beth Cohen's paper, the last to b

Cohen pade strong plea for ege

the example }f h

outcomes for

cussion, Merc

r own work with

rity students in

lso rguedIfor

factors which

fact, she outl,

bit Academic ac

d nine separae

rail societal

rity children in

to r licate the

fore to keep ii

imental rather than survey designs, using

ntetvention strategies to improve learning
te '

integrated classrooMS. In subsequent dis-,

periimenls aimed, at isolating in-school

eVement abong noriti yo gsters. In

`

cteristics Of schoolb w hlch may serve

w -
status structure , and could f' ction there-

academics'achiev nt.
*.

The abpve; %, en, are a few

= A,
wipe. As 4ne might anticipate from a meeting which blought

0 '

a subordinate role, even With r
-74

gard to

of the points touched upon at the confer-
s

,

the most' able scholars in the sociology of education,

I

together many:of',
-

e quality Of discus-

.sion was =usually high Also unusual, though regrettably not recordable,

1 I (

was thei)ositive sii0e!pf ttie confereAce. o

0",

the content and the%spirit

0.

,



enabled
,

as perso

lenges

ants to leave with a sense of having grown Somewhat, both

S professionals, and with renewed commitment to the chal-

h the conference revealed,

chairman, and proceedings,editor, it remains for me to
.

e sinc re gratitude ofthe_programcommittee and SEA executiveexpress
1

the speak rs, se sion chairpersons, discussants, and allyho helped with

to

the confe ence A angements. Also, we would lik& to ¶cknowledge ourindebt-

edness to the of iciAls of the National Institute of Education whose thoUght-
.

co-sponsorshi and funding enured the success of the enterprise, and

to whom we are ex redly 'grateful.
-

David' W. O'Shea
Univergity of Cag.fornia,Los

4 .
.

e

Angeles
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II. SOCIOLOGY OF SCHOOLING

ADD' SS BY CHARLES E. BIDWELL

UNIVERSITY F CHICAGO

The sociology f education now is a big success and a fairly'big

. .

. business. Few isste of the major or minor jourgald appear without ap ar- .

ticle that is abadt education oz uses some schooling variable prominently.

The journal, SOZi o of Education, now is securely ensconced among the

ASA Publications. James Coleman demonstrated that,large-scale policy-cen-
.

tered, research c be conducted by sociologists with debatable (and debated)

but by no means ndefensible trade-offs between spied and Care. His topic,

of course, was quality ,of access, to schooling. Two the most successful
-

of the Office o' Education R and D Centers incorporate majo programs of

search. The C egie CommiSsion on H gher E uCatio has draw

ideas a> d resea ch of sociologist his lift could be ex-
.

sociological r

heavily on

°tended.

Th gh, lesS than satisfying ab

Ten years rote

ies of eduCa

t all of'this.

e were preciou feW serious soc ological

al organization, and,I could h ve said the same j t as

.

easily about ny educational topic within'theT rview of sociologis
a-

That's no longer true; at home,when each year we sit down to assemble a

t

reading list fo' ouedoctoral st ents in thesociology of education,. we

, p have a massive literature to sift through. kwe don't have much trouble

eRcluding most.ott as not particularly useful for 'our students. -.,

a
'Why? It.has little to do with the technical quality of work in oull

Y
t

field. Many of the papers and monographs that we exclude have appropriate

.designs and use Careful measurement, and sophiSticaed means of analys
g.

. ..,/
.

: 7

.g&
. ,
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4

The difficulty comes instead from failures of sociological imagination and

.less than searching attention to what schools are like ad social and moral
0 1

orders and what the experience of schooling is like for the people who par-
*

ticipate in -students, teachers, and administrators.

Ramadoxically, thelargerpumber of sociologists who have included

educational variables in their research have been more interested fl!adults
, a I

J .. , ,

thanchildren or youth. Theirs; of course,, are_the studies of social mobil-
_

-..
. .

,

itx,land occupational attainment, which pave been dominant in the United-

. .

States and in Britain and on the continent as well. For these sociologists
%

,

education enters mainly as a resource that people can use to maximize their

life chances, and
%,

the principal quqtion is whether halzing-more or less of
. .

,
.

. .
, .

the reso! urce is associated with higher or lower levels of occupational at-,
,

.

J...

. .
.

.

tainment. /hese studies have been a proving ground for advanced techniques

of multivariate analysis, and so the variables must be quantifiable - -as i n-

terval scales if,at all possible. Years of schooling attained ig an obvious

candidate.
. .

. ,

The .result is that we don't know very much about.whit-kind Of a!ze-

...source schqoling is--indeed whether it'repreSentsroneregO4ce or,:Several
. ' ,,,..

,..

-
, different kinds of resources (certificates, varieties pf intellectutill

o

train,
,-.

. 4. ., '..

.

v.: .
.

ing, Motivation and "learning to learn," repertories of modes .of condudt, ,

''*

moral'orientations'tnd value,commitmen s, to name a few of the many possi-j.
. ___%

.4
.

, / ..r"'

b,i.lities). Weialso know little. about ow these resources are formed or ac-
,

.--

quired - -through what processes,,. nder hat .conditions, what,kinds of set-
-

1 ,

tings, among what kinds of students. or da we know as much as we_mightf x
v

.,

,

. 1

(though this,is.not my -immed atetobic) about the ways in which persons with

.

.

1

differing amounts--let alone kinds--of schooling resources. enter the labor
.,

.--I

tiA

4

.!

6
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market, or about the processes, governing the use of these resources,in sub-
. a

sequent occupational participation. Moreover, many other kinds of social

participation (in the eakily, in religious life, in civic affairs; for ex,
'

ample) are neglected.

Some of the underbrush surrounding these matters now at last is"
fik 4

being cut away,'hy such sociologists as Althauser, Coleman, and Rossi.

Althauser's research (in press) on the occupational participation of highly

educated blacks and whites (and by their wVes), is especially intiestidg

as it suggests how occupational life chances, affected differently by years

.

of schooling and ki nds of schdoling for blacks and whites, may have differ-

ent
r

consequences for patterns of family life and thus for the experiences

in school of their children. ,

Althau sir found that among his.black families, because the men real-

ized incomes a good bit lower than the incomes of their white-educational
/

peers, wives were more likely ;to work (and to work full-time), espdcially

when the children were young arid expenses high., Now several economists in-
.

terestedin,"human capital formation" in the family haVe found that When tile..

wife is employed full -time daring her children's early years, -the dh41dren,

show lower rates of gain in language learning than when the wife works less
, 7 '

and prejilmebiy spends more time with her children.' And thisfinding i mos*

marked among upper status families. If these findings are tiue, then black

children opt high SES are more likely to enter school with cognitive deficitd.

(in relation to white children of parents of similar social class), despite
.07.-

the high levers of education of their perents, .

Fri a similar vein; we should not orget the work of Kohn (1969),
, ,

Inkeles (1955), and others which Suggests that parents' eXperieAes at work

q
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color the ways they'raise their'Childrenpractices thatArely iiiect wlAt ,

. / ,

, .

theseichildren do and learn at school (amounts and kinds. of/punishment, :
, ;

''.

amounts and'timng qf independence'training and.So on). And the probability

Jit V
that pNents* work experj.ence will be' of one or another'k4,nd- -say, .the in-

tensity of supervi4siori.that they expetience--will he affectsdby their occu-

patiohal lsfe thances'and therefore by the schooling resou.vcesthatthey

o here is th

c'Conmand.

fist of the evening's" echo° ing must.be
r,.

seenas extendihg through time and as such y involve important feed -back

loops across generations, mediated by t176 c nseqpenies of certain qualita-'

tive and quantitative 8atiation6 in the educ a onal attainment of patents,
. e I . -- .

A
that is, consequences for their own life than es. We sociologists ought to

.

be intrigued -by this possibility -- perhaps an teresting marriage of siudigs
.4

' "". , ' S
# . '0 ....

. - .

of'schooling and of education and adult social, participation
-_.e

1 ,
.

This brings me to a second moral- -that studies of schooling must be
s

. .

..
4..

.

informed by a concern for what it is about schooling that counts for stu-
i

. ,

. ,

dents aAd later as adults. Value neutrality in its cUrrentvulgar,sense is'

not for us. No defense of solely theory-guided research on educgtion.(a
'-'

. . ,

I

1

rare 'Compound in any eve4t) that I have ever heard is very convincing.

. i

,Nothing about schools'or scLoling as type cases of, say, socializing organi-
. /4 I

/
-., ,.- .

b
zations or of one or another distinctive variety of socialiZation to me jus-

.
4

, t
,

.. 4. . , .' .
e

tifies the scope or the cost o our enterprise. Cetainly.such ideas as
. - .

.
these are hardly uppermost in the .minds of OA,Ratrons.' .' 4 '

i
. , . . . , 1 ..

. . o ' . . '. $3:, :' But concern for what countsjor students is not enough.' An equal°con- A

6,.. :.....
I .

. 1; .1 V ..0
.c&n must be for what counts for sch6ols, ,a concern for variables ) that are .

,

manipulable ones in Schools or schooling. Sociologist have a remarkable fa.--,,,' . '.,:,
,

-
..1 .
'

.. ..! r

.6.

1

$

.

'J.

1

8
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ecility for studying things that nobody can do much about--not in .a lifetime
(,- ^

anyway Tiithout a rewlution. Partly this facility comes from a commendable . .
interest. in the coke elements of- societiestheir clasg structures, cultural

tab

and political clea.vages,
.

P
1

"basic values" and the like. Partly, too, it .comes
,) ,,

from ingrained habit; of course we have to include some SES dimensions.in

our design becail'se they almost always "account fo 'r" a lot of the variance in7

1 1

everything else. - , '
0 a- -. y

'' BAt whateyer+othe raason, when I. read our literature and ask' myself
f:\ ' ,

. aihat" difference the' might make' for broadeneducational 'or' local
. .. , 1.-.44. '

i .

-. school policies Iusually say, "NA'''nfuch:" 'Take Jencks' Ing4iiality C1972).
. . ; i ,. -/

/ ',
. ,

This book, though it,has many virtues, is a classic failure to think,gPut-.
34 'I

. *.

what is manipulable. Beginning with the queition, "How can income'dIffpr- .

C4. ., . 4
.

I.

I

ences in the U. S. population be, reduced'?" (certainly1;a _major .quegtion arii0 ,
. , "

.one that reflects a lively concern for what co.Unta,f.;:
adults) Jencks then pro'ceeds tO shoci` thats; chooling

. - "
13' '

sirapla;yeara. attained) does" not,

A

t.;tUdIantS% _ ,turned,
"; . . ,

w.

,*. ',NA+ ,-cblt.,Agaiff;
V . V .1.1

h417 conaequehce. fore d4ferences -A" 34"

.,
4 d. 1 el 4 3. '''A

3 - "
I "' 0 1.7tii ' ". ,$ 4 <

tierspersona/ ;income aireams,-014ho gver, 3pugf-rt::' Aspects olfst.:t ;.. - , .

cyrt:eielfare'lratipqabl, andher Oe.,wayS:to redp9t in oms .. ,.

11 .'
, " :4 - . '' !!-;.4 -$:;°

S.ethces, put s)hool.a.pg, ispic5-t,ethe t4..fftcAent -,too/ for trr,e4,purpgae.,, 1.

- . ...;
A .

-04
.5; ;.;t.'".

°-" a ,To :providkie lop aitratEl.',alkar1421e,.-per§apa; you1,11 1-At ms, add ,a few..,
.` .0 , '

.MOre "gtriP0 this. .0e 45.ck :of Rtkaliet of idtc-*.ona*.1 oppottunit'y (Clemaa et
.4. $ . , A

6 4 V 6

. 4, ,:',.a.1.., '.,-,196)...0 Again, Tkril fin g a '`,.c91nmprftkable ?;onFern for /hat codnts for., students E - =4 , t-,.* /'-', ,i-,,z, ',' Ai. -,..s ----0; - --. , ---... --= - .,- i. T. - ----.4.; ..
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The uni\ of Alysis in the EEG study is the school. As we all know

well,.much. more of 1the variance in learning among students in the s'atipl.ed,
,

schOols was wi schools than between

yses of the EEO data,the Barvazd rean
4

.'"of school iarial;
,

.

eventge hate f

of entire schco s;

*.//, '1'7;

Per tinent to_ learriing--pugd.,1 te.a.olieFs!
-4, =

. . . 7!.,racil3ties,..to name a,. re 1 Such Vapia,tioA.,Shou3,:d.tye Moat marlsed in -the. 144b. _' -z-

schools. This shows up again in

s -on learning than did

out how difficult it

certainly

hand's of school! officials or

andthese slow eVen ,weaker 'effects

the'original EEO findings. In any
1

is to alter the pupil ,,composition
.1.' ' 0 #' ' '.k.the means to d.o. so are rnot secure in the

I...
.'

1 .

.V .

school boards. Perhaps scliOols could do some7

thing to hire Jp tter qualified teachers and give more attentioA;to their

)nowledge, ever
t. 1..

don't fa,tecast

al facility a.nd so on. Even if they did, the EEO findings
.

4 .
./ - S... 1

ery 'rates students' learning, but as I
- ,. /! . c ,4 -- -

.
.

t , - e A ... , ,.:':f . .

J. a:Aliiiilltq th* -1-0.t )e, cpue,tg. adcuratt *. ... 1

4,-:,-:*--' .,' .. Z ..t - ,'01, . ..- [ .
.

, ,*.:.-;.:e-AIP,;-%' : .

,

4

/

,. .. ..4,,,,,.. .-..;:, c ,. .

kra: ttiliere arw,reasona4aly,efficint; ,tbol§'.fpx rFdres4ing iTalSalanc-ds .

.... ° ..;:, ..,ii ' '''' ''' ".: %. 4? .. .: . .,*;:r ._, :,' / C . ,' . ,, .:; .. . ,

V .

,

". it

,in .acges,92,tb schoOling that a;ezpore rear ily, at, hanstr i....,..;2he LE...q.,:ieioti, !as; ..,.
,-,,,....-,

Ar 4**, .. ,...; 0 ...:, ..,... '' ' .< I. :... : ' g'' ;
M. 1 P 2

,,,. r,sumei thap'siith.,in-.."Salcx;447ariOlca_is to be4. 4ttrikftei :to efOcts on lgaminig,
,: ... ,-_ ,. .._-,,.,.-_ ,,--.: -.....,-.:2.,- -,

is .,,.. , ..,.... ':. :--. .,,,-- ... 1., , 'T..

, thithave pi d,,i4ectconnection with scho-6ii-iaiti.i4 "Sii.,iitAgliboilloocratEri.::

axhong
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-
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v
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Learning may indeed vary by track, indebendently of unit and compositional

at tributes of schools, and that a facilitiee'''and services to stuff

dents are in fact unequally distributed'io tracks`.

Schools can, alter much more eakily pir inte al' characteristics

(e.g., the al]ocation of teaobers and students to classro6ms, the distribu -

tion of supplies, and services) than they can, the

4
attributes of their enViron-

ments. I think that we should'be attending much more and more systemati-
..

daily to, the internal variability of schools - -to their several kindsstf in-
,

ternal division oflabor, to se this term broadly. -Not only are we likely

to be studying manipulable var .ables, we will get much closer to the reali-

ties and perhaps the amderstanding of ptocesses of schooling than. we have
e

so far.

To return to EEO,

there are in that study.

supervisory practices or
. ,

just said that this

ri:tivel,of.4ggregation was

r

it has .,truck me how few organizationalvariables

Resourcep yes, but not such things as variation

in the diffirentiation of administrative tasks. I

report is lees useful than it Could be becaUse its
c

too high. I think it also was too, low. Schools,
,

S

....1.. i. ,-.After.raAL,,are,paite of sthcol,systems,with central.administraVions and a
-3..r

(3, . 4': - 44, .... - -Iv,' - s s,
I

, .,....o '', va4i4tio doe; suRet.v
.

igory and managerial practices. Polities 'about such mat-

--r , ,-.T:..t. 6...--",,.,,: .f.. , .

...%.-. ..1.0.. ., ,

.,.terms .a.Pr,resodice distribution 4nd types of instructional frograms.and sup-
er ,, ..:, ,..... v . . .-

....

C. pottive %seVi6es to. pup4s.ar e made centrally in' school sstems, even though

**;.'-':-'0*-,'....,..%'',:-,
,,:- . .,,,

we li-W t2t4.;the4Aitg*egt,slippage as thede,policies get translated-into.
....,-. . \

',,

ectly with studenti.

,-,

Thexe IsAOMeseN4degooHto suggest that aOministka iVe practices do
.-_,t,,.:, ._. -,,,...:......-, ,, ,,. ..: .

.:::: .,,, .,,.. ..* .,i# - -, .
.,. m44..a.differepte flor-thelinAP of services that "people-processing" orgni-

..:,41-, -.1...- , °'''.....:- fts.,# -_ i 't 't''/-.,er- s' /
. t -..--oi .

9

work.,of teatbers, counsellors and others who deal di
, . ;, ,-

s4

. ,. . - i.' -., ,..: .,- - - , . ,' ;4. , -KT, -
-

,

-'

,

. ;,-, ..zatIonegive t6;thetimollents --and thst these_ practices are cOAstrained (but...
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M4 ," a

these are indicated by degrees'held) have effeets-ab ut one-half the strength
1

1 A
of each of the others. As the ratio of students to teachers goes down and

v. -J
as the ratio of administrators to front-line

,
professionals goes down, ates

not to the point of absolute rigidity) by such "parameters"
Y,

fiscal support. What about: schools?

= .

A Chicago colleague, John Kasarda, and Ihave just finished a study

that pursues this question, using data, from .each school dis i t in Colorado

as size an

(Bidwell & KaSardp, in press). tWe have found that net of mmunity ethnic,

social class and educational attributes, and net of the district's own

cal resource base and size of*student population, we can ac ount for a6

25 percent of the variancelin aggregate levels of student arlievement

and quantitative, measured

the percentage of teachers

for high schoOl students). With th

4
with Master's degrees, the ratio

clerical administrative staff to professional "front

ratio of students to teachers...Leach of these variabl,

tire system.

This study is e rough first approximation, butt I find it sugges

is
t'

erbal

ree mariables--

of all noni

line staff and the

s computed for the! en-

o

The strongest effects,are from the two variables that measure aspects
0 44

system's division of labor. Teachers qualifications (to the extent

v .

f

t .

of student achievement rise...
A

Equally interesting, the size and resources of the district and the

characteristics of its cAmunity had only indirect effects
I

an student .chi ve-

ment through teacher qualifications and the professional-administrative divi-,

siOn of labor.

If one can believe o findings,` then if a school sy tem wants to maxi-

, ;,'
mize student achievement it will not worry about increments \AD facilities (as

I

12

p

a

6.



per EEO--recit11, there ware no direct Raths frot.fiscal resources o achieve-
/

ment indicating unmeasur

in well-qualified teache
*,

will try not to divert re

.

istrative overhead. Here

ters adrninistratii4 intien
. .

of everything; and. Or. fl

about proportional in/es
o

if which big systemt fin*

They hire teachers faster

rate to thatch their pupil

I

is,a weak zero-order correlation between size 'end achieveirent.)_

'4(

intervening variables-but instead invest eavili
..

, keeping the student-teacher ratio low. Aid it

ources away from piofessiorial staff and into dmin-

thereis'a dilemma, since specialization als fos-

L 1

ty!' tOf course, affluent districts can have moree

dingt show.that they rho. But here I
I

,am talk ng
..

,

,

. ' '
.. .-,,

I

._

nts...,By the; way, our findings suggest one ay
... 1

'
...

their.#eecloril to,. maneuver sharply cons traine .

1 , I

than administrators, a gOod'thing, bUt apt a a
4 , T

population, a bad thing. (So, our data

At an rate, my n purpose here is tb illustrate just 41104

a school sys

and to argue

em's intern

therefore

at this relationship and

and schooling. There is

findings are spurious Or

For example, our

agers--superintendents,

on. With better data we

I

the size of,component f
4

and plant ,management,

contribution of a high
1 e '

sionals--perhaps to a

tstration.

7/

lY

We might

division of

we sociologists take a much harder, elOserloOk

the7 _haying to ,do with tistera. organiIzation

lot we don't .kow--aside. from wheph6; our

, t

-,, .
f 'not, whet), hey are generalizable.,

.1
' I .,

ump togethe all kinds of scnool di';-tr

,

incipals, su e 'isam; biginest managers,.

labor may, be for sudents'

ere

rant

ing

1 I

oulti be more, precise. We. could separately eagure

1 :

tile, staff7msuperVisors vs.bu mess
I,

be' then we could speci the n getive
.....

,

1

Native persons to front -line rofes-
!

eavy investment in centralize adml.n-
.

lorado .

t man-
v,

so

!

an administr

r example. Ma

al admi i

rtionateli,
\

4

to disco er varying contributions of d ffexing

°
4
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_ .

way of administering the academic work of a school system to stUdent leartill:
-

,... ' l''' ,
. . . 4 )

'cing. Does 'it liak eaifference, for.example, ,if a school system ,makns heavy
_..

s.

. . -.
-, i ' . _

- v : ,

use cif specialist-supervisors oF relic on generaiiets77Principals.nd as-

, -
.

,1 ..

j ...

,.

-sistant. sUperintendents for' instruc oh sar . Does 4,t agriake a difference if '", '.I A

. sistant superintendents for elem.entary'and high schools) draniiarjea division
. .:

a schabl systelmemploys functionally7difterentiat:;:erv:4i0: as-.
.

.. .
.

' -
. , t,

. , e ,

,- ! .1 ;.

oradministrative labor (e.9,,/as#stant,supegintendents k suv,dis4.5.Fts1.?
1 ,

a.

-:..
, a, . , ' , .i , , . 0%

Do ;these .different aditinistratiVe patterns vary in thei ireffeoti-on asitUdenti'.,..
4

...,,,

1.,

learning as other conditions of the school sYstem,vary? If teachers' arelnot-
'e

-
..,

°-1 .
.,

,...,.t.
, - , e ..

. .

...

.,. \ ; . ..."
4.4)

welf-qualified.\is int-e nSiA,§1qciaIist-superViOin unusually ,gooda nd an, ,
,..,

econOMically-efficientpractiCe? If the,stliden body is quite' heterogeneous'
.

, .

in ability or MotiyAi n.do teachers perform hetter'if left to_themselves td:'
.,

....;.
.

. ,

adapt',.theii tpaching t ..fle cha erraCt of their ituden
...

own or will they ben
,4 . a a

N
,, , .

\ N.
1

:

A a:,

efit ftom regulir siaperVis4On?'. ';-?, . .!

.
..

,..
a '. .- ''' . '

We have found that small_systems have a low 'proportion ofadMinistra7
,

,.,.
, 0 ,

.,. . , .

tive ,staff (thoulh size has an insignificant effect op/the:proportion...Of no --
. ,.. 'C,.

. .
, .,,-.,'-"*''''

.

.-'

teaching front-line professionals). _Does this mean that all small SySte
.---

,:.

haVethe advantage in .fostering student learning? .(Small systems have Iciwer
.,....

proportions of Mister's degree-holders among their, teachers, but reieinber
. ,

that this measure of teacher qualification is a good bit weaker in its of -.
. , , , .

I ' Y .
fects on studenks'.'academic achievement than-4,he division of staff labor.)

.0 ,

',

.4.11*ker and Gump (1964) have argued that small high schodlsaive students a
o

,

diSproportiopete chance to participate in a variety of extra-curricular ac-

,

tiVities (indeed force them to participate) becadse the students are few
\

while the ,extra- curriculum is very much alike, in itb- format in high schools'.

.

of all sizes: SPady (1970)/and.Rehberg and' Schafer, (1968) have shown that

I.

d4

2 1

.14
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,

, ...

.,...
,

47-currioUlar,participttrri.on has positive effects on students' aspirations
.. .

, . ,,

achievements. wow sima 1 high scHoOls .for the most part are in small

School dis
1
ictS: As.v4.,We4ered.in'pl'acing so much faith in school district

1;** 11 - , tt. . .

,

f

4,0Onolidtalen--ollerem..asizing the ,significance of facilities in schoolirig

- ' andOnderemphasizing ell ignificance.oftetotiers and of direct participa'-

....

:.'' ..1'' i,.... I 4 ' . 1 r s;, 1

4 ti..0. by st dents in a v iegaeed schod1 life!? 1.::

- ..,.: . .:1 ., , .* ., , "

ever t4e_ans Y to sich qUep
*

e'tiont_as,e0Se, I think we pay
,

)

attention Clan we .have so far",eo the,fotpal organization of school
,, , -,,

,..
I

. , .5.*

did schools vell).as inpoxporating important elements of
. 4 , ,...,,, .

,.. , t
... , ,- t

04
Such'studies are ebbeseenaS ngieher an /irrelevant aspect,of

,

.
,

4.
'

. .

, _ , .

a :trench f education .sdfiools maUed.nelucational administration,", nor an
..,

A. ... - , .-A, .: . v4:
.. ,

.. -
irrelevant and ,axinor of, of "brgani4tiorial research.," They may be right

...
. ,.

at ihe centdeof the sciciolOgy of'schooling. And they deal with variables
- %-...' -0 -. .- , .,.

' ''.'",'*' , iT- , t , ..- . .

tha..axe. *hpagetivelt3speaking, manipulable.

,... ..;1. . . : ^ . '
.

tiring me to the next of my morals - -a very truistic and
,...., , .

0

.... w , . ..

4 t '

obViours one, It not much honored by sociologists of education. We must: .

. .
.

, ,look closelylat.t.he work otteachers and others in what I have oalted the
ic.,.,

,, .

,,,,;

1

ront -line professional staff of sqhool.systems. Anoth Chicago.colletgue,
. .4.

s ,

avid Wiley (1973), waking over the Detroit area portion of the EEO data,

as found that if a; term for'the average number of liOurs per school,-year

..it.: spent by students in school is added itothe EEO eguatpps, the variance in

students' achievementteSt performafice attributa4le to schooling rises sub-
.. ,

;
, . -

-..-.

-
.

tentially, fram114 to 27 percentage points according to the dependent vari-
,! ,

s.1,,; .4. .

able used. This eff4t holds up acLss schools of varying facilities, teach-
.

er gualifications,-and student composition. It seems perfectly reasonable,

then, to suppose that amount of ex otuf.5 to sabdi it in arge part a measure

22
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, L

i it*
- 4 , f

4 i* , .
. : t r .. '

of exposure to instruction: 4) ideas and info
-->

tioh and 'the variety of
'

.

, '
,

0,

Pa .4

r . I ,

things we sometimes call "curricular- content," b t also,to teachers and
.

0. s
. .

teaching, to who teachers afire, to the ways they Order classroom life and
r

elate to students, and to the ways they order and present "contpnp."
. ..

. .

In my remarks. on the formal orgarilFation of school systems I said

nothing about the variables that must intervene between teachers' qualifica-

itions, or the proportionate, rates at which these systems hire teachers and
.

.

other professionals, and students' learning. Kasafda and I'know nothing '!

. . , .

,about such matters fdr out Colorado systems, hOr do any of us know nearly.,

, 4",

as much about them generally as, we might or should. Yet here we come right

to the heart of thesogiology of schoOling:

t

I

,

Dan Lorti01975) in a subtle and revealtg analygis of teachers'
. 1

4.4 ' 1k4 Z , .

work..unfortunately a rarity in oir literature--shOws among J?ther things how
'

.

1

enclose&teachers are within their classrooms, how weak are their-ties to
. ...,.,

colleagues, and hOw much they derive
,

their rewards at work ffoi clgssroom
,,.

, 1

1

life (from the personal response of their students and the fragile day-to-

\ "

-
t

,

- NA. .. -. '!
, . 1 : t 4

dad, of"learning). Ties to colleagues and c011eaguecontrols and

_surveillance are probably less in most professions than we often suppose
1 . a ,..

t

.

(viz.,..Freidson's (1970) studies of'physiCians),,but teachers are undoubtedlk-

I

..

something of a limiting case. :
,

.
....

If this is,,generally so..(and I think it is), t ihen it is obviously m-
.

portant for us to know a great deal more than at present about variation in

teachers' teaching (and in other oftheir relations with students) and its
,

sources. Our Colorado findin4s .say only that more teachers and related pro-
,

fes4onals make a difference for students; in point of fact they may indicate

nothing mare. Variation in amounts and kinds of instructional supervision,

2

f

I-
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't
".. '

_'
OY the kinds' -I've suggested, may, have little effect on.teachers siniply,Fe-

r=

.. .

s.. -,
.

. cause teachers' work is so enclosed within classrooms.
. . -

`.A ..
.

But we must be careful. Ronald Corwin (in press), will soon remind,

us in print that thg elate varieties of autonomy; that, for example/(there.

is a considerable gu f.betWeen autonomy born of expertness and autonomy" by

seconddefault or neglect: In many schools" teachers" autonomy 'is of the second

ind, and it remains an important empirical question how the enclosure of ,l':f

teachers affects their conduct in teaching and their* relations 'with col-!

leagues under varying modes'of supervision.

? looking into.
'

' Neveless, teachers work will be. a,

themselves and by their whateteachers

. ;Artie

studstudents

'mends th

How does

studies suggest.that teachers are sub

for reward, What does this mean for
. r r q - -

t teachers make of students academkc

his relationShip vary with the age

oF the classroom, the teacher's level of ski
WOO/

,competence,, or the teacher's public reputati

to say about such questions tomorrow; so Iq

". *
.1,

stress their high. importance.

BuI,should note that.'we might look"`"

-

school and Classroom student subcultures on

students hold,out to their teachers, the dd

than reward (indirectly by failing to reipo

rectly), the degree to which they coopt th
4

is WIller's (19321 image of teachers and s udents as "fighting groups" for-

is a question that bears ..,

;-'

ood deal influenced by

er the supervisory mode.-

tantially,deperideilt,on,their.

eachers! work- -for the de-

lly and as discipiinviant?-,
.

students, the spedialization

ift* teaching and subject-matter

n? Bil/*Spady.will have 'more

say, no more here except to
4,

l""

rieclosely.a.the'bearing of

the kinds of'incentives that

r eed to which_they punish rather
,4---

d to teahing, as well as,di-f

To put the point too %imply,

erth

t.*

t. 17 .
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ever engaged in. the

under what conditi

might we observe,

do these phenomen

is ''Egpecially im

student leaders,

A

l"
,

.., -,,

."ba tie ,;,k the requirements" still.valid; h9w widely, and\ ..," '
, .

nsZ
,
What other.varietiesof student-teacher relation's

mil. .. - ,.
.

,
...,.._

g .

, ''
de \' .

what conditions?', Most important, what consequences _
.

0

have for how teachers teach"and what students learn? It.

rtant'o look at the pociometry ot classro6ms, t'identify

and to see how they and teachers cue brie another and ;ego-.

tiate the classr om order.

tures,

dents.

so far

,
.

I shall not say much more than:this about studies of studentsubcu4-

nor much about those of Student composition or relations among stu-

,.

I have taken as my task-to;point-tip some un7 lored territory,;and-

.

as peer effects on academic achievement and aspiration are concerned,

the explorers now are out in numbers with good. preliminary maps. This is
.

,

Mcalill's excellent studies (e.g.,
.4 .

cautionary.talet. -Weswait,for

important work substantially

'McDill & Rigsby, 1973) and Ha

tize reports to come in.

But"what do we know

lo

they may make for the ways

" Andibeattened to find in my

I

there do seem to

advanced by

us6's (19701

About teachers' slibdulturesand the differences

teachers do their work? I h

own research on colleges

4
.

pen. fascinated .

andunversities,tAat
-

.

be differentiable faculty s ubcUltures, centered on *ofes-

sors' conceptions of the functions of higher education, the aims of teaching.
"and'sCholarship and their conceptions of their own proper roles as teacheri

and scholard. These subcultures show certain continuities with the differ -,

ing varieties,of rhetoric-and belief that Lawrence Veysey (1965) fdund for

the early years of theAmerip4n universities--general training of the in-

tellectt the preparation of academic specialists, and a utilitarian vJiew

t

2o.
C

ti

,

b,
.4. 1

. :

...* .

4



.

, 1

the. college cutriclifum.

A. 1 I 1
1

Moteocie'r, ther appeal `to be dertain systematic
0 ";

.
lationships between tHe'sociaPorganization'qf "ccaleges and''univeAiiies

ea , 44 ;. , 4,,,, . . '
, 0: ...

...
: 11

- and their .lacationv,,in this sUbou4ural space =-thf division ;df ..factlty.

.-......
's

labot, the time given .to undergiaduatastudents, th.., varieties of tires, be- '

.
, ; - 4/

tween studenti kn4,teachers, and the demAds tnat°e obeys mall of their
. ° .

,, . ,'

, N.
. . ,

, . . ,.- 1, . ,i , s , ..

students. \-,NJ . .4 , i'.
1 '.. , . .

. - . -, . ,. I. 1

I. 4
4 ;

"finds
. , , l

1

WoUld we some iny similar iwtelemtntary andchigh schOolstr". ''''

.

,..- ao

N.
, . , .. .= I " . 4-- . .. 1"i . '

Presumably lower school teacheY
-

a. re l esd'co. lleila,i then."professors, p e i- . , -

. A S I I

work. it ipat.eny'.. .schooi le,Zel..4rs'e ''
A

haps lest self-conscious about the
* t ..

-,

in one or 4nother sector. of _education we 'do find such t6achetuloCultufeltir . '.,. , . . , . - .. ,, ."' i .
.- .,

k Z:k..
. and, they do affectteachers' work, what then might.be"the.cNt4quenWfor * !

.

- ,
. .. 0. A. . ,A .% 6I

. :',
A

studentS?.

'. We now are

gani -zation of instxp
4

.)

, '' 0 A r . ,
1$

ingia good beginning toward-Seekng hoW the:docialkl-or-

;
. \., . I% : ,.'42N,

'
.

on itlay affect what students learn--theloonsequences.,,
. . . !.

- r- . A *Of Varieties,of incenti sAforzstudent",; of n the pacing and -.. .

,,,, . ,:, ,
. II, a ),

content of feedback about their, of various fp of soli-.. . . ...

k .
' .. .

clarity in the ledrhing'grdbp (especially Variation i4 the hikture:dfcoog-; '

..:
-. . ',

.:_ :

erativeandCom
' '.V` .. . ".v.; .

10

,.. A,.
_ _.,

.I.41'petitive relations anion stuilehts1,10,X-fink.here espeallx ,,

< -
. . -P :

.

4

of theecurrent reseaich Og McPart144 at liopkins end Cohen at st;rigel,d we
7

,
. %,

'44t
r I

have alrea4 seen that aspects.of Classroom cOdPositign and sch01
0

oh such matters as grad4,4g or "penciasirOOme"-can influence the social'

., 1 t

, *-14,
40

.
. .. . , ^ ,

... - , ' , ..." 40A
'<organization of inttructiO, So can teachers, as they define and set,tasks,

- k .,
7

..
, .

1-- -
give their own reward/ and punishments, give,shaiie taithe pociaI structure

- ,
,''t %

,. ' , ,
.,

of classroom activity -- indeed as they take a more passive oredtiVe,stance
..

.

toward such Matters at tHese. ;ntome very limited observations at Chicago
*

in so-called "open classrooms in elementary schpols we have found quite

. 2)
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Lti

m

wide variations in 'student competitiveness, in'thesalience and cohestile-

1..

ness of subgroups of students, in intergroup competition and in dependence

on peers or teachers for rewardsand information about task performance.
,

turn out to'be strongly related to these variations.The teacher's practices

And we find similar but

"traditional" mold.
?4-

±n short, I am arguing that in our concern for student subcultures,,

less marked co-variations invclassroons of 4 more

tt.

we not forget that the teacher is an active.principle in schooling, and
,

1

. i

i t

that what he does'must be affected by what he values and believes about his

1

work. Basil Bernstein and Pierre Bourdieu would have us bdlieve that cur -

ricula, teaching practices, and teachers' 'beliefs and values all are in-
,

.

eiuctibly constrained by the structures of knowledge that dominate a so-
.:.

ciety and tore particularly characterize and defend its elites. In this

.- 1

sense Bourdieu (l00) can call schooling " lic violence." I remain to

be convinced, but rthisi again is an important empirical question. I would

'

myself begin an inquiry on tiiis topic, indeed I have.for higher education,

with the assumption that teachers'' conduc t can vary within wide limits and

that the problem is to locate sources of this variation, 11 the one hand
. f

in given structures and problens of work (e :t., vari ations in, supervision or

in the ability composition of pupil
)

groups) and on, the other in what teacher4

prefer and believe about teaching.' I would guess that these values and be-

liefs will vary a lot, and an interesting question.is to see whether these

variations are related to teachers' locations in the educ tional "sIstem"

(aywell as to.their backgrounds and training). If we c locate teacher

.
subcultures kten we can ask how they interact With work st factures and prob-

lems,t6 affect the work that teachers actually do.

20
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You will have noted that I

cepts. Teacher subcultures,would

work structures' and work problems

know not only what levers we have

tion, what in schools will. be constraining albng with what will be facili-
%

seem to have violated'one of my

appear not to be very manipulab

may be: Perhaps. Nevertheless

for action, but alsokthe limits

own pre-

e, though

, we must

on ac-

tative. In any event, I am rather disposed
.
to think that in,nost ocdupa-

tions, no matter how professionalized, occupational subcultures are power-.
I. v

.fully formed by works situations. I see no reason to think that.teaching

is different. If we can
,in

fact find subcultures--constellations of prefer-

ences and beliefs that have situational loci among schools and school dis-

tricts--then the question remains how much the situations themselves af-

fect the observed constellations., And I have been argding that many ele-

ments in teachers' work situations are indeed manipulable variables'.

Now one last Moral. .bst of the studies that I have drawn on this

evening take academic performance as the dependent variable.

this set of variables 'is gaining favor in oui field; I had:gotten a little

I'm happy that

impatient with the, appar ntly'never ending flow of studies df occupational

and educational aspiration.

At various points, though, I have referred vaguely to "consequences

for students" or to "what students learn." I meant to'be vague, Eor I think

it is about time to put the sociological imagination to work,, defining the

possible outcomes of schooling that-are likelytd be'consequentialfor so-
.

ciety or for the character of lies that people lead. If r am to. be =in-

...

i

sistent about the situational determination of the moral aspects of human

4

conduct,and belief, perhaps'I shou d say that the only outcomes of schooling,-

of any importance are in fact dip omas, and perhaps knowledge, and intellec-

23
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'V -J
,

tual skill.' But I am not sure of my ground, and I don't believe'aly of us

is. Moreover, somewherepeople must learn those social'skills and forms
,

* '
of 'conduct that permit triem to enter situations' effectively.'

Let me just list a kew of the possibilities.

(1) Dreeben (1968) has written a piOvocative, spectilative book
about norm-learning and its relatiOn'to the social structure'
of schools. But there is as yet no impOrtInt:researchon this
topic.

..,

p .

'.' 0 4.
S

. .

,

(2) What of that capability that the human resources economists
call "learning'to learn"?,

,

(3) that of capacities for prirpa'ry social relations on the one

hand and for maintaining solidarity at'a distance on the other?

.

(4)

.(5)

What about propensities for social participation - -in the polity.

or in voluntary associations, for example?

What about that outlook' toward society that Shils calls
"civility"?

'This is a conventional enough list; the product of a not very active socio-

logical imagination. But perhaps it suggeSts some directions. It would be

fascinating and probably very important sometime to analyze in precise terms

the moral and cognitlith demands de on their members by a varietx of organ-
,

izations and institutions in our sbciety- -the family, work, politics aridso

on, to try to she howieffectitre citools are in prOducing personsfitt d,to

these demands, and to follow the life courges of petsons differently p Oa

pared foryarious kinds and leliels pf social par cipation.' We might well

' find little fit and little diffeences in life histories. -Sob Dreeben in

4.";

fact now is planning a first effort of this kind.

1;

AndIshouldstopbefomIoutline enough tasks for a century's
4

22
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THE SOCIOLOGY OF SCOOI.ING

\REPORT FROM DISCUSSION GROUP #1 BY ROBERT WEN
.

k

4

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY i

.

r

e

DR. WENKERT: Well, its awkward to be the first (1.1.scusS4nt, because

if you're fourth then you can say, oh, yes, the other the have already said

. I

!

all'Ithe :iiings thratarti to be said. I

1 i

I shall restrict myself mostly to the issues raised in my discussion

. group. Let me start with the simplest first, namely, qUeStions of method--

l

possibly the 'least interesting, but at least they openthe door to the sub.-
4,

i
1.

1 I ,

ject.
/

I

i

I

There was support in our discussion group for Iongitudinal rather
Y i

i

than, or in addition'to, cross-sectional tudies. AR ng

I

those large-scale

*
I

- studies
.

which use survey types of material, longitudinal studies would get

at the first moral of Bidwell's paper better'than crosi7sectional studies.

The second methodological point was a plea for field research on how''

day-to-daY decisions are made in Schools and on the interOrganizational dy-

namics of school districts, that is, on relations betwieen individual schools

and relations between schools and their district office. My impressiOnper-
. '0

has this not a good inference--is that,two motive lie behind that sug-.

. gestion. One is that field research would provide information about the day-

to-day happenings within thdsllool, its daily activities, which .on could

I . A

not get by survey methods. The.other is that sociologists doing, that kind of
.

I ..

research would come to, understand the situations which confront thepeople
.

on

I . .

.,

i .

the scene - -students, teachers, administrators, and others. This is esseptil ,
1 ,

for purposes of'recommending policy, and for estab1ishing credibility.

.*

#



With these remark about the kinds of research priorities that were

suggested in the group, Let me,lead into some of the difficultieatthat were
.

A

raised and

djfficultie

iL

iscussed, These are'difficulties_in doing polio research, and

in relations between re4archers and the persons Whoyork and, ,

/

vtudy in the schools'.
a

'', ...

v. ,*

One :of the difficulties Is that Bidwell paper, while.itpoined r,

, , . oo

but that teachers are isolated, may have understateditheir vulnerability.
. .

r

I
' ,

; !

We may,cite not only Lortie's study," as.Bidwell did, but also the Work 12y .4

:1

Sarason, who has4come to call teach ng "the lonely profe sion." : The
l

sit-
,

uation of' teachers may be even wors than Bidwell sugges k , and it was pro-
;

posed in,our group that research people are among the p
.: I

Worse. That is," When poli4es are recomended or resea

I

- ,

i

1

down the pipeline and lands on the 'teacher. The finger
, *

,'So, no only is the teacher isolated, but he or she i

dm of changes in,poliy., I think that field research

I.

would !show whether that is true. In any case, that w

The second way.in which e relation between

practitioner is tenuous 'at bas and alienating at wo

be riecomta nded.,Rbut they may disturb the vested int

thelsce

no

haVe of what happens in schools is not honored.

ple- who make it'

ch is done, it travels

points at the teacher.

so to speak,' the yis7

if well done,

the assertion.

e researcher and the

st is that policies ma

rests of the people on

Now ; 'I suppose th t is nothing new. But the point was made that,

only are vested.interesta
I

disturbeil,sbut the knowledge practitioners
/

o'-

ere is the presumption, or

I

the impliCation,ttiatschool practitioners are i
I

144
aroused, ilndresentment is.

. .

searchers are more ignoran

are suppo ea to enlighten

orant. Their suspicion is

....

reaEed. It may be e case,-in.faqt, that re-

abollt schpoling than the practitioners whoit they

27
0
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t, -`"

The third difficulty in this 'relation between research, persons and
$

practitioners arises around the issue of who is to decide policylis it to'

emerge from within or is it to be-imposed from without? And as,I listened
11 0

to the discussion, I thought that the giving of grants is in a Way rather

'peculiar, that is, even if we consider research grants. I would personaly

I
see no objection, for example, if research grants were given to teacher

unions for, the purpose of improving the education of their district and their
. ,

schools.

students,

Research grants could be given to practitioners, or to interested

Cr to group's of parents. 'On the one hand there is
4/

who is to originate,policy, who is *.o make policy, who is to reco

the question of

end policy,

is it"to emerge frbm within or from without; and the second question is, who

0

is to implement policy, and is there participation in the creation of policy
---1

by' those who are o implement.it or would policy be imposed of be seen as
. <4

i
,

Ilaving been inpos d from abtve or from the outside?,

Thequestion of manipulation was also discussed. ha'S a r7t

bearng on this question of who is to set policy. There was agreeh with

tha remark made in the, Bidwell paper that variables have to be pula)31e to

pe-policy-relevant. The question is, at which organizational
. ,

the

manipulation to.take place--at the local level or,higher or

think the choice, of variables depends on the answer to that question as well

as on their manipulability. If a variable is manipulable and.is:found to

have aweffect on a.sdhooling outcome, who or what stratum.or what oiganiza-
:.

tional level is

,quences

in a position to Manipulate it, and what are the,other

of-having the. manipulation done at that level?

There was also a discussion of indirect effects. ThY question is

conse-

whe,ther to restrict ourselves to examining Only the direct effects of'ed4ca-
.



.

tional'practice, or whether to-broaden the notion
,

of policY-relevant'rer-

. ..

search by including studies bf the possible consequenced of existing poli-,
...

s ...t.. . .

cies in other areas, for example,'in fertility, housing, and so on. Such'

polit ies4can have very profound indirect_ effects on schooling., ,.-

4 i

ft'

' , l, '
% .

4
s

,.)

' .

The question Of value neutrality also came up. I think people.genee-

ally 4greed that value neutrality was not proper in these kinds of studies.
....

On'the other hand, there was no agreement on precisely which values one

,ought to upholid And I suppose it resolvei itself into a question of Whose

agent the' researcher comes 'to be, either by choice or bye default.
NL

These tareall difficulties to be discussed, rather than recommanda-

tiOnsto:obe,impleMented.' T'll just make two more comments.

I'm rather WOrkfed:ai;OUt abstracted empiricism, that Ps, the search

for the magic kel, which can be shown to have a benefi9ent educationa l effect

across the board. Methodologically, ih large-scale statistical studies, this,

, I
means theearch for an effect which retains its size regardless of variations

4.
, ,

- ..

i ----

in' types of students and staff or other variations, in short, an effect.that \

..1!.:;':.. ,
, . P ' \

. A
remains' cxknat;mat over everything, regardless of local. situations. I'm hotover

. 1 4
r. k_ 1,

,, .

convinced myself that propositions which are-not situationally bound, which

are not situationally specific,'are goiug to carry us very far:,One ought to

be cautious about these generalizing impulses. For one, tilling,' if sucH general'

effects. are iOund,they would tend to.carrydeCisions up the ladder to the na-
4:

si

tiohal level. That, is, if,a particular manipulable variable'has an effect

regardless of.variations in local situations, th n presumably,it can be applied
. . ,

...:4.

at the most general (that is, the highest) levei4 and therafore,would be acted.

4'
4

on by the stratum 'that has jurisdiction over this most general lelvel. This
. <-\ , .

May be all right if those variables are found. But I'm not very optimi=stic

,

.

I)0 0
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*

at 'ihey will befound and that they Chri be found-regardless

,s.

. -

of the local
, , . .

taatian. This suggests concern, with substagave'rather than ibrMal .'_.

,-,
.

, .., .
..

.

gory, a concern with 'the 'theory an4lprat4.ce of; particular difricts or
. ..v. .

2 ,...., ..
n I

sc ols rather than withschobling-,Orahything'elsei.E.general ..

Onei final comment. I was Very'pleased"with BiaWell.'/i-reterehde .to
, . ,,, I

.,
. Is - , ,

the school as a s6cial and moral order. I think the general
.7

trbA6is'to
i

.

,. .
_.:

regard schools as techn2dal instruments, and I think thap's.a mistake. TO,

T
_,

.°

regard schd as a social' an4 moral order as a place where fhb..re is bargain-

\
,

ing, as a place where there are established prOprieties'and improprieties
4 .

and different vbrsions of those along the differenrpArticipants, that kind'
/ t

1

,'"
#

N
of view reurnspbs to an earlier version of the sociblogy of education "such

as that held ,by Wilfard.Waller,and
...oo

s} ally.

.

o

would be pleased,tb %see that person-

. ''Footnotes

/

'. °°.

t s ' *,,,,
. I

n X
1

4 /
1. /n Seymour B. Saraknt- Cult4rd o the,Sch

.

Change (Bbston:1:Ailyn aaa Badon, i 1971).

2. The distinFtion betweed substaitive and
r rl

discussion in Barney G. laser and Anselm L.

Grounded Theory (Chicagb: '1 Aldine, 1967)..

-
4.1

It

n,t

e Problem of

'

formal theoiy is based on the a.

Strauss, The Diicovery'of

, /

no. A

I

30
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think it was generally agreed that, wi

THE-SOCIOLOGY OF SCHOO 'NG

REPORT FROM DISCUSSION GROUP #2 BY

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

NAIAD CORWIN

in the frame-.

qk
work of the assumptions underlying Professor Bidwell s pape1, it was a tout

.t,

de force', a very lively and stimulating paper.: However, most of the comments

. . r' t'

inpur grOuplphallenged the basic assumptions.' The qu- .ens that were
,

.raised,in fact, concerned the whole genre of research a know it today in
,

the sociology of education; they were not really critici of this paper

21s A number of epistemological issues floated thrpu h the disicussion.

In s izing the discussion, what I say does not necess- ily reflect my
. .

.

I

. %

own ,6 inion.

Ono of the major concerns was what kinds of outcome var les should

one lo k at in relation to policy. In the paper attention wa gi

-,

. -
n in

.,
1.

1 .

particular, tditudies of academic.performance. However, som meMb the
. .

,
group pelt thatoUeresearch places too much emphasis on what re essen ally

, . , t, .
.. -.,.r

tie market-oriented,oblIctives ,of testing and measuring the
. ...

-'- .

kidds of things. that?the child can market, as opposed to the,hurmihnistil--
.....

% . ...,. 1..H. f'...
,

s. #.oriehteaLptiodmes that we tend to forget or ignore,.
..

-71
r

."
. .

Another issue, in addition to what we should look at, dealt with the

1_

kinds of ooncfusions'that can be reached from the kind of research we do.
7 4,

- :
, Measuring the amount of variance expfained does pot necessarily warrant Causal

. -

inferences; it does not warrant. Us *ircianipulate variables and `presumably,
.....,

i7 :- ,. , . -
.

.

then, the des nies of children, especially giVenour rather flimsy methods--
. . ..- :,

"

flimsy at 1 asy from the standpoint of polick,snot necessarily from the stand-

1

1 3

0 0
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, ,

point of theory. There was hesitancy on the part of sove members 1! the

group, then, to go too far by way of policy recommendations on the basis of

the kind of knowledge that we can generate. Again, this Was-raised as a

geJaeral moral issue that confronts us as soci9logists, and not one confined

, .

to Mr. Bidwell's paper. (Also, from 'another perspectiVe, I wonder if policy

would be better served by using less advanced methods.)

At t he same time, paradoxically,'another theme in the discussions le-
l- ), ..

mented the lack of attention to policy implications. On the one band, the

paper didn't deal explicitl7 with policy'implications or with specific polic

recommendations. For examihe, it didn't take into consideration the current

issues of decentralization or community control, although the data perhaps

had some implications for these issues (notwithstanding the reservations

=led above.) On the othei hand, the paper did not appear to beaddressed to

someone who can do something aboUt what has been learned. Some of us felt

that perhaps it's, futile to talk about policy without knowing beforehand how
d

. -
that policy is going to be implemented, or without havihg some connection y

with the people Who Can do something.

There was also some concern expressed about a...methodological bias in
0- -=

much of our research today. It'was referredtb in the group as "rationaiise-

or "scientism," the-assumptions that there are ands, and thaethe proc-

,

esp can. be ,captured inabstraqi often remote concepts andigorous statisti-

cal Procedures. .And Baas concern" that we don't directly ex-
'..

,..

amine process, that oar concepts and methods are too remote from our dataand
. !.

... .
c.

that we should get closer to our data; that we, should-do more than measure.
..... ..,.. . .

, ' '0 . . '

for the4urpose of statitical analysis, and that perhaps there are Other
-

procedures or methods that we can use to 'sense, feel, Or swig-Low understand
4

our-data better.
, 0 a

'di)*
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But, I also believe that 'thii more "direct" approach can be carried'

too far. There e many levels and forms-of "understanding."- The critical

challenge is to fi d ways of blending different approached- -the more.direct

, /

with. the more abs act--so that they supplement, and complement one another.

After decades of ideological confiict about truth strategies, tt hardlyseens

productive to re-hash the issues again or to perpetuate the schisms, and the

Myths on which they are based.

And'finally, questions were raised about the notion that only certain...

variables can be manipulated.

large part on which 'part of the system will enact policy. Before making

recommendations, We need to cla4ify to whom we are speaking Ind whb we feel*

1

As theprevious speaker noted, it depends in

;
will listen. It is quite possible,.for. example, that teacher cultures can

,

,bd manipulated directly,ae:.well as indirectly, through the work structure.
.

.. ;..
.

'For example, the NE A has the 'potential of altering Work's4-uctiare;ani teacher

subcultures, and in fact, has expressed some interest in this probleffi. Sp I
.

. H". ::

think we need to be somewhat cautious about labelling variables praaturely.

' ( ' '

In conclusion, the discussion dfil:'not len0.titself to a sygtematichan-
(

alysis of the paper. Rather, the paper served tO etimulate discussions.about

..
vide range of issues generic to the field. I have tried to capture a sense., w

,,,, ..
of our conversations, tut I must add, thete was also disagreement within the'Y

group abOut many` of the'statements I h4ve conveyedprp
4,

. k

v

1

' 4.,

.

;

9., Sr-

;

4

';
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THE SOCIOLOGY.OF 'SCHOOLING

REPORT FROM DISCUSSION GROUP #3 EY DOROTHY,MEIER,

CALIFORNIA'STATE UNIVERSITY AT NORTHRIDGE

DR. MEIER:

)1(

4Is' 4

will trirto summarize' the, major issues. raised in our

Discussion Group briefly and ooefine my own comments to_a minimum since I

Was an adtivePartiCipant in the group.
,

'1.

First, let me.say that Bidwell's presentatiOh Was most useful and.-

"

, .

... .

41.- eic.. .

provocative in raising numerous,ispues for thoughtlkna discussiOn. In fact,

, . , .

. .

,

-. in response, our Discussion broup managed to raise a number of questions,

but came up, with very Yew answers in,,the time available. Several,in thee

A
- ,

1 :

group were initially drscouragefrat the'lac k'of clear answers to issues ,Iw , 'i'..-,..

----

raised and the seaming "sta%e "of the art?",,,Buti I think we finally raCheci-

.

.

..-..

the conclusion that the
/
missing answers were largely a function pf the ex-

.,'

tremely basic types of questionsTheing raised--guestio that many of'you
- . .

have pr ably s u,eled With before, Mid morlikely have a ome time,

reached th point of fishing th would go away.' But our grou t t4t

_0 __the .quaStions\were_of su ficieat importance to our ertakings_thAt

should continue to raise em and to explore possible answers asweilas'

,

. 1 I

"

possible pit-falls which mightbe uncovere d in these exploratios.

The major pait of our discussion centered on.the following kinds of

qlestions, Jutt exactly what do We mean When we,t41k-about aolicy research?
/

What is it'?. How is it'done effectively What'ar. the ay-Offs and/or the

dangers? Who controls, interprets, aid imPleMentb? Ho does policy re-

Search differ from any other kind of research? .Is evaluation research the
4 .

P
same is, policy research? Is all research realllepolioresearch,at least,

t0' some degre6

34.
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As"we began talking ahoUt these questions we soon began to wonder
, . , .

.... ,
. ...

, i.
'

/
research ",if maybe we,wexe just re-hashing the old ,1basic,versus applied resear

.

...

\ . .-..

argument with different terminology. Hut a general consensus appeaid to
_ ,_ - _

evolve' ,that policy reSearch(still undefined) seemed to re&esent some-'

thing different frOm either of the older notions of basic dr applied re=
)

search: In fact, some felt that policy researdh might wtll rept2bent,h

kind of bridging "betweet

,

of From

was:proposed.
\

.---. ,

\I

Ptr aps policy research

. . .

the extremes for the old basic and applied typer
-.

.
. .

,

tentativettdefinition of pplicy.resea
.

;ch
. vb. ._

discuss ion,

immegate!policy implications

the canons of a -r

ith Bidwell,th

nipulable.i.f, t at research-is.ta,be effective in influencing
,,

lowing

to agree

thitt are

policy d

see more o

,4

;
is simply that r search which.haS relatively .;

. . :1,

andhopefully, is or h4S.beenekeoutedfol7

gorout scient:.fic methodology. And, ,most seemed

tpolidy esearch musht be 'concerned with variables

cisiodt. Our Discussion Group, ii general, dxpressed .'desire

thit.tyile of reseakVI done in the area of the sociology

,

education and several hoped that tfiis.type 'Of PoliCy research might avoid
..

'
, . ."

t * ,

some of the pit -falld encountered in earlier research, both "basic" and -\\

to

"applied." However, some were less hopeful,,-and expreised concern over'

the pobeibi-lity of being asked to evaluate a given program on a 'set of
d

criteria which are not, to the researcher, the most fruitful or most valid

crite .0thers expressed concern over a possible "hidden agenda" on the

part of policy- ers which could lead to a misinterpretation or distOr-
*

tion of the findings in any.given policy research undertaking, at least,

' ,

from the perspective,of.the researcher and the research agenda-followed.

I will:have some more comments on these largely Unanswered questionsinN

42
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closing, but first, I would like to review a couple of other themes Io107

served,not only in our Discussion Group, but also in the reports from

some of the other grolips. -
"

,Abecond,Major 'theme centered around fee

mostwell's Paper raised some most iMp9r.
.,,

4t , S also kkind of elation with thq
.. ,, .

ti.

1.0S: thA Pro?deior Bich '

tenet, 'ancrintrig4ing queStionS., .TherP%
..

, .

.. ) ' ' .

increased amount-and,Variety

aoarcOand;p56ardiers rithEi,fweld'aareported in his,pg)er..The more

, .

iiportint go:est-1:4s. rASed seemqo reflect` Bidwell/a cono4m.v4th what.,

. ' might be Oalled the 1.evels questiOh:ft,',Thakisi i.it,more fruitfial to' '',,'
:: -, ,.. .

ex pine sc ooling ,grom, time, student l'eveI,-ihe Cleadrclevel; tie school,

I

V:he:distritt,the &oinmuniti, the, social, tettOt4e, the national system or
.,

even ai*e'Crbia'--CuItural Comparative, lev d to. agree that.
this question should remain ax open one; that,.ideall

1

tinue at all levels Of inqui , and that, given curre
f,'

research focus.centeted on the classroom', school, and

.

,. .
. ,

.
,.

,

tion might loqmost fruitful in light of Bidwell's ar

variables that are more easil manipulated.

research would con-

t policy issues,. a

district organize-

ent for researching

curiously,'As discussioncontinued,arpund this_theme, a kind ol,de-
.

pression evolved as several people reflected on how much had been done in

the field and yet seemed Compelled to raise the question; but what or how

. ,

much dO we really know? Do we;know what a good teacher is? How do cald-
I

.

ren learn? There was discussion and disagreement over these quesiOns, out
,

of which developed a strong critique of the continued use of academic per-
.

c

formance (grades and standard test scores) as the primary dependent vari-

able in much educational reseerch,4including policy research. Strong agree-

ment was expressed*with_Biciweill-s request that attention be given tonumer-
.

4
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ous possible outcOmes.of schooling as additional dependent variables to,be,

investigated; )mitless s9 with his.support of academic achievement gaining .

qwouhdovet attitudinal, Variables GE apira4on: A side discussion de-

veloped over why"why -theprecOcuba 4Gn with academic ec4evement as,a2 de-

pendentvarPeille in, our recent ,researcht Is it, easier: to quantifY?,.. Is it
. .

. -

a function,of a toWet,middle c/as6 valiiestrue-tUre apd_pplicypredominefing'
, -

, .
.

" ., ...,

... ' ?
in 'the educational system:(a's son 'have ellege4) which is supposedly,ob -

1 ! ,...1%. .,:. i'' ..... . , ... ,. %
, -

.

. .-
; , ....

.
..

. , :

sessed with achievement and advance4lent? .014,' 4 would add,' is it

d/

ue to %
.

.10 , *.. ' 0, '
..' ,A f 0

,
the fact that most segments.ot oeietY cah agree pet'cHileren should 1 arn...

. 1.

,

some intellectual skills, i.e.,-academic 44vemeht,jbut 'could not agred
I

on many other possible des red outcorbs of schooling, such as alt&tildesc,

'

morals, civility, etc. ? 11 If

.'
.4

A_ third teme I have picked up in ,the session is a general concern

)*.inkage (or lack of linkage) between the resear hetwhether he

is a policyresearcMk or a scholar off doing hiS oWn ngend policy-.

makers in,ple process of policy formation and implementation. The linkage

problem apDeatSto be most importaAboth in terms of planning policy as

well et in evaluation 61 ,existing poligiei. Both those involved in or
''".

,' ,
cruse to, policy formation an researchers A cre and ate concerned with thisi, , , . 6 , I

.

problei. No r 1 solutions to' this issue. were.reached but most felt it
.

I

was important and should be explored furhei. I concur. For example, how

did the Ryan Act--for those of you whd live in C'eliforniaget passed.

, . . -... .

without our extensive research and comment: What has'happened as a co-

,
. ..:

sequence of.the ColemanatE0 study? Hopefiilly, we will have some more sys-
,

tematic and coherent ideas evolving out of these meetings with respect
.

'this linkage problem b4tween researcher and'poliCymaker.

4 4
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As promised

0

I e4,
keePmY additional comments to a mini-

.

`'mum since time is short and many, of my

\.ceding comments. ,

.

.

t

...I.- \. ... ,_ .,
, I do have some further observatio

,, ..
.

oughts are contained in the pre-

Is on the queStions raised tonight

conce ng policy regearch,
r.

and more spec'fically, the pdlicy researcher."

Y

,,
We have Zeitively clear defin

../

itiong of e role.of researcher WIti.iin;the°'-'"-:
. .

'scientific and.academic reams. And, we h ve the same for
T

the role of the
. . .

,A .
I

tltiien within a democratic society. But the policy researcher, from tra-
-.,

d4iorial definitions, may find his "role" c o Itains conflicts in dliihitions

" i; traditional definitions are ignored, may find that his "rble" lacks.
, .

Adefinition. In either case, the policy res;arche-r wo4ing froM,a weak
, ... -'"

. .

.po itionncross-pressured' from the traditiorl point of view or oiptside the
.

1 systeknd 3.:cking in legitimacy in the new 'role)." This situation may

. ,

lc

, .

\

i/
.

well dis&ourage many researchers from engaging policy research because

of pressures from colleagues and persolial desire to'achieve in the scien-

tific realm. But, in the case where pOlicy research is undertaken', the

researcher afid his findings are much more likely to be subject to the prob-,:.

lems of linkage, 69ntrol of interpretation, etc., as raised in discussions

here. I would suggest that,a major etfOrt is needed to define,a legitimate.
.._ m

:
role for the policy reSearcher, perhaps as a,praessional'or expert.,'

,

,.I.do ,tomean 4y,these omments' de-emphasize ,gny concerns regard-.

ing the questions of who dete ne6 the area of investigation in policy.re-

search; who controls the distribution, release, and interpretation of policy

I:

"research findings; or how research tindings get transl ted, if at all, into
\

? , 4 ...
0' 2

.

,

,. 0

. ..,....' :4
, .

,1policy'formation and eva/uWO n:' But iao think. it is essary &) clarlify
'',, -

.

, ..

elegitZmate the role of policy researcher if these concerns are to be .
t

.

resolved'.

18
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One'other factor importafit to the future develoPMent of good policy

research is the ability and facility to work within interdisciplinary

framework. Po/icy issues or problems seldom divide up' neatly along the

lines o'fouk acadethic
,

,

On this count, find this conference

ampst encouraging happening and hopeitore wall occur in the future.

In conclusion, I haye,a few point tore directly related to Profes-

sor Bidwell presentation which I would like to share with you. ,First,

I

I join in the consensus that his presentation was not only ecomprehensive

revieworthe field4-which was his task- -but also raised'some of the mast
;.' 0

eakic issues Ld'provocative questions which face nb°now and in the immed-
,

iate-future. He has set thp.sta9e!welJ: for an excellentsfand prOductrve
,

confprence4.Butluma, I 'must attend ta mY r e as disbussant.

Though I was pleased with Professor Bi ell's clear delineation

the.levels problem in our
-,

,

separation. of the
. . , , ,

.

important aria, if

fief. I was also d'sturbed,by his "exclusive"

. '

levels. I, alangiwith others, have proposethat one

investi'gatidn exists in an examine on of the intetac-

thethe ifferent'levels of analysis. Peraps we should pot be
.

I

. I

.

dgcidin,a_mhether. to. _look_inside_ the 'School__or stay_outside:the_ school, _but
.

A
. . ,..

.# 1 '
rather we

.

need to look, at interactions both within and across these differ-
...--'"

f* , , - .

ent!l6vels of dath foti and analysis' I suggest that this point maYrep-
. .: ,,,

i':

.
. .,

resent, 11 part, an exerciseAofthedOciological. imagination wbich.Bidtiell
.

,.calls'Ior'And with whith I strongly agree.
.

.

.

, I

Professor Bidwell has Clarified a germS.A: iss

.of policy redear ich n his.discussion of the iMpOrtan

, - 1 ,
.

vakiabled which` can be .My ,concern is that hs.may have Over-
. .

in the-effectiveness

e of deaLiA9 with

A ''

clarified 'the 'issue to t1 point that researchers folloWing.his guide. lines

t
,
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may stifle their rese rch imagination in refusing to lOok at anything

which is not tanipulab e. For example, he suggests that we should move

away from the social background type variables, even though they keep ap-

.PeAringasdOrninalltindePeilderriyadables,becallsellraesswellaveare
1

'tion we are Aot going to be able to manipulate or change those variables,
. .

I agree that it ral,ght.takliolution to change the specific Itariables;:

he cites., But IalSothink that the consistency\of the findingS point to,

/ .

, , an important area of investigation. 'Rather than Abandon this approach, I,

.
1 !

would propose that new research is,,n eded to sear h out the intervening

d,(or mediating variables, poesaly aerating bb den social!background
, ii

and Sschboi achieveinent. ,It'iS poskib e that such .ntervening variables

'

.ght be more amenable to hatuipulatio than the so ial background variabibs.
'

In other words,'we cannot
I

afford to Aandon .factor 14.crican be manipu ated

'but Eamake no difference in the Outcomes with whici we are concerned.

Further, I am not sure that Professor Bidwell...is being that realistic in

suggesting that school and classroom variables are ersily manipulated.

'They may be in given situations'where a researcher is in control- -but ma-
/

nipulating these variables it the national. level? I .am reminded of the

psychiatric'appiOach to the problems of mental health in our.society. ;
f

Zn'final conclusion, I think we-must listen to the scholars of so-

'cial"Change. They are saying that we arein a situation of rapidly in-

creasing rates of social change. From this they predict major. problems

for&ciety and individuals if the edudational system fails to respond to

this new'sitUation. They raise, more urgently than before,, the 'need foi"

...*

basic knotitledge in learning theory and "learning hots' to learn. " ..Anil they

int up dramatically the,need for effective policy research in directing
. _

?

the appropriate and necessary changes in the educational system.

4
40
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THE SOCIOLOGY OF SCHOOLING .

REPORT-FROM DISCUSSION GROUP #4 BYRICHARD REHBERG

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BINGHAMTON

.DR..REHBERG: Professor Bidwell's/paper generated a fair amount of

discussion; which 16.1 try to sUmmaiizepoint by-point.'

..

First, I think one of our agreements was that if we are to s riously

disduss the policy issues ofeducation we'must initially address th ques-

tion of what it is that schools dot And I would suggest there are a least

two modes of doing this, one by way of direct instruqtion - -and we s to

know a little bit about what schools do with respect to the cogniti ,oqt-

put of students, at least as measured by standardized test s ores-- d I

think also by way of what f would refer to as indirect inst ction, and I

would refer to Dreeben's Work on norm learning here as parii ulariy impor-

tant.

But alsoI think, policy research and policy implications bring us

from an empirical area into enormative area.' And whatte as sociologists

ought to,do-w1thout blushing"; e-,P7i,Sin,a,normative sense to ask

"the question:. what ought schools do,-and w4.t might schools do?

Secondly, we certainly do need an expansion of our criterion vari-,

v
. ables1 the most frequently measured spt of cognitive variables. Our.

discussion in part took the form of recommending that efforts be made to
w. : A

measure certain psychological outputs--for example, life satisfaction and

happiness. These are really not trite.

'

I mean, happiness is the basic,

--

primary Concern of our life." We're the only civilization in the world,to

*have leafned that affluence doesn't buy happiness. That's.profound, and I
, . .

!tlethk it merits our attention as educational sociologists.

1- 4 a
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We also suggested a broader.definition of ihe output of schooling,
ts,

and Possibly'the work that i5 now being done on the soci 6tion for cam-,
r

pe*nceis an, appropriate heuristic construct.

thirdly we' agreed with Professr Bidwell that we certainly need

mapp.of what goes .on in the schooi,as a territory, as an organization;

aremore.theoretically isomorphic with that territory. We don't yet h

tho e maps, but certainly we believe it's within ou

to construct such maps nd then to proceed to test
, 0

k Fourthly, we agreed that there is a dire ne

bell and Stanley's' term, the systematic variance tha
. -

.

schools as organizations: The Colemari,finding that'

school , Per se, don't make

.

largely because schools are the game, I think recommends that as sociolio-

)

. .

gists we ullht to propose large-scale
,

'One participant mentioned that

4,

too much of a difference,

that

we

ability as ciol ists

ie "gooddss of fit."

0 ;

o increase, in CaMp-
,

ig.duepto schOling

.:. .-.0 t .
7. ..

ifferences between
.%t

.

in terms' ol'auXpdt,

experimental studies.

ti

to a degree t his is already beihg

done with the study of alternative schools.

,

something beliond that. There are, of cours

perimentation- _bne partidipant_mentioned th

time gollebxper'imental work is being done o

.
I suggest possibly we need;

ft

e, exempla of Ma or social, ea-

.

At in ;reland at the present

n the consequences of the intro -
04,4 41 \i ' .

duction of standardized testing on a nationwide basis. Here in the United

States, as an illustration of massive social experimentation, we have the

mirk that's being done on income maintenance.

Fifthly, we raised a number of methodological issues;'and I'll try

to cite just a few. Firstof all, what really is our appropriate_unit of
.:..,

analysis?, Is the unit of analysis, Is it is for many of us as researchers,

the individual ?. And is that individual the appropriate unit of analysis

for policymakers? Or is 31 more appropriate unit of analysis categories of?'

individuals; i.e., "aggregates"?

':
.



.

For example, as Col mentions in his - -no, I'm sorry,. as Thurow

, mentions in his paper in the Harvard Educational Review, it may well be
f.

that a reduction in differences between the mean income levels of blacks

and whites as social categories is more tractable to'the manipulation

schoOl ng'than is the'change in individual incomes of blacks or whites

per e , I idention,here tOothe fact,tgat ColemaTnOtes,.again on the a

r
;PP.. .

gr ate level, that there has been a reduction in both
)

the coefficient 4f

variation for income in the States, 1920 through about 1960, as

well as a reductiOn in. the coef icienepivariation for schooling attai ed,

which suggests that on an ag r ate level there is some relationship between

schooling and income perse.

In terms of measurement,models, again we asked the question, is it

the individual level or is it9the mac/6 level that is more,appropriate?
*,'

Many of us, I think, are really wedded tp a c .relational modpl, and, as

such, one of our criteria is the amount of v lance we e4lain. And cer-

tainly, most.of us in this room have had the great disappointment of going

thrdug' very expen ive fundedstudies, otily tio_explain 30pr 40 percent of

the variance.

I really question whethe this is appropriate_ino4e1 in terms of

policy analysis, and I'll cite o examples. The strudy that was used by

the FDA as'a rationale for the banning'of cyclama es\was an experiment

performed on 13 rats. I think it was seven in the expeFimentai group and

-....72,.. , \
six in the control. I say "rationale" because, we knew about 20 years ago

./

that cyclamate was a carcinogenic agent. But there we havea case where

a policy impliCation was based on a significant difference, not a percent

of variance accounted fok.

I-
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Secondly, again in relationship to cancer, in, erns of smoking--I

* . .

have read a review of Janaks' work where a psycholo4 t said,
,

.

. i\

r gicample,

if we try.to eS.timate the amount f variance in lulls, cancer that smoking
. 1

ter se accounts for the'result cLto ld be'prabably tw or three percenitage
! °

points, But on the other hand, cfe know that there iglationshi and

the major policy recommendations have been madgon what we would term "ac-

:

tuarial" research data. T"

1'

the question is, in

should s 'ft'toward, or A leas

quantifying and interpreting ou
) .

.

correlational model. Now reall

assertion.

,

of policy research, whether perhaps we

be sensitive to, an actuarial model of

data, rather than a variance explained

, that is a question more than it is an

There,are three other issues which, although minor, I would like to
..,

enumerate before I close. I notecl! in Professor Bidwell's pape --we had

some dissension in the group about this, so in part speaki g for my-

self--a reference tQ the proposition that Whan the wife is employed full-

. ,

tine during.her chi dren's early,years the Children show lower rates of

gaihin language le rning than when the wife works less and presumably
.

1`.

\
spends more time with her children. ,Perhaps what we need here are some

very carefully designed, well executed, longitudinal studies of the oppor-
,,

.. .

, s 0 I,. P 4'. . v

, tunity costs-lih deference to both sexes-,-the ppportunity costs of
y
working

cJ - .
parents, that is, the husband as well as the wife. One of the participants

noted that there is a Comprehensive review of the literature now 'about to

, /-"m10 -.

which suggests; afteV looking very carei'uly at a lot

.

th4t the findings afe not definitive one wayor anoVe .

. ,

tiecatseperhaps.it's time once again, given the tre-
,-- ;. . .

, .4 40 ik '

come out of Harvard

of this literature,
4

I raise theTqiiestion
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',f'
.,,

.

mendous societal implications of women'saliberation for bo malesand fe-
'

pales, fOr a gtudy of this sort.
' .

rY

I'm also reminded when Professor Bidwell talks about the'effect

that students have on, teachers, for ple,,by withholding appreciation,

\

that there's a somewhat parallel paper in David Goslin's Handbook of Sb-

cialization which discussed not how the parent socializes the child, but

how the child 'socializes the parents. X suggest that's an appropriate

odel for s. nit's see how students socialize teachers. Maybe when Goslin.

revises h s book'we'can insert that as well.

. . .

The, final question I ask comes from the. work of some of the tadical

sociologists and economists, Herbert Gintis particularly. If, as we be-
,

lieve, our schooleare so enmeshed and intertwined and articulated with our

social system, with our society, I personally' would rai the question

Lthether any meaningful change,is 'possible without meaningful and substan-

I .

%,

tial change in,our social structures And this brings us-back, I thin]), to.

the commentary of tk e discussant from grup three, whether revolutiOn is

C
necessary.. I just eave.that as a ques

.

eo
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Mytpurpose here is to .speak about the r port entitled Youth: Tran-
: 1

. sition to Adulthood-that was prepared by the P nel on Youth of the Presi-

I

a

dent's Science Advisory Commit e, and especii ly that part of it that

...

bears on school reform. PSAC wasLmade bp of ut 15 natural scientists
- .-

and 2 social. scientists, one of wliom Was James S. Coleman, the soc logist.
, )

,

.

. .,,
Coleman convinced his fellow crtlitteq members:that a study should

of the current problems of American youth and set out to organize a study

;

'in. ADOLESCENTS AND SCHOOL RIFORM

$

ADDRESS, BY BURTON R. CLARK, YA,4 UNIVERSITY

e made

group. He selected two historians, Joseph Kett, from Virginia .and Robert
)

Bremner, from Ohio State; an ecnomist of education, Zvi Griliches, from
/

Harvard; a demogra

1

her, Norman Ryder from.Princeton; and, after we were
,

underway, a socia psychologist, Dorothy Eicho9, from Berkelex, when we

discovered how, little we knew concerning personal development. There was

e school man on the panel, John Davis, the fine Superintendent of Schools

.)

from Minneapolis. Daniel Patrick Moynihan was an original member but had

to drop Off. Then, as sociologists, there was Coleman and myself, and

Zahava Blum on the research staff. John Mays, then on the staff of PSAC,

-and now with NIE, was with us at every meeting.

The panel metrmonthly on Friday nights and Saturdays for over a

year. We'Alivited in groups'of experts on various topics., One'.day we wofild
I

be talking about'labor market problems of the young; another time we. Would
,

be revieYiftg comparative materials on schooling in other societies. We had

one field teit, to Minneapolis to look at a number of alternatiAYe schoolS

and experimental Schools that that school system has underway. After de-

.
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ciding near end on the rough organization of the ,report, we prepared

and exchange Araft chapters and then had two four-day writing sessidns tp

pull.-6erything together and to argue the conclusions. The result is the

)14

document, parts of which you have 14fore'you, that was recentlypublish4d

I

s

.by the U. . Government Printing Office, and which twill also be available
1

From the U iversity of Chicago.Bress.")

. -

1"*.
The Short first part of the report attempts to specify, objectives- -

,.',
r

objectives for theenvirOnments withi4 which the transition from youth to,

r

addlthood tikes place. Frankly, We dic not come

about five minutes to midnight in the preparing of

' 1 4
to the ob/ectives until

4

the report. It's the

I

kind of thing
o
we'were reluctant to one of the things that maiceS\the

mind go soft around education is tryin to specify objectives. But near
,)

the end we realized that, Sae needed to have them and haVe.them up front.
)

.After much /revising and winnowing, we devised some seven or eight that

seemed tp cause us minimal pain. The objectiVes were of two typei:

centered objectives, whiche besideS cogniGive skills, included such things.
4

as capability in effective management of one's, own dffairs; And more social

objectives, such as the

actions. To the extent

experience of having other; dependent'on one own.

that we were. trying to be 4ifferenit, Wewerepush.--
,

ing in this latter direction. The most important feature of the objectives

is an effort to go beyond cognition. ',We wanted to reiterate the importance

of non-cognitive skills and capacities in coming to'adulthood...
The heart of the report is Seven baAckgr6kind chapters in

)

a part' 2

that were individuailiauthOred. There were four chapters, on. the "HistorY

-

of Age Grouping in. America," "Rights of Children and Youth," 'The Demogra

) .

- %,

phy of Youth;" and "Edonomic Problems of,YOuth,"about Which I will.kr
. ,

,

..,
^
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. little since I must in.a brief tine concentrate onschool reform. The
,

three most relevant chapters for our purpose here were on "Current.Educa-

tional Institutions," "BiologiCal, Psychological and Socio- cultural Aspects

.^

...of Adolescense and Youth," - -obviously, that one was prepared by a social
. " .. . .

psychologist! - -and "Youth Culture." r will returp,in, a moment to important
O ,

items drawn from these three background chapters.

Then, the Part 3 of the RepOrt,whidh'you halte, tried
. 4

seven major issues that environments for youth have to resol'

reClion or another; such as, Should young peoplp and, the i

in which
4
they are found be segregated from adults or integ ted with adults?

to specify

e in one'di-

diate settings

. .

CS_
'And, how much age segregaiLn should there be.anong the young?

. 0

Should we

,.., .

0- 4111k

. encourage age mixing among youNng People, or is it preferable on balance to
.

.

keel!) them in one-year age levels, within the grades, and in narrow blocks

of the grade, as in the two-gear and three-year junior high school?

rections for change. These were oimajor toli'dy.recommendations, and I

Then, in Part 4;- we presented some seven or eight 'alternative di-

will return

hat,

here today?

. .

tnseVeral'of'them.

then
!\
does thii report have to do with

I want to pick up a,basic arguMenekrom

then move to the policy,recpmnenda.tionschapters and

connected to that argument.
,

. .

First, the chapter on the

school reform, my topic

three of the background

that were most closely

r

social psycholdgy of youth argues effec-

tively, with much supporting data, that there is a great range of diffei-

.ences in ability and interest among young peoples these clays. These perSbnal

differences do, not run .on neat parallel tricks, so that, at the age of 14,

a.person who has developed rapidly on
:

48

one characteristic will have developed
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.
,

rapidly on another. The chapter a yo. speaks about the contradic tory needs
, .

'. .
.

of young people;for example, for both inner-directed:inner-directed and other-directed

activity. Following these realizationg one is' entitled to,conclude that

it would be egtkemely unlikely that any one institutionalized form, any

single type

ences on so

of organization, could, relate effectively .to such broad differ

many basic Characteristics. We have to have morqvarietyand

flexibility in institutional'arrangement for bringing young people to

(adulthood, simply on the grounds of their great range of individual charac-

'teristics and the uneven rates at'which these'devel4 withiri'individuals ".

"and across large aggregations of individuals.

AA,

Jim Col

Then, on top of that,.las have.an argument out of the Chapter by
8 ,

on "Youth 'culture" that goes /about as follows: there is more

of a youth culture now than'there used to be; that culture is increasingly

'
strong, it embraces more Of the young, and it covers more years--it picks

you up somewhere around the ages of,12,to 14 and will continue your mem-

bership As long.as you want to stay in it, which might be until twenty-

five or,.iri soma Cases; to even forty. The youth culture attachesyolni

people more to 'each other than used to be the case, and it considerabl

withdraws youth from adult Influence. It is an inward looking Culture, as

sd many subacultures are; and it is hard to leave, since it promises more

pleasure' -and Ass pain than aauit culture. e e :
'

- .-

.

Then, a major argument of the "education" chaper that I wrote goes

1follows:

. .

asf in this society we have had, and now other societs are
\

having, it,ia shift froth elite to mas involvement/ in percentages of the(
age group involved at the higher levels of schooling. With that, we have

, 4 ''
.

.

had a shift from syall scale to large scale organization, one touched upon
-,

li .

J 0
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by Charles Bidwell in his Comments on small and, large schools. We have

had a vast school - district consolidation movemen in this country that hgs

been running strong right up to the,present time It is interesting in

&jis regard that the major reform document of the late 190's on American

secondary schools, the report on high schools by James Bryant Conant, took

tie major recommendation the elimination of small school's. Conant said

at that time--the time of the Sputnik-spurred search for excellence in the

schools - -that small schools were technically incompetent, that they had to

be made larger ih order to have more effective specialization in such sub -

as mathematics and foreign languages, That report boosted along the

school consolidation movementgnd backed the wish to have Small schools be=

come large schools. Now, fifteen years later, the greater problem seems

to be that the large schools have become too large.
#.

And why? Because it has served to incredse bureaucratic control and

professional prerogatives (even though these are somewhat antithetical to

one another) as over against the previous situation of the informality and

easy mixing of the one-room schoolhouse and the very'smalldistrictto

41111If dramatize the point by using the other end of the continuum. The needs of

- -.-

large scale organization will bring in bureaucratic procedure and the needs
1.

of specialized personriel will bring in professionalized norms.

Further, we have one type of organization at the secondary level

that has increasingly monopolized the scene: the public, comprehensive

form of secondary school organization. At the elementary and secondary 0.

'-

level, we have had the public sector ascend over the private much more than

in higher eucation. Within that sector, the comprehensive school won th e

battle of organization against its enemy, the specialized schoolthe spe-
.

. #
b
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C\

cialized vocational school,. academic

s
, ,

elite school, art school, hi.isic school,

etc. ThepUblit comprehensive'school won the day, as a democratic,sincia
L-/ . .

,T \
sive form. Unfortunately, we now know, this purportedly inclusive form has

:, , , 1,
...,

become implicated in various forms of segregation,
,r

Of which the most obvi-

ous have been along lines of race4and social class, depending upon neighbor,
1 .

.
r., ,s

hood mix alld the connection of the school 6 ndigaborhood catchment areas.
f . ,

.. i,
S A 4

Basic to modern schoolinglt the extent ,to which the school has be---,,-.
G .

,,
.

,

come more ).inclusive of tbe time of the young, tn teyths of days spent in
.,, ,#* ,

"4

the school per year and hours in the day., Thit trend has he) 1ped to Ogre-

,

,)
!=.

1. -
! ...,

gate young people frdm adults.
4

r4f course, there are the.-...special adult
,

.

','
. . . . . .

. , !,

agents in the school that'Ne call teacherd and ptincipals and counselors...
11 ., ,.0 , .

.i.

1,...,
i-`'?

But other adults. are out oi) sight and ...touch for most of the day, and those
. , ';

-.who are within reach are in increasingly speCialized roles. The young are in!

F%a student role, thathas come tp absorb more time, and this is a role with spe-

. . 0
dial qualities* It is steeped independency: a dependency on specialized

; 1-

professionals and on sOeciaiized'bureaucrats,'lich is different grdm being

dependent on parents, since that is a more diffuse kindfof dependency..-The

, ., ,

,dependency is shared by 4 very'Aarge number of,ayoung people. If you have_a.

I,-

large numbeeof people going through a commdft experience, sharing common prob-

lems, and especially if they shar0 e ekperiencet ofi<endency and feelipgs of

weak power, the situation willieniourage development of a dittinctiVe iet,of

shared responses on the part of that class of people. Hens we have argued.
A

that the way the young are separated in school and put into a particular -kind
.

.

of dependency has helped to create the youth subculture, a kind of(counter
,

response on the part of the young people to the situation that they are in.

,It is the trade-unionism of the young in respect to the school setting.

J00
,si
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We also argued there is a separation of age groups within the ranks

of the young ...hat,is large enforced by school grades and by school organ-

ization. We have come a long way from the kind of age, mixing that found its
.)

extreme in the one -room schooilibuSe. ,The continuum itretches from that tinley,/

schoolhouse of old--and a few are till to be foundto

5,000 students and the New,York Ci School District of

dents and 50,000 teachers:

The education' chapter of.4h

prehensive .high school IS' sec gin

high sahool.s. of 'over

, '
over a million stu-

Youth7'RePort also argued that the coni-

overloaded,, both with p ublic,expe tons

and with different tasks to be pe formed; further, that bureaucratic
4

professional procedures, in tryin to cope with this overloadeare more and
0 .

more running on a track that div ges from the needs of youth f?r

ity and diversity: This probleM,first became clear in relation to the poor,,
\, .

particularly blacks and'minority groups among the poor. School, personnel
. ,-

and lower=class students have rather'had a, love af fair, but'the strain seems

to have systematically worsened. Then, in the 1960's, the upper_middle

class found itself becoming more and more discontented with the increasingly
. ,

. 0
systematic ways of an increasingly

alized staff.JA result often this is .a Oftsiderabie loss of confidehcce

. -

bureaucratized and partialIpprofession -
.

.
these days that is boundOf it contin4s, to affect.the resilience of School

organizat4on'to do a decent job., the whole

is in question.
'N

These are the arguments of the 1?hree

most on what, we need-to talk about here.

,

of the reform recommendations.

legitimacy of pubic schooling
,

.
.

. .

background chapters°that,bear

will now turn briefty to several.

In discussing'directiqnS fox change in Part 4 of the report we

struck of in different directions. We were relatively pluralistic; the

`4)
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recommendaapns sometimes, even contradict, one another. But there are some.-

common thrusts: One thrust evident in the firstqevera recorgmendations

. .

° we offer is,the4need to idcrease the variety of expo ences for young people ,

by various devices, including the breaking -up of the sequenpe 6f first going.

through schoo/ and' then getting to work.
.

.

Thus, we fiqt'turned to'"change in school structure," changes at

'macto-orgahizatlonalleVels. The thinking here, seeks to encourage greater

.planned.and emergent diyerslty among secondary, schools. We reasoned in

part from the' divetity,that exists in American highek education, where we
a

have great diversity of institutional types, e.g., two-year community col-
'

leg-es, four-year state &lieges, public universities, private colleges, t
. i

..
.

t.
private universities, etc.". In thdt.situation, beyond the compulsory school-

ing age, there in considerable consumer choice. Greater dive'41rsity among
.

secondary schoOls (ow 'seems appropriate and for that we. need to "encourage

schools to experiment wit different,mixes of Purpose and program..

Now this is no ightat er: it means for one thing a willingness

to thiq..anew about deliberate specialization. Why not more art schools?

- Whir not more vocational schools, if they can be upgraded and.kept away from
4 ,

the dumping-ground problem? Why no more reasoned administrative encourage-

went for the alternative schools Whey have had a very high mortality rate,

but some are surviving. They hate been learning some or4nizational facts /

division of labor between teachersof life: that you have .to have s

and students, and ev some divisi of authority; that you have to have

some minimal order to Contain 9.pr tability; and you even have to pay the

,bills. 'Some of the alterhative seh having learned the survival lessons,'

are interesting experiments theie d they could bemuch better monitored.



Our aim, then, was to encourage a variety of secondary schools in

the public sector, as well as in the private sector,, similar to what obtains

in higher educatio. We thdtglit this would have advantages for individual

Se

./

students, by way of allowing concentrated effort around one's strong inter-

ests. We thou4ht this would also have a great advantage for organizations

and for people that work in them.. For one ,thing, I have become concerned

with. the problem of Institutional blandness, when organizations try to be

all things to all people. I see this as an ever larger problem of the coin -

prehensive school. Comprehensiveness is 'great for flexibility over-time:

I can'see why administrators prefer it over specialized schools. But it.

presentroblems of blandness, such as a lack'of a sense ofunity and pur

pose, that will affect young people adversely even more than teachers and

admiiikstrators. ..Our general recommendation encourages attention to pur-

pose: it asks those in charge of individual comprehensive schools to try

i

to do something different from one another. In this way, attention to pur-
r

'

.
/

pose encourages"leadershipat old-fashioned thing--leadeiship at the
I

1-
. ,

. .
. .

_ .

grassroots 1 elz Everything is not to be planned from on high, from school
4

.,.
`Everything

district headquarters or from the state capital or Etta Washington; rather

we could actually allow enough leeway for institutional, ariety at the

grassroots level so that sets of principals and teachers could actually try

.o do sometning different, as some are now trying in alternative schools.

This recommendation is enormously controversial, since it so directly

questions the value of the comprehensive secondary school, which has become

a hallowed AMerican social institution and hence not something to be easily

. .

turned around. Realistically, giiien the embeddedness'of-this institution

as well as its.xemaining virtues, any move to reinstate specialized schools
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Secondly, and close to the first, it the w4le problem of school,
P

(:),
',,

size that Bidwell thgntfOned in i*papei. To make organizationarscale ,
....._4-

\I

problematic at the g"ndaty level, arid suggest that maybe
-,..

again at, the AMeriCan secondary leiel would probably r ult in a compromise

form an,!lhe specialized form. There is no reason why one

ER

younqw:t1e0p,le be in a comprehensive school in the morning
/

3 9' d?! 11 the afternoon.
O. f'7

a,'cially tourid the

cannot have

and in a special-

This is being done in various places, espe-

arts: In fact, we do not need to much to think up such

Combinatifs as to go out on the terrain in American education and'obserie

carefulilwftiat is being done. For sane time, people have experimented with.

comhiningdomprehantive organization with specialized lines of effort, with

assigning staff and Audents.to activities other than those in the compr&-

.6
hensive.tchool.

'a .\

So, ne one of Our major directions of thought was around greater
A, -'\

school diVersit / ,'t

sghools can be

too big as well as too Small, let us propose that when secondary schools

have over 1,000 ,tudents,you may be getting into certain kinds of problems

)
of impersonalittc., that YOu don't have in units of 500 or 200, etc.

7

41,k
It's possible that smaller units are better than large, on certain intan-

gibles. You co la learn to measure better those intangibles, such as group

spirit, that induce motivation in the young.. Or consider the cross-age kind_

, .
of modeling. of 14 Ovior that is available in the one-room schoolhouse but, 4

that is not availablein age-segregated shool systems. It is possible that

small units are better on a range of social dkijectives, and a range on,in-

-/

dividual, objectives other than cognition.
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And we can be practical on the matter of

I

ool size. One possibil-
.

1.

ity is to have small units within large schools; the so-called cluster col -

lege notion, the idea of having houses or subc011eges wit n a secondary

school. This is already being tried here'and there. So if the high school

has 2,000 students, there is no reason why it cannot be four units of 500.
4

4 / ;

The student might then have the best of two worlds; in reaping e Loycho-
.

logical and social returns of membership in the small' unit while taking

from lie'large unit its professional competence and the thrills of its foot-

ball team.

Besides having small units within. large schools, we could also have

membership in two schools, as in the case, of going td the compreheal,ve

school in the morning and the specialized school in the afternoon. Thai

"'
i

.

sometimes mean going to a large place n the morning and a amall,place

the afternoon. So one could have the large comprehensive and the ;mall

specialized as one way of combining several of these recommendations.

We also argue in our recommendations for greater role diversity for
,

young people, something other than the student role, especially around the
:A -(2)

, -(!))
a

notion of the young teaching the young. This idea has made .some cbmeback
ti 4

in the last five ta ten years; of the young getting into tutoring of younger
P

. ones. _ To argue for something more than the student role.is also to pay sys-

tematic attention to extracurricular activities amd,what 'their values might

' happen .to be.

I Then, fourthly). under school changesa_We argued that schools could

take up the role of being agents for the young, seeing that the young learn

to use the larger environment of the city dr theoommdnity for its learning

possibilities. This would go along with cutting tir daily or weekly time

6,3
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, .

'that the young spend in school, with school personnel supervising the

assignment out to other activities, particularly public service activities.

' All this led on:in our thinking to a second class_ of recommendations
'

around the alt&iative of school and work. This matter was at the heart of

what.the panel finally was thinking about; namely, how to get easiei move-

went between the educational system and the institutions of work. . Here we

paid attention to two possible patterns. One is the full -time stop out,

which we already have at the college level, where a young person simply

leaves the school system for h f a yeai, or 4 year, or two years. He or

she stops out, instead of dropper out, and then comes back. This alterna-

t

tive, Which could be conceived of a the front-end of a life-long ossibil-:

ity of recurring education, could start earlier than the ages of 17 and 18.

Young people are doing it earlier in many high schools, despite laws to the
0 I,

contrary and over. their parents' dead bodies.

The other pattern:is a one half/one half, or "allfing-time kind of

thing: being in schoOl part of the time and out at work part of the time,

or essentially the old cooperativeeducatl,pq, work/study pattern. There is

N\ho reason why thi. h kind of pattern has to be deft to just certain schools-,

which usually have bee the vo tiOiial ones, or to certain odd colleges in
. .

higher education. We could have is alternation of experience between

N.
schooling and work in the yOunger ygar, and-not primarily to learn a skill,

'

eVen ough that could be part, of the picture. It could again be an excep
;

tion of youth toy have', some responsibility in some form of meaningful work,;,

J... J. ....

to have contact with eau is other than teachers and to gain experience in
.,

interdependent activitylalongside the almost anomic and highly individu41 -

!'' istic kind,ofactivity that we encourage, young peoRieto take up in

I . ;.

achieving for grades in'schools.
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..Then,finaily, we did play a little biiwith a1.1

' of Jim Coleman's 'vision, Which waS;ihe possibility of

into work institutions,. We have a section th
.

bility.of work organizations making' a place fqr you

back into work settings. The direction of alange.h
A

to'institutional specialization., As you may have, n

S.

idekthat came out

utting.education en-

scusses the possi-
".

blending edication '

e it thorou4iiiy counter

iced in the materials

n the text, because hethat you have, Coleman dissented from the statement i

wanted a stronger argument about the possibility actually putting educe-

tion backinto work settings. Be Vinterekeaeven n a complete age mix-
. * '

, . '
i , .,

.

. .

ln, across all the.years,eo that a "work organizatioa" would gave. ,all
\ .

. .

young people and all old people in'it aswell as, these in -the toheproduc-

tive years.

There are other recommepdatiOas that I will not go into here,.con-

cerning youth communities, voucher plans, public service, and so on.

The last recommendation that we tide had to do with research. Early

in the report we tried to state seriously that we'did not want to make spe-
c

cific recommendations to be put into practice: that everything was to be*

a recommendation for pilot study, and that pilot efforts should' he seriously

Monitored, measured, d evaluated--even intensively studied!: We came

back to this posture the end; it is the kind of recommendation that

should be of greatest interest to this kind of audience.

First, on pilot projects it is obvious we should have before and

after measurement, that any delibe;ate experiments should have
;

evaluation

*built in. The urge to measure and evaluate such deliberate interventions
/

is coping on fairly strongly these days, and We can have 'some faith it will

z
occur. But in addition, there is a great deal that we could':do by r of
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researching what is already going on. TO my mind, the American educe-
,

tional system is.a gold mine of natural experiments. There is so much to

be seenj.n Philadelphia, and in Pasadena, and in Minneapolis, and in Palo

Alto, and in New Haven, by way of alternative Ways of organizing the schools,

and alternative ways o figuring out relationships betwden school and work,

the school and the community. We are tremendously under-researched in

just simply finding out what is going on out there on the educational plains:

sociologists, of all people, ought to be out there. We know the economists

won't go and neither will the experimental-minded psychologist. Unfortu-

.
,

.110.nately, more and more sociologists", trained well in methods, won't go'out

1 ,/ .

there either. But someone should,be going, not alone to interview, but also
. 6

G 1

.
'1 .

. simply...6. look and then to return with useful ethnographies of the strange
e 1 ,

% ,. . v

ways 9f the many educational tribes. In sociolOgy, we have very much im-

i, 0
A .

provedthe,quality of data processing and analysis. But if we do not im-
'4 X

. li '

. .

, prove at the same time the quality of data gathering, in terms of what is
, .

,
.

.

really going on out there, then We get great analyses of bad data. This

is close'to being a research crimp, it seems to me, especially when such
1

.

analyses are quickly used fór policy 'recommendations. For example, current

measures o school organization do not get us anywhere near the realities

of school life. We work with such crude featuFes as the proportion of

e
,

blacks in a school or the number of teachqrs with a master's degree:.
f

.... .. i

Stop;Ing'there--because tl else at the moment is without a handymeasure

and hence is intangiblewe do not get inside the complexities of the black

box to weigh even qualitatively the effects of such featuras 'as teacher
,-

sUbcelture t4t we know make a difference.

by
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Thus in the en , I say: let us increase-our research by way of

what we do around the rojects, the deliberately ins ti ted things;

and, let us get back the ield, back to the organization of the natural

settings in which young_pe ,se spend so much of their time for so m&ny of

their years, the settinis in which some of us spend a lifetime of work..

These are complicated sub-sets of society. We need to-explore them thoroughly

for thgir instrumental role in bringing the young to adulthood. In the

proc , we should learn something useful about improving the quality of

life, not the least for ourselves.

1.

1

yr

I%
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rDISCUSSION BY EDWARD L. McDILL, JOHNS HOPIgNQ UNIVERSITY

ADOLESCENTS AND SCHOOL REFORM

D. McDILL: ducaioaal p itioners and researchers should find

Professor
. 1:

and assessment

ark' section of the PS report' informative in its description

ree imp° interrelated issues. First, it documents
4 .

the massive g

ucatibnal Jinstit

significant changes in the structure of American 'ed-

s in the last century. Second, it adumbrates the

mit
technological and social forces which have shaped these developments.

Third, it notes (and in some instances, details) some of the adverse social

and psy.cholbgical consequences for adolescents and college youth flowing

from these 'features of the contemporary educational'system. I certainly

have no quarrel overall with the accuraby of Clark's observations regarding

'these matters, nor with,thevalidity 8f his conclusions. Ther'efore, rather

than spend my limited'time in attempting a.comprehensive and, hence, super- .

ficial critique of several of his points, I will instead elaborate upon

one crucial problem for troth educators and researchers which he mentions

but does not develop. This is the problem of "match" or scongruence be-
ll

tween institutional characteristics And ,those of the students'who are re-

cruited to:or select- thlmselVe-S- into them. It.is a special case of the
.

genera substantive concern wilth "cOntextual" influences, or the impact of

1 institutions on student outcomes. 'The term "institutional--
,

educa

studen

"person-

-h" employ by Cla k is often referred to by psychologists as

,f

ironment interaction ", or "individual-environment fit" tcheil,
.

1969, p. 697).

Clark raises this issue in notin4Jsome of the features that distin
, 1

guish American higher, sducation from the typical' European systems. He
1

4- 6 8
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notes, quite correctly I believe, that one of the jor problems currently

facing European higher education is,its homogeneity, of structure. Their

current. problem is a consequence of the4demand for greater access to college,

by middle and working class segments of"the population--an increasing pres-
- 4

. . .

sure for educational egalitarianism or open admissions similar to that which
.

,
, .

#. .

has been approximated in this country for several years,. As Clark suggests', '

lit would be surprising if the sharp contrast-between European and American

"models" of higher education did not also entail certain problems of educa-,

*

' _

tional organizatiqn unique to each: .In ,particular, American educators must.
0

.

.
,

b

face the difficult task of trying to bring about an Appropriate match be-

. tween the personal characieriStics and abilities of the enormous, hetero-

. geneous population of 'youth seeking admission to*college and the diversity

. ,

of structure and quality of our tertiary institutions. Feldman and Newcomb,
. H

for example, in their monumental work The Impact of College (1969), document

the great di) vevity among and within American colleges and among the types .

:
. . . .

of stcdenti they. attract,
.

and conclude, after"reviewing 1,400 references

;
-.

v and more than 6b0 studies, that more knowledge is available on the impact

of collegeson students than many skeptics are willing tee acknow ledge.

Nevertheless; they hasten to add that our f of Xnowledge is limited rel-

.

ativ tb the amount of time and effort, de ted to the problem. In partic-

.

ular, they note that our knowledge is pecially meager regarding the prob-
4

.';
,

lem of studentlnstitttion "match";
0

r as they state it, "Under what condi:-

tions have what kinds Of students anged in-what specific ways?" This

Paucity of rel,i.able empirical evidence regarding the differential effects

of institutions is particulaxly disturbing, I.think ali could,agreepn

light of its impOrtance for polity-decisions and for economic welfare

arid.perhapsseven political stability of.our society.

r-1 #
4
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If our knowledge of this problem is limited at the college level,

it is almost non-existent at the secondary and elementary levels. In fact,,

McDill and Rigsby (1973) have concluded, after a Fcareful review of relevant

,literature, that research on even the global (or gross) influence,,of educe-

Mlefti

tional environments (as contrasted with the more intensive study of student-

enVironment interactions) on student outcomes is either lacking or woefully

inadequate. Moreover, that which is available generally relies upon in-

"direct, proxy measures of school environment such as the SES composition of

the student body rather than direct measures whicAp important structural

and processual components of the environment. The latter might include

the content, intexity and pervasiveness of norms exerted by teachers'and

peers, the systems of informal and forMal. sanction's associated with the

norms,, and the degree of social cohesion among students and between students

and teachers (Feldman,, 1970; McDill and Rigsby, 1973): In the last decade

Several researchers have challenged the utility of indirect measures of

high school environment such as SES context, and, a limited number have de-

veloped and tested direct measures of the quality of elementary hand second-
_

Ary school environments usihg structural and processual variablessbased on

both macr&- and social psychological theories. In general, though, this

.issue of crucial importance to the organization of our educational sydtem

has neither received the attention it merits nor the careful study it re-

."
quires. 1

wish to spend my remaining timT in a discussion of selected meth-
. .

odological and substantiVe issues in the study of student-environment in-

teractions at the secondary and, elementary levels which may, in par, ac-

k
count for this lack of attention. The methodolbgical Problems involved in

. , ,

. .
.

.

V
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thiS line of research are severe and are encountered regardless pf the

level of education being studied. However, several of the theoretical/",

and substantive issues do differ across levels, Owing to differences in

the organizational characteristics of elementary and secondary schools and

of the maturational levels of students. For example, McPartland and Ep-

stein,(1973, p. 1) have properly emphasized that one pf the major problems

faced by researchers interested in organizational characteristics of pub-

1- c schools is their homogeneity on certain key features.' Potentially iffi-

po tant variables such,as authority systemi, structure of competition and

talks, and sharing of responsibility for setting goals and selecting courses

anc assignments are relatively) constant across junior and senior high'

schcol This lack of diversity in organizational features severely re-
.:

stri ts research at these levels. With reSpect to the role of maturation

- environment fit, Mitihell (1969, p.,703) suggests that a given

inte a eon may be morephemeral or time-bound than researchers realize.

Thus special attention must be paid to the developmental level of the stu-

dent being stliaied.

The critical methodological issue in this research domain is hoW, in

the absence of an opportunity to emplOy a true experimental design, the ef-

fects of'school environment are to be separated from the influences of per-

sonal, social background, and cognitive attributes with which the student

enters school? In statistical terms, this is the problem of multicollin-

earity among envirMqntal,and student input variables. In the absence of
0.,0)

Any,entirely adequate solution, for ;lone exists, e researcher must choose
Ok

the statistical technique which pro;ides the most ccutate separate esti-
.

mates of school effects, thoSe of student input ch racteristics, and the

4

.i.
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1

joint effects of both sets Of variables:'..Werts and Watley (1969), Feldman

and Newcomb (1969), Mitchell (19 9),z Iand Feldman (1970) have all summarized
's -

tile more widely used methods in am attempt to provide reliable estimates Of
--: ,

school vs. individual effects, the assumptions underlying these statistical

. ,

tools, and the controversIts or disputes surrounding each. Some o f these

techniques Tay be briefly EZhtioned: (1) test-retest differences, or change

scores attributed to environme*t, a technique vulnerable to regression arti7

facts because of the failure-to "adjust,for students' initial scores on the

dependent variable;,(2) Astin's input-output model in which the part cor-

relation of the school environmental variable and the dependent. variable

,

with input variance removed only frkm outp ut is interpreted as a measure of

environmental impact, a technique which Werts and Watley (1969) hav(A shown

underestimates the size of the school effect; (3) conventional regression

4
analysis'witti partial regression coe fficients used as the measure of school

influence;:(4) path analysis, a special case of regression analysis involving
rr

a sequence of regression analyses within a predetermined, specified causal
'

11 ktamework; and (5) analysis of covariance which adjusts for differences in
, .- . . . . _ '1 N.

input variables/but whiCh can produce inaccurate estimates of environmental

effects if subjects are not randomly assigned to treatments (Campbell and

Erlebacher, 1970). .-

0 ° .
...

l' As; noted above', none of these techniques is entirely adequate in .

. "
''''.

A.1
4P dealingAiith the statistical grtoblems involved in explaining differences

... :0\
.

. ,.-7, ....._

,,----;

groups.A among naturally occurring groups. Since the limits of statistical manipula-
.

4,

tion #n disentangling the Complex relationships famong variablep are partic-
r

uiarly severe in this research domain, it is especially important that the
-,

reseA,rcher develop,,, prior to collection of data, a causal fremework'or model

65
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which clearly specifies the relationships among various components of school

environment, student outcomes, and the relevant input characteristics of
,

students. As Werts and Watley (1969) have noted, too much prior research

on school effects has involved a "shotgun correlational approach," which

4

ignores the complexity of the problem and increases the likelihood of in-

valid interpretations of data,

One
.
must then choose the appropriate statistical technique to test

themodel. Some of the general linear model,teChniques (Fennessey, 1968)

such"as multiple regression or analysis of variancefare.robust statistical'

tools which provide stable estimates of the effects in a given model, but

the model itself must be formd],ated by the researcher. Multiple regression

strategies can be particularly informative.by partitioning the explained

percentage of criance in the dependent variable (RE) into three components:

,(1) the independent effects Of various dimensions of school environment;

(2) the independent effects of school and input characteristics due to*the
/

correlation between (1) and (2). Regression analysis can then be used to

detertine whether there are person-environment "fits" or "matches" by per- .

forthing separate regression analyses on different types of stud

paring the magnitude of the regreSsion coefficients for,the mea

schooL environment and student outcome.

and com-

-piven the above brief overview of the mgthodological and substantive

coMplexitidt involved in environment-person interactions, what practical
I

and scientifically useful suggestions can be offered to aavan6e our knowl -

4

.

r. .

edge in this iMpoitant area? I will address this question by first briefly
,

reviewing some of the substantive research dealing with these issues at the
'

..,

,
. #

high school Ad elementary school levels. ,1 will then conclude with some-

444
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',. .

what more,detailed description 'caf a researc prAojdot with which I am famil-
-,. ,

.

iar (and informal ly involved) at suggests a Lerh4os more profitable

strategy for the further pursuit Of these tters.'4

In the Equality Of Educational Opporttusity survey, Col a so-
.

ciatel (1966) found that school enviro t (measured by c

of felloW students and by teacher quality) accounted for a

.

tion of the verbal ability ores of blacks than of whites

statistical interaction was 'shown etween school climate

family background characteristics. The EEO.research team \levelo ed a pOst,
I

raceristics

r propor-

is, a

nd personal and

hoc explanation pf'these results in terms of a model of so ial int rdotion

,between home charactefljtics and those pf the school which they 1,elled

'differential sensitivity." Their reasoning was that students from dis-

41Y
/advantaged backgrounds and those possessing fewer of the personal attributes

l_s_s_to,win to be, important determinants of.tcholastic performance areuore sensi-

.
tive to the quality of,the school than more socially and,economically ad-

vantaged students. Similarly, Irwin Katz (1967) pre ents evidence from a

numbef111 group studies w h suggest that the Achievement of lower_

class students and those ipom)Ainority group backgrounds is. more, responsive/

to external rewardS frompeer groups and less dependent on internalized,

standards .than. is.that of their higher SES and majority group counterparts.

Richer (1968) also presents evidence from a'ropresentative sample of
1

Canadian high school students indicating that the educational plans of low

I.Q. students are more susceptible to the quality of the school environmeni. .

(measured by the socioeconomic gomposition,ofiltddent be ies) than those of

high I.Q. students. This finding ledAiM to propose Cat the fewer attri-

butes the individualstudenbpossesses which, provide inherent motivation,

'\the more sensitive he is twthe,environmental quality of the school.

'1(
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As is unfortunately customary with our research.efforts, a more

thorough review of tie literature reveals contradictory findin sI McPart-

land (1968, pp. 231-238), for example, utilizing data from the EEO survey

on all ninth grade black studentt from the Metropolitan Northeast, found

that the effects of racial desegregation at the class.road level on the

verbal aptitude scores of black students did not differ systematically

according to their, socioeconomic backgrounds. IFurtl3prmore, McDill and

Rigsby"(1973), evaluating data from a national sample of 20 institutions,

failed to support dm differential sensitive hypothesis in their study
1

of the effects of. high -soh environment on the achievement and college

plans of'students. Specific ly, nolmeaningful interactions were found

between global school climate and student performance for students vary-

ing in terms of scholastic aptitude, aden4 motivation, or family SES,
, . .

Thus the findings regarding statistical in erection between school environ-
.

ment and personal attributes of junior'and senior high school students are

'contradictory. While several factors might account for these conflicting

-results, including differences in the populations studied or in the meas-
. .,,

ures of school environment and student .Characteristids employed, we i.Jould

identify the geherally superficial measurement of student experiences with

4
their environments'in this research as being particularly impo'rtant. In

.

, the various studies mentioned, the measures of school environment may have
. .

been tic) g]:Obal or distal and the personal measures too crude to detect

the sensitive nature of the realtionship between the individual and selected
,

aspects of thesclioolenvironment which impinge intensively and /or persist-
.

ently on him." As Mitchell 4190, p. 715) notes, there are few studigs at

.
any educational. level jich haVe dir4ctly ConfrOntddthe critical' problem

,

3
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'

of differ tial environmental effects on students of different personality

types,.prinlIcipally because of the serious methodological problems involved

mentioned earlier,, '

A reseach

Center for the Socia .Organization of Schools by McPartland and Epstein (1973)

1

Fbject currently underway at the Johns Hopkins University

is directly a

1

for future r

are studying

ihe cognitive
1.

dresaing some of these problems (and may become a.prototype

arch into the problem of student-environment match)., They

\

ngitudinally the' ffetts of open vs. traditional schools on

d personal development of elementary, middle, and secondary.

students usin
[

are intereste

aspects Of opi

student devel

fected by thee.

ThuS, their

causal model

features of O

dicted that

for each of

students (,jm

less esponsi

fieldSurveys, interviews, and classroom observations. They

not onlYin the global effects of specific organizational.

-1

ischools (i.e., task structure and authority system) one

ment but also which types of students are more or less af-
.

organizational features (i.e., institutional-student match). .

earch is unusual in three respects; (1) they developed a

ecifying the relationships betweelpecific organizational

schools and particular students' outcomes they pre-
.,

gic organizational sources of effects will be different

dependent variables); (2) they p edicted which types of .

erience0 will be more orerns of earlier home and school

e to these organizational features for each dependent variable;

and (1) they are applying a powerful method of

tiple regression--toseparate the main effects o

gent and individual variables and for testing the

'student-environment interactions. I submit that

valving a causal model, a rigbrous research design

ltivariate

r

0

69

various school environ-

r predictions about
. ,

eir undertaking, in-
.

and a mode of analysis

1
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suitable for testing their detailed hypotheses, will aid in alleviating

one of the fundamental weaknesses noted by ,Harp and Richer (1969, p: 1)

in their comprehensive review:of research in the sociology of edUca

"The point to be made then is that researchers in'education have tended to

deemphasize interaction effects while conggntrating on over-all summary

effect measures. More detailed,, careful/investigations of what's going on

in various subgroups are needed. to answer the question: Whom does the

school affect?" I might add that the answer to this question is essential

to the formUlation of a comprehensive 444y

In s although' we have no cifinitiye

chool influence

nding§ a y educational

level concerning tre ent -person i -ractions, educational rese now

seem sufficientry.attuned ti rucial significance of the,probem aea
.

that we can expect substantial attention devoted to it in the immediate.
. , . .

.

futurp. Hopefully, a significant portion of this research will focus on

personLity differences among students and notibe restricted merely o

rracial, ethnic and 'social class differences, for-it is evident there is

substantial variation on psychosocial variables within each of these c

docial categoriis and good reason to believe that psychological variabl s

are important sources of key student Outcomes such as satisfaction with

school and academic, motivation.

While it would certainly be premature to propose specific policy

recommendations on the basis of existing evidence, the qUestion of policy

implications does provide a. .convenient route back to Professor Clark's re-

*
port? In view of his se itivity to the issues I have dddressed. must.

/I

admit some surprise at his cbncluding suggestion (p. 91) that the condtruc-,
.

ition of specialized institutid s to. satisfy the needs of particular seg-

70
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,

4

ments of the young may beP the future coUlise of 'educational reform. While
, ,

th14* may bp lesirable for certain select
(
.groups of students who might 're -

t,

1

.quire hig y specialized education41 needs (the physically handicapped, or

. s! . 4

those with severe learning handicaps, for example), an alternate sfr./ ategy,

of course,, would emphasize greater heterogeneity and diversity within in-
i '

1 -

Ititutions. Given the pracidal ecological prchlems in sorting spatially
. u;s,,

_.,1 ...

dispersed youth among specialized institutions and the desirability of 0

l
maximizing the opiortuniy to explore a variety of educational experiencgs,

Kithin-:!school*)diversificiation may be a desirable alternative to between-
,.,

chool specialization.

))
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.4 'ADOLESCENTS AND-SCHOOL REFORM

DISCUSSION BY'RAY C. RIST

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY

DR. RIST: it is not uncommon tip find yet another presidential level

commission making a report(on one of the social ills in the United States;

in fact, during Richard Nixon's first two years in office, there were .50

such panels or commissions appointed by him, studying such diverse condi-

tions as pointgraphy, campus unrest, the use of Federal statistics, and

the like. But what we h n the present report, that is, Youth: Transi-

tion'To Adulthood, is inai s ation, and perhaps the "last hurrah"

of the President's Sol ce Ad Committee (PSAdT. In the recent shake-
.

up of th ite House hierarchy, his particular advisory committee hag been

O

d so Youth: Transiti n To Adulthood comes as a pogthumous

from that committee.

Substantially, thg report posits that changes4in the schools are

necessary because of fundamental and ongoing changes'in American society;

and the two most basic changes which are structuring our responses for

institutional life in this latter quarter of the 20th century are the frac-

ture of the nuclear family and the growth of an autonomous youth culture.

The report posits that as a result of the above, there has emerged what are

.termed "youth institutions," Which in the context of this report, comes tb

be translated to mean the schools. The ascendency of these youth institu-

tions has meant a shif\in the options available to young people. While

they have had increasingly more options in consumption and leisure, due to

a .

their affluence (and the affluence of their parents), opportunities,haye

81
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declined for them in other areas, particularly .those related to carrying

out responsible work and adult roles away from the home. In short, it is

increasingly more difficult for a young person to assert his maturity through

institutionally linked roles than it was a generation or more ago.

The report suggests a number of remedies to this situation, some

which can be characterized as moderate, and others which could be character- .

.

, . . .

ized as radical. But central to all the propogals is a recommendation for
. .

pilot projects that could be expanded or dropped, deOehaing-upon an ongoing

assessment of their effects. I think this to be a healthy caution, for

one of the few things we have learned from the '60_1s is that grdhcli:ose so-
-

cial programs pegun on faulty socialscience carry.us nowhere. If we are,

in fact, to address ourselves to social problems and to deal with them in.

their systemic dimensions,''it's important to give lebensraum to the research

in thest areas. There has to be time for an. ongoing assessment through the

movement froi the definition of the problem, to the defi4tion of the policy,

to the implementation of the program. It may be quite beneficial to social

science in the 70's to express a caution in linking social science research

to social cringe.

Given thiPbrief summary of the thrust'of what the reportisees as

the problems, I take the recommendations to be broadly outlined,in that

they provide more a catalyst to dialogue.and discussion than A definitive
0:0

programmatic response. There is a tremendous need for more refihement and

1

.utore thought before such proposals as providing educatio =1 youcheis to au
0.

high school gTaduates, so as to further their bducation a they choose,

could be operatiohalized. In sh .what we have here is
'Y

ion, rather than a mashould give us an imiltus for dis

report which

esto for change.



.

. -1. ,
I wouldshare.several of my reservatioria)4th the way in which the

hy . 4
report Structured its analysis, and the conclusions to which it came.

to.

4p. 1) There's
(i.acuriot is, a=hstoricaldimansionto the report. It

.
. ..

t. . ' . , -

is hare to get from it t aqnde of what the 1960's have mearit. for an_entire
,,;*

. .

cohort of theyoting and thei' relation partiCularly to the political proc-
o __:__________.

' ess. 'Thardemi Of Camelot ,is now more, a decade ago and the impact
..

of the succeeding decade on the willingness of young people to grant legit-

imacy and seek affiliation, with d2minae institutions is something whiO6 is

only vaguely referredto. Iti.e-,difficAlt to find,ia handle for grasping what

.
' Kept State

.

or Jackion'Sate, for example, ,meant for the young people now
.4

t

".coming into whatis viewed as /duit responsibility. Further in this dein,
t - :

the
0
more profound issue

s
may be *to ask how have the 1960',,s *impinged on the

,

1970'§ for this particular cohort? How do we makel6ense; for example,'of
i

.

the turn-away from -social analyses to ,transcendental rdeditation?
., . -,. % .

-.

4..tie ,rePbrt ),acIss a sense of proceis, a.sense of the transition'in the lives
.

.,
74'4 i'''

, .., ,
,

.

otiyOun:g people themselyes as their own biographia begin to be shapedy

thellistory,Of-their 'society. "
s.

. '
.

. , 1%
. . . .

.0
2) *Mere is also lack af,a.theoretical framework from which to

4

I think

-icirecadt, even, to the near future.

and has now come into publication,

the social sciences, from thatper

1

In .thetime since this report was - written

we have seen a tremeneolls swing away ,from

.
.,, _

ctivewhich'provides a societyritigte,

to such disciplines as medicine and

stand VOlk of the freshman class a

their'majoras either

law.. Parenthetically, this year I under-

a number of universities havedeClared.

.

pre-bedicine or pre .]4w. How does - such a shift in inn
.

tarest relate to feelings,of*impotence and disengagement on the part of the
, !

young' which the report describ4 as so prevalent ?"' What does it mean 'for a

" 14,

7;1',
1:

.t 0, 0

*';
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"t supposedly isolated youth culture, with Ao adult models to follow, to sud,

denly turn toward two of the most prestigiOus, glamorous and institutional-
...

t....

ized of the adult professionals? The report, here again, is somewhat deficient.
- o

4
The description tf'youth culture represents more a still life photograph than

a film.

3) There is a fundamental questiqn of whether, in fact,' one can

eliminate any reference and analysis as to the experiences of non-Anglo stu-

dents in American education. There is at least the,implicit assumptionin

the report that the institutional settings supercede the various attributes

of the participants. For that reason, there is no direct reference to the

experience of Blacks, Chicanos, to native'Americans, or to women. I am con-
.

64

vinced that such factors as racism or sex discriminationare critical in un-

1

deistandilig the experiences which various youth groups 'have in American edu-

cation. To be a recipient of a racist education, or one which,is loaded With
-

c'"

,sex stereotypes as to whatootions one has for moving into adulthoOd, seems

to be sadly neglected. It is the reality that many young people face! Is it

not profoundly'kthe,eXls nce of racism itself which has so distorted the kinds

of adult roles that are ava Table to young non-Anglo persons in this society?

In conclusion, and in full awareness of my reservations, .I cannot re -

main negative in my ass&ssment of this report. It has sought to bring into

public consciousness issues which, are critical to the lives of many people

ana-these issues are presented in a way which make them amenable to public

. ,dialogue. There is nobdoubt but thai access to adult roles, to adult insti-

tutions, and to adult responsibility is something which is increasingly being

denied to young people. The transition from rural to urban and frOM urban to

suburban have both left in their wake 'large cohorts of impotent young people

\;
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1

/

who have become more aware of the social systedt, of its machinations,.and of
- LA- ,

.

activities, but less capable of finding ways in which to express their'

4

disenchantment, dissent, or agreement with that'system. They knowcore,but

stand outside the avenues by which t6' participate ih affirming or changing

that same system.

o

There is something which has happened in the writing of this report

which I _feel should be nourished and sustained. I think this is one example

of social science attempting to do what Q. Wright Mills advocated some 15

years ago--the struggle to sihthesiz personal problems with public issues.

As Mills wrote:

"What the social scientist ought to dq, for the in-
dividual is to turn personal problemsnd concerns
into social issues and problems open" to reason. His

aim is to'help the individual become a self-educating
man, who only then would be reasonable and free. ,

What he coght to do for the society is combat all
those forces which are destroying genuine publics,
and creating the mass society--or put as a positiVe
.goalehie.aim is to help build and strengthen self-
cultivating' publics. Qnly then night society _be -

. reasonable and free."
- -

I see this report seekilig to address issues which young people are --..

facing, and which has left them neither able to.utilize re eon in such a way

as to understand the linkage between their own biographies and the history

of society, nor able to understand how they may maximize their.pekisonal'free-

dom.' For if, in fact, we understand freedom to be not meltly the choice be-
t

tween set alternatives, but ability to create then..young

people have been\ sadly misled by what the system has provicled. The report,

argues for opts. It argues tilat young people need to be:able to make de-

cisions on their owh as to what kinds of options they want for their life;

and for ,that reason alone, to sustain both reason, arukfreedom, the repoWt

deserve our attention.%

t AP
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ADOLESCENTS AND SCHOOL REFORM

DiSCUSSION BY ROBERT T. STOUT

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON

DR. STOUT: The whole document is a fun document.. I'd like to

cuss it briefly as a policy document. I'd like to make fliree points.

The first is, there seems to me to be a kind of basic dilemma in the
.,.,

report which bespeaks perhaps the nature of socia] scientists doing policy

statements or, too, perhaps just the nature of what we know. That is, I see

an elaborate analysis of a set of activities and an historical development.'

of groups and individuals in the United States and then, when I co& to ehe

recommendations, I think I see them as coming down on both sides of the fence.

Let me suggest why I think that.

seemed to me that roughly half of the proposals for reforming

schools suggest that we ought to make schools more comprehensive than they

are at the moment. By comprehensive I mean that schools are more in. control

of the lives of children through diversifying those things over which they

can claim legitimate right to /4luence, We have children experience many

more things than they currently experience in different sorts of stxuatgres.

And it seems to me that we,in effect,, assert our influence overgre0er

parts of their lives; that I would define as making them more comprehensive..

a The other half of the proposals, I suggest, are thLe that relate, to

making the'schools,less comprehensive than they Currently are. And the end

of that 4finutim, of course', is, in effect, to do away.withtschools and put.

education in the'work place.

Now; as 'a policy maker, the't's a great policy document, because it.

allows me to do:anything I damn well mne7
0100

4
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erallaughter)

7-and, point to it with pride and say, the social scientists,)

support,my position.

(General laugh1 and applause)

Now, I'd like'to takda lookat what I thinkare.some.possible con-

. -
sequences of taking either one of those two positions; oftmovingg in a policy

way toward either one of those two positioqs.

If we make schools less comprehensive than they are nt a, that is,

press education out of tha schools into the work place, the will be those

who favor the move sand those'who do not, as true in any policy process.
. ,

I wish to ,try to soIrt out a little bit some notions I have about who ibikely
Y t

be for that and' who's likely to be against it--and we can aue at some
.010k

gth at another time.
.

,
, - -, .

It seems to me teachers are going to be mostly against that.' Let me

s .tell you why.. I'll make an assumption. The primary reward for teachers in

4
the'tdaching act is their internalized belief that they can contsol the .-

' -.
..

.

child's definition of reality. That is, the primary satisfaction as a teacher

.. .

.

is knowing that he determines for the child the nature of reality. In fact,

by moving the child out from under his influence, his determination of the

\
nature of reality, by exposing the child to competitive definitions of reality

and by doing that deliberately, may force a teacherinto a situation in

which'he has.p compete with alternative definitions of reality given childj

ren by the teachers' social status equals; namely, persons in the work force

who may hold e same degrees he holds, who nayhave°as definite a position

A

in the socia order as he ,has,. At the moment his only competition is parents',

.01

and he has*fai y well been able to remove them as really competitive forces.

e
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(General laughter.)

V

But if you now say to him that in fact he must face real competition,

in that.somebbdy Out there going to, that child to find reality, he

begins to get anxious:' -\,
\t... .

1
On the other hand, he doe's trade removal of the child from a "conflict

arena,,and that may be sOmethiilg he is willing to trade. I'm just,not sure.

But I think teache are likely to see this asa loss of control.

Many parents are oing to be aga(pigot it because it disperseS respon-

sible authority and it'

dispersed adult autHerity at has Owe legitimate responsibility for inflg-

ard for me--as a parent--to hold accountable this
4-..

!

0

encing my child. At,th moment i I really want to be angry at what'sliap-

pening to my child, I o ly have_to go one place. If you now tell me I have

to go several different places in order to be angry, then that attacks my
.

sensesof my control as a parent.

Another set of parents must be convincdd, it seems to me;,that what

they call "real learning" will take place out there; that is, reading and

writing.. Th3se parents.will not accept the argument4hat becaUse the kid
>

,

will learn how to come to work on time and will learn adult' responsibilities

and sd`on,,that important learning is happening.. What they care about is
...

.

/ /,
. .

real learning; namely, they care about ghe child learning to read. And I'm

'

'4
II.

not sure'youAcaq convince them that that will take place out there.
.

. . .

Middle class parents.are probably going to,be in favor of such a thing

if they can avoid haviAg to do very muCivabout'it.

raneral.laughter),
t'

.

That is because they can make a set of assumptions about the fact that

t

the child is likely to be able to'ldain real stilff, namely, reading'an

I 88
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,
1

writing, and that now\they can have the leisure'to coo out and learn some
. .

.

other sorts of things. , . ^

On the other hand, it seems'to me that lower middle closs'parents may
(

be mildly in kw/or of itj But they're more likely to, have tObear the'brunt

of'becoming surrogate p ents, particularly if, in a high school, we disperse

ghildren to work place's. By and large - -at least as'Iunderstand the demogra-%

phy of.cirties--suburban parents are much more likely to be removed from work

opportunities for high school students) that is, high school students are,

more likely to end up working in places that are in the local community, and
,

.

those tend'to be vedominantly.staffed by what_I would call lower middle

class parents; and those persons, then, are going to have to be the ones re-

sponsible for doing all this work. And I'm not sure_thaethey want to talcs,
,

on that much of a burden.

. The third set of persons that may be. against it are taxpayers, insofar

as they may feel douLle taxation. Namelyi.I have to spend tax money to put

kids in school; at the tame time, I have to spend time and energy teaching
s

s
4

- them. The sch6b1 sends them-back_tb me to_do what schools' are supposed t'o'be

doing,,and I may feel somewhat upset about that

A fourth group of persons who may be against this sort of thing are

the children' themselves- -and here I think there is a real mixed case -- insofar

as most work is really kind of hard and tedious and dull and not vet inter-

l'esting. Most work in the world,I believe, is not terribly satisfying in and

of itself. And most work is not a career. So you send childreninto the

work world in order to get experience, and they discover that the work world

is not really terribly interesting.

(General laughter)

E3
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I

I don't know W,Wat the 'consequences of that are, except--

(General laughter).

.
--it seemsto me that primary reward the school has to offer is

something called qradessand experience,.and I'm not sure that as a 17-year-
,

I'm willing to trade off, grades and experience for just doing terrible

stuff part..of the day. .

.(General laughter)

I

. ..

I .

p ..

And I'm not sure. that the economic system at the moment is prepared

-to'payine teal money for,'tliat,in.any large numbers.

). ... ,,,,
. . .

0 I come, a university in which roughly 80 percent of the
.

under-

.
;

.....

work
..

graduate students ork 30 or more hours a week. Now that's a kind of model _____

of combining work and education. But the reason they are working is to get

an education so they
'4

't have.to d, again, what they currently are doing

-in-prder to get the education.

(General laughter)

And they know that. And they're willing to put up with-that because

they know that in getting the education, the likelihood of their notever
C
having to do that again is increased. If yo 1 them at this stage, hey,,

a

that's part Of real life and we'r4oi:ng to institutionalize that--we're

going to make your life her% like that life out there7-they thanks."

(Geheral laughter) .

,

Now, it seems to me'also that schools of education are likely to be

against that sort of thing, primarily' because schools of education; are_ staffed

.

to train teacherg and they are staffed by persons who are prior teachers and

they tend to, be staffed by lower middle class persons who made it out bf,,the

. .

lower middle class. Now you are going t.redefine their lives for them in

83
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such a way that they again have to engage the world of work and they have to

know enough about it, and find it important enough,'t train teachers who

are interested to do it. Arid that seems to me a real source of resistance

among university professors in state colleges and universities, and those

gersons train more teachers than any other single group%
.

Now, the question of who might be in favor of such aching is a clues-
. .

. tion I reallyydon't want to--I really didn't address. I'didn't think about

it very much.

(General laughtet)

4.

. .

Just simply because f didn't. )here was no good;rpason for

-(General laUghter)

V

I am'interested, hOwever, in a kind of possible consequence of making
1

schools less comprehendilie places than they are now. It seemsto me if we

talk about schools and social reform, that there is at, least a possibility
0 ,

,5

*hat schools are collectors of reformers. And that, perhaps, is a desirable
/

.

,coAequence for the social order. Schools do 'provide certain things fog

youth as yoUth begins to try- to think throU511'what it wants to reform in the

- social order. In any respects, schools pi.ovide an impetus for the itch to

reform -and we can argue that one back ana forth. But at least schools do

prol2de yoUth with,time, free timep, If you will. SChools do provide youth

.\

with ids s in,,a systematic form; and they_do pr iitie you'tli with a certain de-)

gree of p .tection from punis4ment. That is., the school..as an institution
4 >

.
, . . .

does'intery ne betWeen the child. and the,social order. College students do

\v get off bette after having%ihron bottles througp windows in small towns in ,.-

, P _ . %

1 '.the Mitdwes't 'if College comes to their 'aid with 'the local sheriff than ,if
I., . ,

. .

.tbbse students we e kandomly sampled ,Young adults coming in from someplace
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I. ,

, L
ty. Now,,that's not necessarily the nature of reform,

..
-

but it_doers-sesm to me to suggest that the school as an institution does buf-

,

fer the a as the students attempt to generate some 'sort of -definition

. . .

outside ).4 the co

iof reform. . .

. ,

,,,r.

F.

. , ,
I

\
,

'And do as I saw the '60's, at least one thing thatoccurred ti me was

. ,

. :, . ,. ..

that the youth in schools gehe'rated a tremendous source of.reforM, andthat
,

A
. , rr

i
t the kids rebelled and they challenged the system. TheBi. ideas and hopes for

. , . r
chinge were picked up by like - minded adults who had other resources, ; namely

,, .

money, franchise, and access to persohs of influence. And I'm wondering if ir

,
/ ..

, I.

in dispersing students from the school. into the larger social order we run .

the risk of heving lost that source ofimpetus for possible refOrm.

,

x .

i

. .

. ... , .

L,

, * And at the moment, it seems to me, on campuses students, are attemptihg
.

1 y .

reform Of another kindi'A:.re-establishmentg*t they are callirig.the moral!,

,

I

f

order. And I don't know what to-make of that yet.; and I don't know how iipt7.
. , r - ,

.1

,

i*tan it is yet; and don't know Who's picking up, on it yet. But it seems

%
,,,

..,

,..

to me that it spins off in funny sorts'of ways, one of which i8 4 tremendous'
.

increase; as I look-atjt, of students who, are declaring themselves as candi-
..,

dates ,tor what I would call -the helping professions. - And I doh't know whether

1
..

law and *edicine fi, or whether_thaes A more instrumental phenomenon that's
4

.

i 4 t A

occurring; I don't have the sense of that yet: But we can lOok at'the tre-

mendous increase in students declaring themse140 interested.in cateeig in
at

criminal justice; a tremendous increase in students who, are'declarihg

selves interested in cdunseling, in helping others in all sorts of ways. And
, .e.

-.

that seems to me toreflect a kind of groping ng youth for some sense,of

establishing, or reestablishing, a moral order; and it se # that can't

happen At the moment in any. other iocial institution we.have cept schools,

where you do have this aggregate of Youth.

a,
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These Are the thi qs I want,A0 say,'except that I am concerned that

in discussions of making schools a more comprehensive experience and of

making schools more diverse, the social order has not,

already gotten past that and that intellectual critics

somehow or'other,

have already is-

missed schools. I am concerned that intellectualsjhave

that schools cannot be a more satisfying experience for

their only real alternative is what\Ilsaw in the second

I,
school'a less comprehensivq\experience.

So I found it a fascinating report, and one that I think is going to

convinced themselves

children and that

part; vamely, making

create a greatdealOildiscussion among=schopl people and among schoolboard

members who are the ones responsible for Making policy.

r

clf

4

4.1

A

,.
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AUTHORITY AN EMPATHY IN THE CLASS OOM

ADDRESS BY.WILLIAM G. SPADY

NATIONAL INSTITUTE'OF EDUCATION

During the last few years, I, like many sociologists, have been

attempting. td digest the prodigious literature-on the quality of and in-

equality in public education in the U.. S. Among the many questions that

arose in my *desire to understand the fundamental nature of these issues, two

things captured my attention sufficiently to prompt awn attempt to formu-

late a more adequate sociological understanding of th se problems.
A

The first was the undisputed contention of countless writers and

activists that bad teachers and bad teaching abounded. in. the schools.

Based on my own experiences with thepUblic icfloOls,Ibloth as a pupil and as

.)%

a parent of one, I found much that rang true on this u subject in the paper-
.

bacics and periodicals of the Sixties. However, had I chosen to follow only
, ,

.

the "high road" of,sociological analysis provided by Waller, Becker, Henry,.

J

Friedenberg,Zordon, Dreeben, and Bidwell, I could havecome to a rather .

t.

A.

similar cionclusion about teachers without having tainted my consciousness

with the likes of Goodman, Kozol,'Kohl, Illioh, Silberman and my own subjec-
es

tive eyesight. But the problem was .hardly solved, .for despite.whatever gen-
4

beral consensus one could reach about bad teachingfroAall of this, there
,

. ,

'was'llele.On which to develop'a'mbdel of good:teacAing--except to infer

' opposites from the unfavorable evidence. That such a model might be poa-
...

. :

proMpted the analysis.which%ioliows in a moment.

The second issue that compelled my' attention was the lack ofconsensus

regarding what schooling is all about. Althodgh most educators, psycholo-

0



es,

lists, and parents have focused their attention and concern on the improver

ment of cognitive achievement levels in individual,students, there is oyer-

. -
whelming,evidence to suggest that the schools are concerned with far more

than teaching andocurriculum: Scattered throughout What We have come to,

,

regard as the classic books and articles in the,s'ociology pf education are
.-

'
.

insightful analyses of other activities 4nd preocupations of school per-
% ..-

sonnel besides instruction. These are customarily described as socialize-

tion, sorting and selecting, compliance and control, and evaluatioh.

What seemed to be lacking in this literature, haiwever, was a frame-
,

work for understanding how these processes directly impinged on and Over-
'

.
.

4 e .

lapped with the instructional role of the'teacher and with each other.' Ih ..

-. , ,.

fact;*the more I thoUght'about the whole problem area the more reasonable

it appeared thathe question of teacher quality (or effectiveness) coup!
,

. . i
,

,i
't.

not be understodd itdependently,ofte multiplIcity of functions, the teacher
s. .

. . a y , ' '8 4
. a , , 44 , (

was asked to performoand.how She performed theme; Althotigh my realization
, c .' ,% ''' . ' , .

.

%

was,slow in taking Shape, I felt that sociology might provide a 4on6eptual

4 % .V% s
. 4.:°

.

basis for understanding .iitstructiO' ,effectiOness that learning theorists,
1 , ,

I.
, ;:,

, N.
..

curriculum developers, and students Of pedaJi 1pgy'had been unable to fashion.

The analysis that follows is not,a pardiy"Structural one; it attempts

to integrate structuraii-fuhctionat'and social psychological elements,
,)1

part because neither aRproaehin isblatic n provideS an adequate underithnd7

ing of human behavior iv, social systems. In addition, it does not pretend
-

, .2 ,, . e

to be exhaustive, nor does it represent any sort of'final 7statement on the
, ...

prob],em. Whatever insights it contains that seem reasonable a,priori still
.. aA ' , 0

require the test of impartial theoretical and empirical eamihation--tests

which I hope you will feel ipcllned to undertake in your courses and research.,

k

.
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t
I also hopethat the analysis will clarify the nature and functioigf empa-

*

thy inthis framework,'thereby renderj.ng the formal title,of this paper

somewhat germane to its-content.

-

r

The Majo4Functions of Schooling

4ely

Bsynthesizing ideas found most predominantly in the work of Durk-'

'heim, Waller, Parsonsl Anderson, Becker, HenryFriedenberg, breeben,and

Elidwell, it is possible to identify five majcir functions that schools either

deliberately c: un p44ntionally perform in dealing with their` students.- " 4 ' .
. '.

. . .
These functions /

/

will ca l'Ipstruction, Socialiiation, Custody-Control,
.

. *

Evaluation-Certification, and lection.:Many points of strain in inter:.
.

..1. $

'Personal cOnilict in schools can, I beliwie, be understood as the product,

of the way\in which these functions are defined operationally and impinge on
.

N .
o

1

x

such oher., Consequently, while it is tempting 'tp understand and deal with

each function in isolation as so many ealcators'are wont to do, lifein
.

.

classrOicm , hallways, and school grounds involves a constant mixture and

interplay among all fiVe.

Instruction

0

Ostensibly instruction is the primary (if not exclusive) public
7

sion of the school. It involves the systematic attempt,of"teachers and aides

O 7.

to increase"the'informationbase and.improvethe cognitive and physical..

skills of students. What we typically know as the curticulum of the school

are those specific sequences, of experiences ands seter materials to which

students, are exposed in order to 'facilitate dre.acquAition of these, skills.

The tanner in which this exposure takes place and, is reinforced is a result
.

89
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of the instructional process,or pedagogy used by the teacher. Understanding,

the instructional function of the school,

content, sequencing, and nature of.students

then, requiras an analysis.of the
. .

' formal learning exRerienges.

Proposals for changing instruction must explicitly take all three elements

into account. It is this arena that so often stands as the.primary object ,

of both public criticism and the focus of attempts at school reform. That

- ---
real reform cannot be concentrated on instruction-alone' Will,'IhOLICI_ M.

0 -
0 ,d

3

become clear as the analysis proceeds.

j

Socialization

Soc4lization, badly conceived by Inkeles, is the process of de-

veloping in persons those attitudes, beliefs, expectations, values, and

capaCities that are necessary for the successful and compatible perfOrmance
r

k

.t

. &
of social roles in specified social systems. Therefore, to analyze the

C /

school's role in preparing y oungsters for life as adults is to consider riot
i

only the relatilsly limited range of information and skills 'that is typically

.

dealt with via instruction in the formal curriculum of the school bui'also

the development of the elaborate belief, expectation, and behavic codeS that
A

characterize "normal" or "appropriate" behavior in the occupational arid"sociaf

worlds' of adults.

. '

In other words, the sOciaiizatafunction of the school serves to .

.

attach social meaning, significance; and utility to the capacities developed

A.
by the instruCticrfal functionvand,'Like the latter, it'is Also characterized'

..,k
I ; I

(by. praeberrand bytBidwel].)

.

as having a specific content, "s4q0ncing-opftex-t'

,I.,
. .

.
. . .

.

It' .

... ,

.., ...1

,

-! perienceS, and various ,nodes 'of tran,smissicil ' (i.e. , infl..N.1nce Xechanli.' sms) I. , '.
...

'1,- ,
4 .

I have tried to illustrate this relationship, Jai 'Ensure * by portraying. in.rt%
... . , '-. , , . '.. A

. . ,. o

. s " .1
t ,

, 6 %
- , ' .$

struatido as a,sub -set of the larger socialization mission of the,Sc400l.
, -

4

v .

9
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'C rtification

FIdZRE'1.% A Di gramatic Representation of the Relations AmOng the, Five
Prim Functions of Schpoling.

A

Because of society's belief th4t schooling is both a necessity and a

,social good, schools have been charged with the respOnsibility of provtding

.

,.
a'R

youftgsters up tp a'given age with formal-instruction. Invaddition, the
, .-

,%...
,

, ,
1. .

youngsters themselves face ''the legal ogligation Of attending pahool, regard-
. v.

less of their personal predilections-to the contrary. In this sense, then,.*!,

0;

the school performs a custody-Control function pr,the laiger socidty that:

3. -



pervades the 'via

.

in, which both classroom and
.

chool -wide stractures and

.

pattexjns are definqd.-:
0

. ,
'9y referring to Figuke 1 w4 Can see 1.1.p.t custody-control impinge,on

s
:

ture of the instructional process by making the student's role in the

classLom
.e

nature of
4 -

gressilie

r,efere ce

alleg

eleir

f

1
inti rently involdntary while simultaneously influencing the

..
d socializatioA:processes tb'whichlheis expoted. In fact

,..
hUraariistic"crit.cbism of the public schools - usu ally contalis

. ,

t
to the school's obsession with order dnd-control. The attacks

ro-t

A

'I

ith same ,apparent j115'ti4aation, that custadp7control. has ,been.
/

/ , ,

from A desirable orecondition'and facilitator of
; ,I K

01*

to A position Of pre-;eminence .among all the f dtions. In other

-vencern,for'irigiiir#ional_faffectivehess has eelpdispiaced,by a pre-
/

0 '

fl

page

EVa

t

,

'on with student control and,compliance or #s own sake, This

will serve as aqljorpoint.of ripper

uation-Certification

f

o.

A fomrth, expligiir set o

is
.

e evaluation of studen

fyingcourse credit "and

re for the remainder of the
.4

eV
m

O

r

a'

2_

r

P:qiNlfdeS. in which soliool personnel engage'
-:%, .

.., .

, .

aoadegtic performance for thk purpose of certi-
.t :;.. .: ..

-.-

. ..

g aduation elgibility.. However,,as'Figdre 1 sdge-
I.

,
- -

-\ ,

i

gests, the evaluatio process in mbst'schoOis is'not oriented entirely
,

to'

`1"
, ,,

-. ,.t. k :0 1
..

',

---..,
. .

instructional outc mgs; instead it also reflects evidence of bothsocializal,
... ,

utcomes ( ch ap.motivatOon and general attitude) an d stude4t punctual-
-..

/
. :,,..

tendan and deportment (all,c6fdPonente of .the custody-control. .

. -

domain) .
, ` '

fact, ,it is possible that the concern with cusPhdr-cOntVol may

,, ,

. ,/' --,

pekvade e school's operations to such an extent that it biases theevalua-.,

1
c -

el
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*

, \ ' <,

tion1 .certinCAtion function ih two ways:, not o
4

I

1. , 4, 7 -

where, grades ,malt be dispensed on the basi of
I . ,

-
. , r .

noted, )put, 'also it the school systel leVe
,

a

t

'the awakding of dip,komAs depend,es,wah o
. . ' '

twelve full years of sOhoollpg as on the

beSed gradap tion,,requirecaehp a d alterna
', I,

cussed implemented

,, th

'there are at

y at the classroom% level

.

'extra
o

'

eousu, criteria just
.

where formal certiercadon end
I . 4,

. t ..

n,'atUderi required evosure to,
- 4,::...

;':,;i ,,"': .

f

skills .,.1-1 y .ArOoiapete cy-:
.. i

t , '
tiVe work, study"-Prpqraqs.ere dis

,..

,

s states,. the oper4

Otiortal; socialila iOn, "oUstodiel oil comes sh,pula become

."=t ;A

1431;14$10tinctictri .b e.

r.,
. .

r
the, tfme. being,

. . 0, o

I ,.. .
, .

....
, :-. - ,

liowever 'they,, e stro ly confounded 5./1
: , - .. ;

. ,' ':' .4
olt states

pqnfoupdp:

1. -

basi6 of
.

ast 'four

.

l 'conditions .
1?

.

are the struct and operatiOnal

School el0.1uatiO

oparaibnal

1
-

and *ten a4e,-sed in! evaluatin4 sit'
I

6,

. ,

oat

systems... A's Uq4ested in Figure 2, .-

itions Of that raft be
..

assi,gp.Ing grades.
,;.

e and .standards .

erforMafiee' an

.

These definitia ere the .produOtO. of two variables
s

:,,

The,, time ;frame n 41aOh a, giVen'standerd i- applied 364:a4 be ooneeptualized

as being either sound e. , 'px elicit upper apd lower limits Such

.

as se testers,, S -week units, or class peri
' -

- !:
specific. boundari sipApl

1
. be keither ebgoldt (or,./

- k

tive) on the other i

$ 4,
led). The standard

I

ds) or open '(ire., having no

ixed) on the one hap

" .4o

that4are applied may .themselves

or comparati4e norma-

o ' , ..4. , ,
.

NOte that eneveree101,hation .is based on eltplicit
..;.?"

... ...' ',
, . .

,... ,.,. -

,.4. selection biaseis implied; the, successful
,

0 . ,:

thos le to meet e .perfOrritance standard w'
'''0-b

-, 4

dents in

es:distint:t: from th ir .pees who .could hot.

tt, ,

standards. are inhere tly seleation-oriebted gi

. ,

e parametersj

And p are

I

thin' the time period specified,
. I

,..,

ilarly' normative perfoimapce
. 1..

\ r
ce the performn0 of Peers is
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,

e primary mechanisms of social control that need t¢ be analyzed: -powar,
:

persuasion; and iintlioritY /
/4 ,. 7

' Power; according to Weber,'
4.

4
is. the probability of carrying out one's

r
4 6

ibiation despite- resistance from, others.,: In such si'tua-
. . -

.

t

.(control). is achieved, becatme the dominant party it .per---will in a, social
f

ti complian

ceivgdtq be

resources in ,s
' f

present state
dif :.

k, treigg),_wiTh
I

can monopol'
,..

..1" restrict
. .,- *

Some measu

.
: ,.

.

able at' 'contro115,ng and maniPUiatig a monopoly 9f -critical
. . .. t

I. -

ch a way that the oth.dr party believes he cannot sustain his
"

f
. tI

4-off:airs; (sUch as employment, 'reputation, or physioal well
. .

endilyiny some intolenable loss. .Th efiect, the party Who

dna. maiiiSulats the grertest7'numbevokof critical resources can .
,

dpt.ions or alte,rnatives /of the' other part and, 'thereby, .

I. -
e of control over' (i-.e., pply sanct ions against) him. Etzioni

.1 `.
.

e,uses the. it toi coercion describe
e.

Under conditions when power

eyed lay Meonce is ach'

Mons; hence itis.tboth nta
. ., .1

c,ompelled,rto evaluate .

,

is options and c,ho

'' I', '' ... r >/,.. . .. ,

esira1416 alte;inatives,:: While, power ,is o
- .., .

' .

ssenthallts the same phenomen n.
41 al

a

. . ' a I
a .:

§ the dominant'mode of contt I, comiSii-
i 4

the.thyeht oi thOii'eailA

and co cloug In that, the divi4ual is
, -

of sane-s

at leag.t. Urface e_ in the short
S

.

a :Along a, 'set s5t. pr umable un-
.

ten an effective meo f,dir assuring
.

ent
.̀

,

it ;breeds resen
I.

ation, tOereby, Making ',Iit A problematfq. s ated for engenderiX P .
I .

...
. . .

, . ' t ..I ,,wi
-

.sta,b1 and positive a fact'. commonly, asa ed to 'underl e, and sustain long-run
, - . , , , , fl

I'
- .

-alien- ,..-.., ;

ind, of
.

' ydiAnarys learrtihig b forts.' ":.t

- V 0. V* -. *.. , 4.. ' '.. A - 1 , :
PerSuasion o the' otfie'r staigLc ppears .on -the' ,surface to be a, more,,,._......7.,......7...-,,,,. . ,..

i.
-, ! ' i -*.

COli416.t.ib le. di'ettianism of COrittol. thart'p wer. in that 9omplience. is achiev-ed ,
1

.

t. 1
, . . $ , . . ;

..,,

.. "
,

without' the impltod threat of negative sanctions and consequences". ,While
. fs

,,,
.

. - , .

'40 .:

uosion, 4ke pdwer, ,compels 'the subordinate,party" to `select among:avai1-
4/ ,

4,,
, .1..- ---

0
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able) Alteriltities, the choice is based on thesupvbrdinate's
/ ,

convince the subordinate o the inherent advanti4e
.

f selecting certain
-. . e

alternatives' without constraining the choice process Jb.y three. ening to usd.

ab lity to

r
negative sanctions. In effect, then, the subordinat

.

And is based on.the inherent
'

I

-N --the implied negative consequences of choosing 'others.

choice i voluntarY
.

,.... 1 ....

attractiveness of certain options rather than'

While pptAuasion eliminates some of the negative elpments implied,

in the 4,se of power and thereby fAcIlitates MoreCooperative and positive

relatons among individuals, it is a highly unstable mechanism,

ofhool life it neutralizes many of the inherent statils-ali ences be-
, ,

tween staff ?And students, op ns the conditions 61 scho 1 life to ceaseless

negotiation and change, and assures.thg,7,thesp:atation of students ih

In terms

learning activities is vol4 tary. However, relying op 31rsua ion forcesh
..

,. .
/ .

/

.
J

.
,ttie.teachft' to negot,iate his every step and t justify s under which

,:.
'' \

'

, . clasSirocul, actiVity takes, place: While these conditions are holly ?ompat-
..- i. .

.
,

, .
1

ibld'with a democtatiE and humanistic philosopOf educati on a prac-
$ n

, I

.
1

tical 'level.' they place an ymormoug. demand on the tea er's
.-: .

luence and
. .

4 - .

persuasiyened4 and can lead toe laciofefficiency nd pr ictability in

:

..".z ..sdhootopeations .

,
.

..-....*
''

, , r,

te

some re pects the problems oflperiBetual A otia on and uncertainty

)1

t -
.,:. .

.- ,- associated with persuasion,are resolved when the p unary mechanism of con-

'I

authority.0- .
trol is au Accor 'rig to Weber, authority iffers from power in two

e
t

important Inspects: first, people comply with the requests.(demands) made

of them voluritarily rath7r than involuntarily; andisecond,'they at least

initially withhold judgalent regarding the legitimacy of these .demands at the

time they are made.
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.P9w

legi

that

,
7.. J

, , ,

)
,

.

0 . i
.I, .

In terms of t4is ;raver
ie

work, °then, it is .inappropriate to regard" °

.
. 0

d authbrity as simi ar mechaniada or to distinguish ,between the
c . IL 4.1 ,

.

ate or illegitimate use of authority. The suspengion of judgment.

implied in the gr- ting of authority to someone, already implies

the istence of legitima Where lkgitimacy breaks. down, authority in

the )pure sense ceases to eAkst.

Although the susp nion of judgment and ready compliance associated.

with authority seem to is ply a kind of blind allegiande to the superordinate

fi re, compliance is

ti ns and ex perienced
. /

nditions
f
involves,

'

nd only to the extent that a series of precondi-

ave been established. The most essential of. these

st. Underlying the subordinate's ability tosuspend

. ./

\I

ent an reareads. amply is his basic trust that the consequence of his!

\
comp iance will.enh ce -ther than impair his general welfare. Although

. .

1
,..

1.

0 .*
I*1

-a
1

S is also imply. inns ,of persuasion as a mechanism (far example, in
,

accept s valid le superordinate's interpretatione of the likely con;
o

sequence0\ f pursuing some given alternative), it is the primary condition

un) erlyin e estate ishment of legitimacy. . . o
I

4 0:1
Th other con itions directly r7elateatto the. establishment of author-

. .

- 0
07

timacy involve the, sab9rdinate's sharing valirs and goal, con-

sistent ith those vderlyin4 die actions of
;

occurs when theidemands or requests being may

4$1.rs

the superord inatempliane
4 * *4
t imply the pursuit on fulfill-

ment 9frands or conditions that are highly of ].ued and viewed as'beneficial:
61.*

4

'I will discuss sane of. the prima value b 'es that underlrlegiamacy.in a

moment.
.

,

iirs;,however t is important t ote that both trust and the

.
values that ie legitimacy (lie notAiven bat emerge of both'direct

4 . %
4 IIP lti

4
0

n
....

ft, 0
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ti

/1

and vicarious experience. The kinds of people and situations one' encoun'.

terms directly or is ,told (Often 4yiparents) areseither "pafeihor "dangerous"
...

- .

establish expectations of what and,Who can be, trusted and what kinds of ends
, 4 ,

0

are most desirable. Therpfore, neither spepific conditions oftrust nor

. .

the grantinwr withholding of legitimacy /and respect) are permanent con-,
.

ditions of social interaetiOn. InA;tead they vary according to the qua

of experiences the subordinate. has had. and continues to have with a4iven
4

q

'kind of superordinate.\

It appears,

conditions of "true" au-thprity is that, compliance is_ti6.to thegegitimaon

respect, and deference that the, subordinate grants to the superordinate

*.

en, that the fundamental principle that operates under

garty by virtue of the latter having (Ostensibly) earned them. Consequently,

.

.gine cannot ,talk about "establishing authority by demanding respect." goth

. J ,
. .

authority and respedt are earned through the establishment of trust and
,

,

credibility. clt is the bases of that credibility that I shall now d/scuss.
... .

- 0
/

V -, '.
.,

p .. ..

. .

The Primary Modes of Legitimacy .

*
in hiA Original co cotual treatment of this topi-p, Weber discussed

A 6

-----
4

.three ma or kinds of-valu orientations that.fegitimate the/eXercise of
(4.- . 7. . . i + . -

,

, 't . r '
.

control:! beliefs in cha#ismae raUitidh, and rational-legal processes.
,

---1-
,.

, -

=- Charismatic autho

..04",

m - A

r

-

is based, .argely on respect for eXtraordinary

*

giftscbt_body embodied in dynamic leaders and.believed to be in-

0 A ,

accessible to most peon.

sense

misstbn being undert

charismatic leader.ma

O

I

e. Charisma is usually associated
4
with a great

J.

is strength depends on the congruence between the,

en and the needs of the people being served. The
.p

mains" his. recognition by continuing

,

I U

.
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z

'to his constituents by using' extraordinary means to improve their wet are.

In this sense he must stimulate interest and eXcitement iribis constituents

as he meets needs -that they regard as. relevant and beneficial;

* .

C There are three things, then, that are...implied in chariiMatic author -
r

I
.

ity: one, -the ability to "deliver the goods" that.eet Cansi&lents' ,needsf

or

two, the stimulating, excrting,'extra -ordinary manner in which, this is
, .!,

.
-, .

done; and three, being sensiitive and empathetic to the' needs of the clientele ,,
..

. .

.' .
,...,

so that the ,right goods get derivered. While this thii-d point is often dvee-, .

...
1,. . -. ....... . ... . . ,. .

'
.

. . ... .

-. , ,,. .

lobked in modern usage of the term charisma, it is .a fundamental "premise in
. - ,-

the analysis that 'follows'.
.

..,,, (

,,

4. .

Traditional authority primarily rests on a legitimacy base:that has:
,

,,. ... . .

4ts rootsrin strong attachments and reVerance for.establiShed. cA,stoms and,
.,z,

. .

, ....

institutions. Authority is legitimated. by.the sanctity'of tradition.when the.

. ''..'

-- present:social order (and tile, system of privileges embodied in it)'is vieweta

.%,,e's sacred and invio/able., This authority mod- e cliearlends gb iperpetUate4
' :*

,

:

the existing social order, emphasizes institutionariled status differences
.

between,people based largely on ascriptive criteria, and encourages resist-

4
f;'

ance to innovation and social Change.
'

.

.'

Weber's third 'type' of authority; rational - legal, was originally con-,

ceptualized to account for the O/ mergence of "modern" socj.al institutions,
. , ,, f

......1

particularly large-scale organinations, It rests pr
7

imarily
,

on 0 belief in
,

.

the, supremacy of, the law' in governing, social arnangeMents.', Weber assumed'

.,

that the lawlio:Irational in'the sense that-':it reflected social norms intended'
.. ,-

. 1...

to -channel'86nddct in the efficient pursuit Of specified gOals: iie considered'

this t i5e prototypic of the model bureaucracy; hence,this.legitimating Mode
-

. - - ... ,

0..

is o tr refereed to as ;bureaucratic authority. ' l
..

,

i i , .. ,,,

'.11.. -0
.

i

i

,, ..

I

e

Y,
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1
4

HOWever, since reality overw helmingly suggests that many rules in-
40

k.

tended'to maximize efficiency d the use of people's talents are often

counter-productive and therefor ,retard it, I am suggesting the adqsability

Of differentiating between beliefs in the primacy of 'rules or law on the

one hand and in rationality or expertise on the.other. Legal authority de-.

pends on one's allegiance to formalized social values and codified sets
ti

of social arrangements, whil expert authority rests on a strong respect
*

for the demonstrated compet nce and technical resources of individuals,

regardless of their formal status or characteristics.

These four modes f legitimacy (Charismatic, traditional, legal and

expert) form a _typology that can be defined by two major frames of references,

I
one social-structural nd the other normative (i.e., value-based--see Figure

3). Fof our present pose the most important of these dimensions is the
bp,

social-structural. e that traditional and legal authority are based on

values and lOyaltie that emphasize the primacy of institutionally defipl_f"

social arrangements, offices, and rules.

Therefore, authority based on tradition and legality rests on a base

where the legitimated individual is acting as an agent of the institution

itthe family, e church, the state, Or the school System). die inspires

trust and gains ;compliance to the extent that the institution he represen

is itself credible

. -
Authority based on charisma and eAK:tise,.on the other hand, emer es

not on the beA of institutionalized roles but.on the performance capaetles

of, the indiyiduals in questi9n. Their credibility as performers cannot e

-adequately legitimated and supported by the instiutions to which they belong;

they are therefore dependent on their own,gerSsonal capacities and resou ces.
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NORMATIVE ,

DIMENSION

1k

Mystical,
Emotional

Secular

Rational

SOCIAL-STRUCTURAL DIMENSION

Institutional Individual

Traditional Charismatic

Legal Expert

sow

ureaucratic) (ProfeSsional)

'11

FIGURE 3. Four Modes of Authority Classified According to Their Social -e4,

Structural and Normative Characteristics.

4

The typology in Figure 3 reflects purely idealized of ideal-type

theoretical constructions that may have few unambiguous manifestations in the

real world since most compliance-control situations involve subtle mixtures

It

of power, persuasion, and authority. Noneeless, it ptovides an important

vehicle for%nderstanding the nature of social control in schools, it

14. t

provides a greater degree of precision in dealing with the concept f author-

ity than is found elsewhere. It suggests that students may complyvoluntar-

ily and'automatically with requests from teachers'or,administrato s on a.,.

4fvariety of grounds ranging from the latter's status as adults ( aditional)

or official r

k
presentatives of the school syStem (legal), to the appeal of

their personalities (charismatic) or their acknowledged competence (expert).

More importantly the typology helps to cast a somewhat different li

on the notion of bureaucratic authority by suggestin/ that institutionally

defined and legitimated authority (tradition and legality) is different from

individually based modes of timacy (charisma

A.
1

102

expertise). Apt we

,
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have come to :all bure4ucratic behaliior more often thesn not reflects attempts
, f s

''4
A....4

/
\

to formalize or legarze traditional status differences at modes of procedure

It

tr

in ways that often obfUicate rational,,efficient, or productive,action. In

other words, the legal machinery of an institution may actually undermine the

,

potential impact of the charismatic and expert performance of a
,

professional

role such as,teaching.

This underscores what I have come to believe is the major struggle

confronting educators, and that is the conflict between the bureaucratic de-
ti

mands of the "office" of teaching (or administering), embodied as they are

in tradition -legal orientations, and the personal (professional) capacities

necessary to perform the productive functions of the role (i.e., charisma and

expertise). Those who lack these personal performance capacities often,find

it convenient to hide behind Aebureaucratic mantle of their official posi-

tion and use rules and tradition procedures to their own advantage in mask-

ing or circumventing their'incompitence. The result, of course, is that the

4

synthesis of rational and legal which Weber regarded as the ideal form of

organizational operation in realitytoten degenerates into a struggle between

them in which teachers and studen,ts both become victims of formal organiza-

tional constraints.

c
w,

Student Development and the Press for Rationality_

The struggle between rational and legal that I have just mentioned is

an inherent dilemma in most formal organizations but creates particularly

acute problems in schools. These problems are described far better than,f

can hope to do Waller and by Bidw11 in his classic chapter on "The School

as a Formal Organization." I would liXe to contribute to that. dialogue by

suggesting the following things.
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First, because of its multiple functions described earlier, the

school finds itself in the unique position of having to educate, socialize,

and control students all at the same time. Without oversimplifying these

concepts to the`point of distorting them, consider education as a process

that continually expands the cognitive, physical, and psychological aware-
,

, .

ness and potential of individuals; control as a proces that inherently works

to restrict options and action; and socialization as a process that shares

elements with both'but emphasizes the narrowing of beliefs, behavior, and

expectations to conform with those of some significant reference group.

The paradox is that the more effective the'schoel is as an agent of in-

struction the more capable students will be seeking sources of information

and capitaliing on experiences that further expand their horizons and make

them aware of potentially available alternatives. This growing awareness

stands in sharp contrast to control mechanisms, systems of rules, and social-

,iz tion strategies that attemp to narrow or restrict access to ideas, in-

formation, settings crexperi ces. The result, I believe, is that'an ef-

fective instructional program sows the seeds of sub'version of restrictive

socialization and custody control practices by making students aware of and

capable 41 pursuing ideas and alternatives that some agents within the sphpol

are continually trying to deny or restrict, This "updermining:of institu-

.:),
--tit; legitimacy" can be particularly severe: .l) where th'e. purpose of\

1.11$, , -, ,

,
give ruleP\or restrictions has no apparent sitive relation to the pstellsi-

.

, .

bly d instructional mission of %the'School, and 2) where opportunities
.

. 0 ,

for access to/lesirable alternatives are readily available outside the school '.

Itself.

AL. i.
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Second, the process just described is reinforced by.the maturational
,

process of students themselves. To the very yoling`chiId,.social control is
'

a diffuse and pervasive aspect of life in which the distinctions among

mechanisms and modes of control discussed so far in this paper are, largely

absent. The agents that control his life are also those who fulfill his

very real needs. They embody at one and the same time power, persuasiveness,

and authority, the social and moral order, the system of rules by which he'

is expected to operate his' life, charisma, and expertise. In other words,
.

. ,

by virtue of. their status; experience, resources, and ability adults have an

i

incredible 'amount of inherent and largely undifferentiated power,'influence,

I

and legitimacy that .oft become distinguishable as the child matures and

learns to discriminate among them.

As, I have suggested'in earlier work on this topic, the legitimacy re-

sources

.

,

that are most susceptible to erosion are thoserifivolving the personal
.

fallability of authority figures: i.e., their charisma and expertise. With'
.,.

experience and'ilicrehsed personal competence thelchild's notions and standards

. .

of competence, adequate stimulation, and. the extra-ordinary change. Capaci-

ties that once boggled the mind And inspired awe of others--like tying your

own shoes or ridinl'a two wheel bicycle--rapidly move down the scale of mar-
1

- :

vels as,one acqurres thes skills himself. With them and countless others'
,

..

like theft, go the rihoskaZio and images of many people Tice held in great

esteem because of their presumed.uuniguen mastery, knowledge, and personality.:

The older, more experienced, and more able the child becomes the higher and

more demanding are Sit standards of what constitutes expertise and charisma.

This is nowhere more obvipus than in both families and schools during the

4

early years of adolesCence, especi lly in settings where pressures on the

1
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Child's awn acnievaments are very intensive and His ccomplishmentS begin to

outstrip those of his parents and teachers.

Aecognizing that my observation may be too ge eral, I would nonithe

loss like to suggest that these heightened standards of student, expectations
.i. . N 0

, generate four conditions that intensify the problem of control in.schooll.

fl
/

The first is implied in the foregoing. .As students' abilities,

standards, and perspectives mature, the performance legitimacy bases of

adults become more clearly differentiated and subjected to closer scrutiny.

In many cases their legitimacy based on charisma and expertise, erodes.

As a consequence,of this, the traditional and legal bases of adult

legitimact are thrown into sharper relief, eventually compellinr-tUEents to

. .
.4

.reco-sn ze thatthe grounds on which their compliance is based have shifted

'from t.ose in which the teacher's status as a performer and persohality took
4

A

precedence to those.in which the teacher's status as an adult agent ofAthe

, organization ismost, important. Particularly where the teach r-latks a

,. ,

strong.personaLlegitimacybase, the emphasis on compliance with rules and
. .

...

deference to teachers .as teachers will be apparent. However, tb the extent-

that students question the utility and purpose of rules and"roles ihat.have

little apparent connection to their progress asstudents orthat impose un

justifiable restrictions on their expanding needs and capacittei for auton

:
omy, compliance based on deference to onerous traditional and legal arrange

ments will also cease to exist.

',P.7hird,. if respect for position and rules also falters Ald'teachers are

.

unable to sustain their'personal legitiMacy, the-nature of control,,shic-Es

r

ftom an authority base to one involving either persuasion or power. Although

control-arrangements based largely on persuasion are theoretically possible,

.ill. _1_ c)
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in the 'absence'Of legit

persuasion more than an

I

I

ticulate discussion as w

that an individual lacki

have the skills and cued

'
..

acly they are. not likely 'o be Suc,Cessiu'. 'Since

Other mode of control depends on ration 1 and a,-

11 is on elements of truss it is;highly unlikely

,; I .

g onAisMa and expertise ould, at the s time,

1.4-

ility'to be a successful persuade In

while persuasion as a mgt anipm is distinc't froth tii

ases of one's persuasiven

t of. authority

ss seem closel7 tied to e conditions

iegitimaCy. Where legitim cy is lacking, it is also;unlikely that persuaJsion

Other wo

the

nderly ng

I

will be viable' fOr very lo , tegardieS of !he-valu batli on, whi arg

ments are predicatea.) Con equen , I' art stIggesing that.the4,re'Su t of this

persistent student press' fo ratiolality .aridperfori.a ce is s-a deter

of the trust and confidence

voluntacy compliance witikx
".;

;deiinfte retreat by teachers
..r

. ,
n teachArsAs, leaders,.th t world lead

; ;

,.ests., Tne'result is an ften.telucia
;

q
nto the' .i.\ titUtiOn jly- u0ported blarr

. .
.

neral

their role behind Which lie.tile-resoUrcesthOplak 'f exeroi

pbspiLle'. ContX56,1 i4thandiedcthrimil e otexplicit, II

W

e 1+.

th

of negativ4'; &onse4Ueboes

bbdied largely in the

in the exercise of,a11-five4u

ti
ro

Fou:.r.t4-1, once the pi,ervas
t

ognized, the seeds of ai ilconti

.

Students and ,f ensUes. 41I

in which each of the f

or gdthinistratOrs:

threat

i4g for iteplYTirlp, to lontalyt:', Thi444,i,s em-$;,,
LI I

., I ' II. 14' 1 *, 1 I - b

ligeMeill tnet giyel staff enormous dis retion,
,i ',- il 1.1.

H' -4 1
'

; 4
,

I I I , 4,AV ',,. I .I

ct jr p

-7

1r .

. I - , , .; ; ,.,1

itporr4olLtheteacher is rec

rontation,b teen

e1T4ys

adheI s'

the way eylido.

''' 'i i 1!

ve and,expili

uous but often low koy+ e9

this struggle Studen

H I
ve functionS are'A'arri out an 'challenge t

I

I

;kUestion

.

I

mo, 1 as Well as legal rights teil" behaV

. ,

',:Teachers tam of,coiarse. retaliate tawar intransigence itn a varietof
. . -

.. ,,,,,40
,

.

resources including eflasal to prOvide acad

4

ro
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is assistance (ikstruction),
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assigning low grades or giving poor recodmendationit;(evaluation-certifica-

tion), refusing access to desired courses or privileges (selection), assign-

ing formal punishments .and restrictions (custOy -control), or deflating,

students'
40

stud'ents' self-,concepts, aspirations, or value orientatione,(socialization).

Such reactions aie-qikely both to intensify student mistrust and re-
,

sentment and to'stimulate in return additional institutional efforts to m441-

1'tain control over all five arenas, thereby creating a vicious tircle,of neg.'
1

,

geerates
,

such emotional investments in the perpetuation of !

,i 9
.....

given "offensive and defensive" strategies and the maintenance of existing

power resources that "rational" solutions seem almost impossible.

ativism that

Recognizi

ave created--

illing and able.

d in so doing r

g effectiveness

sorces

g fully the severity of thedilemma.z am, describing (or

your Choice), I do believe theretmay be a way out for the 1

In the. tine 'remaining let ,me suggest what that might be

turn to mY original concerns about good teachers and teach-
.

Maximi ing Instructional Commitment, and Effectiveness

Implicit in\ the foregoirig i s' the prOposition that as, the personal re-
.

,

underlying' the instructional effettiveness of the teacher diminish,.

-
problems,of classrfipm control.. become more acute.. Its corollary .s' that at,

evenfdrther.more attention is

The time has

pald to control itself, instruCtion,suffers

come to identify some of those critical elements

tional_propess that bear on the ideaewehave exagtined an holipeful

in the instruc-'

that at least the beginnings of a satisfactory integration,ofthese'boncepts.-,

will emerge."
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The Social Conditions Underlying Achievement

Since we have already acknowledged the centrality of the instructional

function in the schooling process, one of the teacher's fundamental concerns

is to improve the cognitive, physical, and manual SkillS.of the students.

"..11

When theSe skills are channeled into productive activities and performance

,

standards are met we call then achievements. In a February 1968 ASR article,

Kemper suggests that three referende,group functions must be operating

f'
for an indiyidual,to be a consistent performer or achieyer.

First, he requires a normative reference group; that isat least one
,

,

, * 0 .

indiYiduaLwho sets (high) expectations for performance and Who possesses..
I

A
,.=

the capacity to mete out negative sanctions if these standards are not met.
,..

. .

Normative groups demand and attempt to enforce conformity to group norms.

Second, he requires a role model (one of the four kinds df comparison group,

functions in Kemper's framework), someone who exemplifies and demonstrates I

the skills necessary for high performance by means of his own achievements,.

Third, high level performance also requires an audience'group, at least One

individual to whom the child attributes the ability to provide meaningful

positive rewards for his endeavors. As a result he tries to capture-their

attention and approval by behaving'in a waY)hat he believes they will find _.1

attractive.

Since the absence of negative rewards is not equivalent to the pres
-

1
, h

ence of pOSitive rewards, I assume that the child will consistently undertake

A. 4

the risk of failing to meet normative standards only when abundant .positive

`approval is perceived to be available. According'to this- framework, then,

consistent high performance (achievement) will result as the product of

1) confronting expectations 2) with aclear notion ofliow one goes about

meeting them 3) in view of the positive rewards that-areiprobably available.

4 /
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.
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44, A
WC ''W

01.
My own interktetation of thI framework suggests that there is also

, , _ .4 +
o +

.

.3. tendency fox the role model and audience group functions to co-exist so

. .
that master eerformer"are Iiewed.as major.rewazders.and/or positive re-

warders SLooh br ecome em4tuled as role,mtd41;. This natural compatibility of
'''!. . '

,comOrai4ve aul audieqwe group functiOns is further reinforced in that
. 4 'L.., _

.4 -. 0 f
. ,. .

i , p

neithe role implies a tontrOliing function that might ultimately reqUire.
4 ,

4 ' -

Being,a skillful performer and having the potential for pro-
.

'.
Y

legitimation.

,
',

viding a;prOal and eoiitiverdwards do not require loigittmation:' people
'5* .

.... , . . .

3 a/.-4-zomple'tqly free to observe and emulate one's performance Or to aOept
.4 .

. -'his 5.=e.i.ards Without constraint.

)4
e

.

,.

*-Butthe normative reference group function, which involves setting,

E

standardsInf performance and rei4orcingthei with the threat of sanctions,
. 4

... '' ':*

'inhere!
.:.

i inherent' tropleaome since the latter is characteristic of.control
, i '

adhieved by neans4of 19pwer or coercion (as defined.earlier).. a.I. these 0

44

threatened sanctions.are n ot to breed hostility and resentments

tial use mus be accepted'as legitimate by the subordinatb party,..Thp re-,

,. .-

quiret that the subordinate have a set of v'aluei. th't tapPodrts bah the im=
I

.
i !

.

portance of high level performance i gpren activities Ad the_leitimacy
, .

. .. ,

of reinforcing substandard-perform oe With negative sanctions.
4 o

. , Ol
C '

.

. .If the teadher
,
ls to operate gfectively as a normative reference

3

% !"1 '
- 5, PO4, 4

t pl.
o

. .

'the

4 .V*
grouprfor stud nits, the studehts,MUSt believe .in both theoimPortance of

. , . ,

-4.
`'

4 . .

achievemint alldthe.ri4ht of the teacher to give them poor glades or curtail
1 ,

!:
,

. 1.ft I '
other-prP.7ilege f thba r,do not do well. O'4' f these two, orientations, the

.. , .,.
0-

. ,. ,
.

seoond.is,by. f the more problematicsinceit operates,contrarylto the
, A

6-
natUralf$0.1f-int rest of 'the.student. It isdompounded-when eveluation.is

;, ' , . &

, .. .,'

done on a, compara-ive,Lasft, as in cells C aria D of Fi§ure. 2, such 'that a'
. ,

.

1 A

f *. .2 ' .4.-1 4, , : X
.
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certain proportion of students will by definition receive poor evaluations.
4

Few students' will be 'able to accept a continual bombardment of this form of
.

'
.

punishment-without making some accommodation to it., This response might in-
. 4

.
.

A
,,

..4, :lode eject.grades as.],egitimate indices of one's performance, rejecting
. .

'
.

, I

, competition as a gontext for academic involvement, or even rejecting achieve-.

.

, Illent as'a,desirable goal. In dachwse 'the disaffection of the student re--
,

.4. A y

stilts trom a deterioration of the legitimacy of the evaluation-certificatiOn

.function!which,.in'turn, intrudes on the of the instructional
T ' ft

;fission itself;

While
/,the

foregoing clearly suggests that the instructional function

:.'nr.qt. be analyzed in isolation from the other four functions--particularly
-

zugtody-Control and evaluation - certification - - Maslow's theory of the hIler7/

,Y

-archy of 'Iumarf needs prOVides further, insight into the conditions that might
i -44

1

serve to maximize student achievement;

Maslow suggests that humah behavior can be interpreted as an attempt

4

to satisfi'a num4er of.physiolOgical and psychological needs that reflect

tnemseivep in a 'consistent hierarchy of prioritiess Man es most fundamental

needs'involve physical survival and safety. Only after he has solved these

basic problems',:can he turn his attention to meeting.the e d for ppychologi-
. .

,.

cal sFurity and affection, and, then, in turn, the needs for ecognition and

seq-esteem. For our purposes, however,'the most important a pect of Maslow's
I

theory is that men willEbe incapable of fully realizing their achievement and

creativepotentils until these More basic needs for security, love, and

I

esteem
ate themSeives,satisfied. Imother words, the rbks ,involved in de-

ferringferring immediate,gratifications in order ,to meet longer term achie'vemenE

expectations will probably be too great for an individdal with unmet security.
.

esteemard,esteem needs. ,
1.1 C.)

' .



In terms of my earlier remarks, the major implicatiOn of Maslow's

theory, for the authority system of the classroom is that the imposition <If

achievement expec ons by the teacher must be preceded by an adequate

period cl'f supportive and affirmative behavior. In,this way the necessary

rapport, confidence,, and feelings of security between student and teacher

can be'established'which enable,the'child to react positively to demands for

high pe'rformance. The child must feel secure, adequate, and respected be'

fore he can consistently be expected to meet achievement expectations, and

this sense of adequacy and worthiness is clearly facilitated bythp teacher's

expression of positive affect and approval. :Perhaps,the most important

component of the teacher's repertory of abilities, then, is the capacity to

establish a tense of rapport with students by caring about them as individuals

in order to aid them in developing a sense of security and confidence. Based

on Kemper's framework this establishes for the teacher a sound basis for

serving an audience group function for the class, enhances the probability

that he will serve as a role model, and satisfies the basic conditions neces

sary for students to trust him and grant him legitimacy to serve in a norm.

atiVe reference group capacity at well--minus the explicit use of the power
i

that inherently resides in his-institutional role.

A Model of Maximized Teacher Leitimacy and Instructional Effectiveness

When combined with StinchcoMbe's analysis of the .teaching role that

appeared in the Spring 1970 issue of'Sociology of Education, this entire set

of factors can be synthesized into g model of' the 'teacher'-s'rOle that would

appear to maximize both his legitimacy and effectiveness in facilitating

student achievement. According to Stinahcombe, the central task of the
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teacher involves capturing the attention of students and channeling it toward

sets of informative instructional activities. It is, in other words, a per-

formance role defined almost entirely in terms of the quality of the inter-

action which takes placp within the classroom. In order to be a good teacher,

one has to be effective at capturing and sustaining students' interests in

learning activities. 1' the following points may reflect the biases of

a "teacher-centered!' classroom, these ideas suggest that the truly effective

teacher must 1) have something of substance and interest to communicate, 2)

be capable of communicating it clearly and accurately, 3) be capable of cam-

municating it in a stimulating and exciting fashion, and 4) base this com-

j?

munication UreCtly on a concern for a sensitivity to the peronal welfare

and status of each student. These four conditions or attributes can be

grouped in pairs: the first two referring to the expertise dimension of the

*instructional rolt, and the latter two to its charismatic dimension.
.

In effect, then, these ideas suggest that there are two major compo-

nents or the expertise dimension in instruction: subject matter expertise

or knowledge base on the pne hand, and pedagogical expertise or teaching

skills on the other. Likewise the charismatic dimension consists of two cam-

ponents that are entirely consistent with our earlier discussion: ulat-

ing and exciting ways of accomplishing one's work and relating to others,

and an empathetic and sensitive orientation to the 4lientele with whom one

is dealing.

Assuming for the moment that teachers vary on each of these four di-

mensions, these variations can be portrayed by a general classification

scheme such as that in Figure 4. This requires, of course, an oversimplifi-

cation of the true state of things since each of these presumably continuous
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FIGURE 4. Conceptual Soheme of. 'Teacher Attribdtes Needed to Maximize
Instructional Effectiveness and-PersOnal Legitimacy.

MI

variables hasbeen reduced to a Simple dichotomy: nigh and low. The

r.

horizontal dimension of the figure contains the two major compionen'ts of ex-

methodology)

- ..

pertiae: mastery of a significant body of knowledg d expertise in exer-

cising

. ,

what Dreeben in The Nature of Teaching calls e technology.(i.e.,

of teaching. Its vertical dimension cdntains the two major

components of charisma: concern with the personal needs of students coupled

with an inspiring and stimulating way of communicating (i.e., leading class-
,

room activities).

According to this scheme, the ideal teacher--the target of this pain-

ful exercise--is one who &early embodies each of these attributes in the

classro6m. He is high on all four dimensions and can be found in Cell 1 of

Figure 4. Based orb Kemper's framework, this "Type. 1" teacher serves as an
1
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optimum role model because ofhis expertise and an optimum audience group

A
because of his.oharismatic qualities, The.remaining 15 cells in the figure

represent presumagry less effective combinations of these four'attributes.

For example, the right hand columr\ (Cells 1, 5, 9, and 13) describes four

I

very'different kinds'of teachers, all of whom have high supject matter and

\

pedagogical expertise but who vary considerably'in their charismatic and

interpersonal qualities. Similarly; the top row (Cells 1, 2, 3, and 4) de-

plots a variety of highly charismatic teachers who4vary from one extreme to

the other in their knowledge base and teaching skills. Note that the Type

16 teacher, who lacks both expert and charismatic legitimacy, is particularly

likely to have to, rely on his institutionally,sllipported authority and power

bases to gain compliancefactors that tend to make custody - control the most

central function Of the classroom, especially s nce Type 16's lack the peda-
,

gogical and interpersonal skills that underlie an effective instructional

program.

Note also that there is a definite-parallel between the three basic

components of pr fessiOnalism found in Dreeben's analysis of the teaching

role and three o the four dimensiOns in this model. Dreeben implies'that

a "professional" teachenowill,emphasize: 1) competence and personal per-

formAce, 2) the use of effective techniques, 4nd 3) A concern for meeting

the needs of his clientele. The respective elements in, this model are sub-
-,

ject matter expertise, pedagogical expertise, and empathy and concern.

I differ from Dreeben, however, in what I regard as the key to teacher'

effectiveness. In his view the most important factor in the instructional
/7)

_recess is pedagogy; in mine it is empathy, This holds, I believe, for four
... b ,-.

reasons: 1) the teacher who is empathetic toward his students has a better

4:v
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chance of meeting the asic sec= t and esteem, eeds that under e their
i(

) L
\ability to

,

defer.immecaate gratifiC tion in pursui of longer-range learning

,J4., 1

goals; 2) .through his concern and th positive slippo t he provides, the
. . .

teacher increases his chances of servi a effectively as audience group and
e

0 role modelC3) a sustained period.of positive intAaction i which the in-

_

. -
terests and needs of students are taken info account aids inTthe tablish-

ment of the trust that ultimately underlies the legitimacy necessary both in

serving a normative group function and'in,handling custody-control relations

in a non-alienating wayissues that constantly impinge On the instructional

function; and, perhaps most.important, 4) empathy serves as the key mechanism

underlying the effective use of expertise in the instructional process. I

realize that understanding this latter point requires a somewhat different

look'at the model described in Figure

ponents of empathy in instruction.

Empathy in the Instructional Process

and an elaboration of the key com-

Now that we are-this far in the analysis, I am somewhat embarrassed

to have to confes that my reflections on the model of the "ideal" Type 1
1,

.teacher slggested in Figure 4 lead me to the conclusion thatthe figure it-
le

self is an inadequate vehicle for descOling how the components of charisma

expertise in cillehtion relate to each otftr. 'Consequently my concluai n

that empathy is the most important variable in the instructional process

cannot be inferred from the diagram itself. Nor does the diagram suggest

fthe extent to which empathy is the pivotal "enabler" as far as the imp$c of

the other three variables it concerned.

i\N 12
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Perhaps these, relations can be understood most readily by viewing

teaching expertise as a potential resource that becomei an active resource

when it is translated and com*unicated through the social and interpersonal

medium of charisma. In other words, the two elements in charisma (excite-

*
ment and empathy) have a large bearing on how expertise gets used in an in-

terpersonal context and the impact that the expertise has on'those whom it

, agfects.

Consider, for example, hoW dependent subject matter expertise itself

is on the other three variables in the model by considering Cell 14 in

Figure 4. How effective will the instructional process be in a class where

the teacher is a genuine. subject m tter expert but lacks the ability to can -'

municate his knowledge clearly to students, generates no particular excite-

\
.

ment or interest in the subject, ana ignores students' interests, abilities,

and prior experience with the subject in targeting his'mode of instruction?

Unless the Students are exceptionally able and highly motivated to'learn the

subject, it is unli ly that subject mastery alone will facilitIte achieve -

went. .

What I am suggesting, then, is thaE'subject matterdelpertige becomes

poitise in an instructional tting only when it is presenteoPin such a way

Ntf I.

that it both cognitiv1ly and effectively captures and sustdin$ thie,:j.nterest .

and attention of students. Its !impact on the instructional procesi

'. . '

l /r

6 No

i s,
'in

.x'
,..

0 *

.eff#ct, dependent on ,its being infused,With

.

bothc,plements of charisma(so,that.
.1.. x 0 ,

. .

-4--,
it is presented to students.in way that they can relate to andsugtain

their interest in.
y

, * '

By thb.,same token, real expertise in°ii 5edagogy deiands not only thp-,'.

ability to translate subject matter content to students in an accurate and ,

.0,,411., A:

l2
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,
.

clear fashion but also'the abiity.to understand students' interest and

needs sO. that both , the' subj'ect and .their mode of involvement in it can be

made as relevant, stimUlating, and.p.roductive as possible.
,

.i2.W1 at this suggests, then, IS that two different conceptions of peda-
, h

gogical.skill are possible.' The first is consistent with the way I have.

used the-term upto this,point,and stresses the mastery of a variety_ of

technique and strategies forHmanaging students' transactions with the formal

curriculum. The second reflects what I believe is implied, in all Of the

foregoing;fnamely, that real expertise involves using these techniques and

strategies ,with a particular cohort of students in such, a way that their
:at.t

useful engagement in learining ,activities is maximized. In other words,'Ped-.

. , .

agogical expertise does pot exist independently of the classroom context in
. , ii.,..0i

which it a s being used. Underlying the positive benefit of having techni u!!.

- 4.

'
expertise is the teacher's ability to perceive how

^
a given technique

to be working with particular Students and to modify the approach if
.

sary.in.response to these perceptions. The kind of technique, kind 'and in-.,/

1
seems

neces-

tensity of affect, and kind 'and level of subjedtmatter,Content used. are all

.governed by this awareness - feedback capacity. .

4'

, !

Although I may now be on the verge of rendering Figtile' 4 .not only in-
. .

.. v . . -
adequate but invali4, thiS tieatment of the-concept of pedagogy leads me to

.1./ant to conclude that at an Iptrational level it may be imposSible. to separ-
/

atepedagogidal expertise from em athy. The reasoh..1A singly that for peda-

1 i
s'

gegy to te expertly tanifestea th tedhniques employed have to ,be calibrated

. . .
V
,

to the' ability. willingness of students to have their attention in learning

activities. captured and sustained. 'While part of that process is the teacher's

capacity to act in a way that enables,students'to engage compatibly (both

A.A. tJ
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cognitively and affectiilely) in learning experiences, tile underlying part

of the process is the teacher's awareness of and sensitivity to both the

4

cognitive and affective states of their students. It is this awareness that

enables the teacher to shape instructional strategies and interaction with,

students in compatible and effective ways. .

There seem tonbe four major points worthy4pf summarizing that emerge

from all of this. The'first is thatr;whatever technical,skills inhere in

pedagogy itself facili'tatiethe instructional process only toltle extent that

an underlying empathy capaciEj exists that_aias teachers in assessing the

appropriateness and apparent utility of those skills in the classroom. The

second "4s that this empathy appears. to consist of two kinds of dualities:

l)' awareness, ,sensitivity, and insight as to what 4s really Happening, and

2) sdpportive and appropriate response to those occurrences. Third, within

each of the two domains there are two (often mutually reinforcing rather

than antagonistic) components that-are called into play in the pedagogical
4111`

process:, the cognitive '(or intellectual) and, the,affective.

In other words, by combining points two and three, it is apparent

that em involves both cognitive and affective awareness and sensitivity

and some form of appropriate cognitive and affective response. This.set of 1

combinations can, of course, be displayed in a 4 by a 4 matrix similar in

structure to Figure 4. 'I have chosen not to display this matriX6partly be-

cause it is not exhaustive of whatleally takes place in the instructional

setting, especially when you consideir the fourth major point: i.e., that

each component of awareness and each mode of response relates to both the

cognitive (or existential) and the aff ctive nature of the student's per-

sonal and academic situations,, plus t

119
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quently, if one took the matrixgathe seriously, this analysis would require.

at leasta5"x 2x4x'2x2x2 x \2. 2x-2 or so matrix, butImay have
%

,lost count, a'rid I-doubt thatl_ts creation would make much sense or help any-

one ~anywh e anyway. /

Unfinished Business

4
While I have failed to do justice to the important subtleties tha

inhere in the Complex relations among social control, authOrity, teacher

effectiveness, and empathy,,I hope that this analysis has stimulated more

,-,

I,

4 '

ideas than confusion. If not, I apologize. I have tried to suggest that

empathy resides at the renter of the instructional process because it both4.

allows for the effective utilization of pedagogical skills in interactional

settings and facilitates the emergence of personally-based legitimacy as a
,

-viable mode of classrOom chntrol,,I have also tried to underscore the

paroohialism and futility of the war between the Cognitives And the Affec-
a

tiVes.by showing that both are 'necessary elements in any discussion of effec-

tive teaching and sustainkd student accomplishment.

What I have failed to do, however, is to provide the magic Elswer about

how to make schools work far better than they do, for both staff and etud*ents--

despite my having suggeSted that the Type 1 teacher with his insight, compas-

sion, and expertise is more likely thah others to handle successfully the

inseparable problems of instructional effectiveness and classroom control.

The reasMn for my failure lies both in the limitations of my analysis and in

the structural constraints that teachers face in executing the totality of

their role.

120
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Although I went to great pains at the outset to suggeitthat the,

school performs five major functions and- that the teacher is the priMarle.

agent for executing those functions, the analysis has rather deliberately
P

avoided dealing explicitly with three of them: socialization, evaluation-

certification, and selection. What it did do iS suggest that some of the
0 ,

.

1
,

enormous difficulties associated with the structural constraint of having

to control
.

students could be minimized, but by no teams elimineted,"by nur-

turing an approach to the governance of the classroom itself that simultane-

ously enhanced the performance of the instructional function. As you can

see, to do this requires enormous personal resourret on the part. of the

teacher--in fact, more resources than Most teachers possess. .However, even

to the extent that the charisma ,and empathy of the. individual teacher are "`d

adequate to establish the per'sonal trust and legitimacy that allow cohtrol

and. instruction to proceed satisfactori4y4the teacher oannbt escapesimul-

taneously se'r'ving as an official agent of the school system with respect to

all five functions, a constraint that placeS.the teacher in the bind of having

to uphold and execute a variety of practices that may run counter to their

oWn personal judgment,and the perceived interests of their students.

This creates at least two major dilemmas with which sociologists of

education will have to grapple before their contribution to the Solution of

these very real problems is more adequate than the psychologistS' has been.

The first is that in upholding or contributing to organizational imperatives

such as the time and standardS constraints implied in typical manifestations

of the evaluation-certification and internal selection functiOns of the

school (recall Figure 2), teachers may be contributing to the undermining of

their personal legitimacy. In other words, personal legitimacy based on

z).
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:empathy and ciiimpetence in teaching may be undermined by institutiona'lly.

lomondoted.pTocedures for grading and selecting students that teachers ,cannot
r

cigcumvent. This brings the teacher's institutionally based power directly

into question.

.44 ,

-;
'Ao

The second is that the pressures on teachers from administrators and

colleSgues iOenforCe, both inside `and odtSide the classro rules and
. ,

practices that cannot be justifiedAor legitimated through "rational!!'discu0 ez
.

P

sion with students may be so severe that the best of intentions to play a

Type 1 classroom role cannot withstand fhe imposition ofType 16 demabds or

4

A

expectations. To:the extent that surveillance of the teacher is possible
,

, .

through either his performance of pubIi'd monitoring duties of procedures for,,
,r.

,

1-

, w f l
.

evaluating classrodm
A

performance,.he may be compelled-to act out-his tole as--
,

a

. .
4

, '' .. ,,
:.

custodian ofStUdent behavior wiBTan /ftensity that overrides-his dredibirity
. -r .*

* ;

teacher.as teacher.

a

Although there are other major,dilemmiS raised by the analysis that

L have not discussed, and sevekal implications of interest to both.practi-
y

tioners and researchers that I haye not mentioned, one thing now seems clear.
0

The solutions needed to solve the problemS"posed by the sohodl's having to.

perform five diverse functions' siMultaneously are not going to be found by
. .

,

dealing with people or structure alone. As"the foregoing suggests,?strength-
.

ening the Personal performance capacities of teachers and edministtetbrs may

reduce but will not eliminate the conflicts that arise out of the struc-

turing of instruotion,,custodrcontrol, evaluation-certification and ;e1ec -

tion. By the same token no rearrangemept of structural conditiOns is going

to compensate for the except onal personal capacities'needed to maximize the

instructional mission of th schooll_ To the extent,-then, that solutions .

( _.A

' AL 4,
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sos.

7,

ti

..
+.11'

are possible they must be sought' in the integration of these two components
.

of organizational life. To the extent that the foregoing may provide some

. .

ftuitful startingipOints for this integration, it will have served a useful

purpoSe.
.
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AUTHORITY AND EMPATHY IN THE CLASSROOM

DISCUSSION BY ROBERT DREEBEN, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

DR. DREEBEN: When I look at the diagrams and I listen to the expo-

sition., I become, more and more convinced of one thing, namely, that the

schools can't exist; that the whole business is so incredibly complex, that

so much is being asked of a group of people--teachers, in particular--that

to ext this multiplicity of things to occur at the same time in the same

place among a very diverse group of kids, is highly unlikely except under

very peculiar Circumstances.

I think the reason I'm so pessimistic has to do with the sOcializa-
e

tion process, which I think is the place that we really like toilook, the

one bright spot on the horizon; this is where We look for the enjoyable in-

tangibles of schooling- -things like originality, haimaneness, tolerance,

civility, and so on; a whole bunch of virtues that we would awfully much

like to have kids learn.

Custody we manageobkay; we're able to,evaluate that more oA less

well. But where does this problem of multiple goals, functions and tasks

/
come from? What *s the Source of this "evil"?

I find the source of evil ,in credentialism, in the-.-fact (not based

on definitive evidence, but on a growing body of evidence that, particularly
, ,=1\

44
in this society, we're hpYrehdously over - schooled:, that most jobs in the

occupational order--though that is not, the. only facet of. society that'ANge?=

mane to schooling, but as adults, the place where we spendfthe most of our

tunedemand increasing levels of schooling, whether necessary or not.

1x00
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But if every job requires a credential and you do not establish

theielevance of the credential to the nature of the work (e.g., in order

to sweep the floor you have to be a college or high school graduate) then

'things get absurd.

I think a number of things follow from this. It means that through

a certain number of years we have to keep kids off the street or at least
lk

out of the labor force; we have to do this because of a Supreme Court de-

r of some years ago that proscribed child labor. We're very much

committed to Protecting young people--you read Marx and some 19th century

European'hstory--and we really don't like to see a lot of little. kids sit-

ting in -small cubbyholes Making lace. We also have a moderately high rate

of unemployment. .We can't flood the labor market with kids because there

are too many adults out of work.

And so what this leads to, really, is to find an institution for the

mass containment and processing of kidS. And what I,think Bill Spady has

come up with is a_formulation that takes all of these constraints seriously,

You have to think about how to do the tasks well, how to. evaluate properly,

how to pull kids into the system so that they will confider the rewards re-

warding and the punishments, punishing.

,I have no simple answer to this question of how schools can be,,made

to work, but I think what I can do is thirik of one way in which we can begih

to make the gap between what we know and need to,know a.libtle saallerf /

don't.haveoim,answe;,fot,the\realry large hole that I hay -to:leave.

,

I will adopt the reactionarY positiOri 'that all schools .shopld' do is

Ak
teach the 3 R's. If they did that and no more they would be doing `a great

"

w tat that all they have to do is to teach the 3 R's, then I

-1 e,A.0
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think you can consider questions of pedagogy,seriously- -to resurrect an o

and defunct term. I think it is necessary that every kid have these sort

of basic skills; they should be literate, they should be numerate and sho ld

know a, few facts and have a few simple skills at their disposal. Their

adult lives will make demands in these areas.

How we reduce the constraints that involve kids in obtaining creden-

/
tials, I really don't know. I'm not at all convinced by these work/study

kinds of programs. I really haven't worked this out in my mind, but again

I think I'm in good company. I'm not sure that anybody else has either.

rind I -have to leave matters there; but -it seems to me that we need to look
,,,

'

Lbr some. kind of a sold on that reduces the oonstraints of credentialism;
. . -

tIlit we think .of schools 4rimarily" inS7tr4trial;,aed then f a very
.

,i--

- t -

large remainder which I really doet know what to dci Viith,
4
and 1.1m`not tui'e

. .-

,'. ftlary8Ae else does either. t 0
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AUTHORITY AND EMPATHY IN THE CLASSROOM

DISCUSSION BYMICiAEL FULLAN

ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

DR. FULLAN: I think there's a lot\of,palue in what Bill has pre-

.

sented, but I want to use my time to raise sane dilemmas and criticisms

rather than repeat.

? I think one of the basic problems is that his formulation pretty

much is based Upon a teacher-centered approach to learning. And let me try

to specify soMe,ofthe aspects of that that I ire assproblematic.

I listened Iery' carefully, for example, to his definition of empathy

because I think that is very crucial for what he has to say. As I heard

,

him define,it,' he talked aloglit the teacher having the pulse on the needs and

intekests of the clientele. And I think the definition in one of his other
,

k papers'-was concern for the personal welfare and interest of the student.
.

a

Now, it seems'to me the problem is on whose criteria are ye defining

empathy*. It could get very much like the participation hypothesis in de-

. NI
vision making, where one could say that "students should be involved and

participate in decisions," and then qualifying that by saying "provided that

, they raise valid,points that are workable," and that in practice, becomes

the criterion.

If we look Mare closely, then, at the set of variables that Bill has

talked about, I see e problem here as being that their focus is upon the

.teacher, ,It's the teacher's empathy outward to the student, but it's nott" 461

relational in the sense that it does not 'include the student's view' of

or the transaction that goes on between the teacher and the student.

1 -'U
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Kenneth Benny wrote a paper `in Harvard Educati nal Review in 1970, I al

..

.

think, on authority in education; and he made some distinctio s between thre

types of au rity: expert authority rules authority and something that he

\

,

Regarding

1

ailed anthrop agogical.

ert authority he uged the analogies of a doct r and a

patient and a dp tor and a medical student. He po ied,out that with expert

authority, as in the base of going
.)

to a doctor, y 're dependent o4 the ex-

pertise of the doctor Without being too much concerned with learnin that

4
particular expertise. In other situations, for example where th ical

student is relating to the doctor, there is concern with bringing, along the\

student, or the developmental aspect of what this expertise means for-the,

medical student as arlearner. Now it's not particularly a perfeot analogy
\

to education:\ince much of eduCation is not geared\toward specialiied learn-
\ 1.

ing. But Benny, hells considerably upon the relational component:, and on how.

this ideally invo es, ,much more of Oolleagueship. It seems,to me that'trying

to define more directly what ypu mead by empathy -- particularly how to measure

atand what\it means from the point of view of the teacher and the student
:-

in a elational\frameworkis a much needed elaboration. As it stands,. I

seethe model as fairly teacher-oriented in viesi\ng empathy out toward tHe 11114;
,

\

student.

betweenA second point relates to the relationship between empathy' and ex-,R

1 ,

pertise'. The questioh is, is a given expertise relevant to the goals, ob-7

Aeotives, and .life orientations ,of the stud t? And here, I think the dis-
1 -

. .
tinction Benny makes between relational contexts in'which expertise operates

makes negotiating between empathy and expertise very problematic., Further,

there's a very. critical' question here as to whether the whole area of'def-

as
4

I' #
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inition of expertise of the teacher is involved, and what iS the relative

weight.in relationship between empathy and expertise if they're incongruent.
.

' Now, having said that, perhaps I could just close with bane more

I V

specific comments on what Bill has presented, and I do accept tt worth-

whileness of hiS f9rmulation very much. And in doing this anoth pe of

elaboration is to asks him, or ask Oil selves, to try to spell out in \a little,\
'a,

more det il the causal ordering and rel tionship of the key variables that

he is deaking.with.

For example, if he is sugges ng that em thy relates to motivation,

whiCh-in turn ,-elates to achieVement\--which is impli
*-

in some of his state-
.

.

. \

,ments--I think that causal connections in the core model should be extracted,

\and then perhaps we could get into the question of specifying causal patterns

in- roader organizational conditions, such as the condition that Professor .

Clark as mentidhed, the variability of role diversity. Also, there ould be

several contexts, of organizational.f.0e4, whichtwould show under wha condi-

tions empathy and expertiWoperate in different ways.

And finally, we might think of the research needed to show how empathy

might change under certain condiliondof re- education, or whatever. The whole

. resocialiZation focus here, if it is tb be a leverage for change,, is very

tportant; and Bill, I'm sure, has been concerned about this. But I think

that's an area that one should spend considerable time on for the purposes of

research.;
**Nt
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AUTHORITt AND EMPATHY IN THE CLASSROOM

DISCUSSION BY C. WAYNE GORDON

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANG LES

DR. GORDON: 4like the first part, where +-remind us of the com-
.

,

plexiti s of life in the circular diagram, and I tiiink it's particularly

useful to reminded of, the hultifunctions that we confront, because it

does Constitute an impossible context, as Bob Dreeben has suggested. But.
s-

Amore an tha , its coercive implication is so,massive, that the rest of

I
what happens ix terms of the adaptation that a teacher makes oar the selec-

a

tion of style i to a 1 rge extent a coerced oneitwould)Se
1

and so

the distribution that We will find .in the rest of the development consti-,

tUte a high degr of'nonvolu6arism.on the part of the teacher. This is
0..- . -

N

perhaps almost in ependent.of capabilities in some cases. It also suggest's..

that some,of,thps positive values are comperisaAory, too; that if it works,

2 P
youtuse it.

I think the only effort I might make regarding the conceptualization

and the framework would be to try to get Bill to talk to us.about some of

the implications of trying to make some empirical tests of it. I have a

problem.with merging the authority dimension and'letting it assimilate to

'expertise,, and legitimacy as,the,main.criterion, because you did de-

fine authority' in terms of uncritical acceptance, and I like that because

it's unrelated to varying sorts of legitimacy. If uncritical acceptance

is the sine qua non of the degree of authority present, then you will not

find all of these types of authority being assimilated to the expert dimen-

sion,. In other words, I would likeoto keep authority as a variable by it-

1.00
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self, and let the expertise dimension vary independently of that. Then.w,e

can accept the empathy, variable. The reason I want to keep authority'sepa-
.

irate is because it's not linear in its effects, as I've observed it. I think

it goes like this: You can get a lot of gbodieq out,of low authority; you-

get a lot o goodi out of high authority And the middle is a disast4

area. So th dichotomization of this will leave the empirical problem very
,e

unsatisfying to vou, when you try to figure out what the data means in

terms of the effects. So I would hope that when you get around to itik.

,application, you would treat it as a continuous variahle.aldnotilet the
'. .1- r

,

Then I would have no problem with either the empathy dimehsidn or
I

r.

polarities take over.

the expert dimension, because I think they are almost linear: But Ithira'

both of them fall off in effect when you reach a certain level. In other
.

words, too much expertise in the classroom begins to have some dysfUnctional

effects, and too much empathy begins to have some negative effects--sort of

too much mother in the classroom. There may be a point at which empathy--

and we'd have to hear more about how this is operationalized--supports the

activities in the expert domain, but doesn't dominate it; and when it tends

to dominate it, some dysfunctional effects may occur.

But I think those are the normal kinds of problems that will come

When you field the model and find out what predictions you can make.

S. .

My second concern is the manner in which you value - loaded the No. 1

teacher; and I- liked No. 1 also. But I'm not sure I like it for everything

that we want to have happen. In other words, if you would talk about the

effects that you're interested in, and it is pretty clear that you're

struggling with the whole area of alienation'and the potential negative

r
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. morale that canes with certain kinds of teacher behavior, vie might be sur-

prised if we elaborate the number of effects under consideration. The be-
r . .

,haviors are not generically pontrib ory to aAof the "good effects" that/
k

/

-we want, and some things that loo quite unattrac v to us, surprisingly,
\ , !

have positive predict.i24 value. I think behaviors generalizable, you
. \

.
,

know, in the sense that one that will maximize the cognitive, Oill alSO

s

maximize satisfactions and Voluntary compl ance,.as well as other effect.

- !

, . ,

\

',would he willing to go On to creatiOity, autonomy self- awareness. ;But
,

I suspect that we ought to reformulate\the statement t say, to the extet
.

\ ,

that you'want\to predict certain kinds of outcomes in p pil , then there are

I

certain kinds of behaviors that Will maximize that, and th r kind'S of

4

'haviors will maximize'something else, Because I think high uthority,

c ,

the 'Critical acceptance sense, at least enough mother lot, you know, to

lubricate the system, and some organization of the task, wi 1 produce I etty

high cognitive outcomes. And when we look at the kinds of fects var'ables

that are correlated, satisfaction doesn:t necessarily take on the high st

relationship to cognitive gain. The happy child may not be the one th

learns the most.

Now, I'm inclined to think there is an intervening consequence of

satisfaction over time ,for important outcomes like' commitment, and if we

Conduct research lOngitudinally we may find that high satisfaction with what

the teacher is doing in the long run will pay off for building commi tr ent,

and then the co.lnitiVe side may pick up.
N

22Y
That would be'aboUtit.' I think that one o er thing that you'are

suggesting as behavioral reality is a. functional c ation. That

here are some things that not only work for the system, but they work for

A
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the main participant, the teachet; and that's the one we're looking for.

And so there is an equilibrium involved in putting, together expertise,

empathy and my preference for the low side of authority. What is needed is

the orchestration that not only maximizes outcome, but it maximizes survival

value for the main participant, the teacher.

(General laughter)

Ironically, it may be encouraging that the professional model could

be the only one that's viable, because those people in some of those other

cells are suffering as much as the pupils are. The distributions that I

have looked at, even with a limited amount Of data, tell me that there are

more of the professio 1 types than there azle of the other kinds, and that

surprises Me. But for the reason I suggested; it's the only one that rea ly

permits survival.

t
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AUTHORITY AND EMPATHY IN THE CLASSROOM
,

RESPONSE TO DISCUSSANTS BY.WILLIAM SPADY

%NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

DR. SPADY: Mike Fullan has raised A number of important points

About the modgl I have described reflecting a stronq teacher-centered and

teacher manipulative orientation. He suggests that,there is not enough of

the,relational quality between teacher and student implied in my analysis.

If that is so, I think that the cause lies in part from a lack of time to

present the full flavor of model this morning. It.is not an arena I have

wiled to consider in evaluating the adequacy and implications of the Model.'

In the papers, that I have written, as well as on the occasions when

have, presented this formally, I have tried to make airly clear some of

ynthes s of elements that constitutethe tOdel,*Partic Iarly the way in

which empa y is,the.critical Precondition for e tabli hi g the trust that

4
really facilitates a two-way kind of relationship.betw en' people.

.11so, in terms of the way I use expertise in this model--both subject

matter expertise and pedagogi'cal e pertise--I take a very broad definition

of ,Ilese terms, that is consistent with Morris Janowit

, -
,., way ine which these'tWO kO.ncis of ,expertise could be ianifested. Janowitz ,

)!

s a xialtinant fKontaI leacher.,,-

definition of the

stresses the nature of the teachers being pptiMaily efteetive when he is A
'A

.
resource manager, which does not'implY that he

$

Instead it suggests that the teacher, as a suKjact matter expert, is capable

of locating abroad'ranqe of k4owledge resources for the studentillot that.,
. . . .

e
he is the exclOsive soutceilof information or skills. He is aware of whit

. .

1 ,' 7
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and where the resources are, so, when necessary or appropriate, he can send

the student_to those resources. Furthermore, in Janowitz's view pedagogical

skill is not blackboard technique, per se, but, in fact, recognition of how

a variety of-what may be'self-learning approaches or other kinds of things

will work for certain pupils and not work for others.

the repertory of thesecinds'of skills that constitute)

These are all part Of

expertiSe in my model,

and, viewed that way, it does not imply a particularly teacher-centered or

Ow
teacher-dominant mode of Operation. From this perspective let me re-m.1)11as

that empathy then becomes the key to what we.might call the sensitive and

perceptive capacities of the teacher, It becomes, then, the key to the

teacher

gogical

using whatever variety of skills he may

approaches as

kinds of students.

,4
it presumably facilitates

have in a variety of peda-

achievement for particurar

$er

So, I'll counter 'ice and say th I think there is a greatdeal mote

personal interchange betwe n student and teacher implied in this model than

1

my presentation may have sug ested. And I think it was due mainly to lack

/

of time and my wading to at leasthit the major points blit4not necessarily

all ,of the details:

I am verytuch interested in the question that'Mike raised about

whether these capaci
.4

es are changeable,,teachable, or learnable. He and I

have, ,in fact, written an unpublished paper which has yet to be dramatically

,7 0

_revised concerning th extent to which we could link some of the ideas in Iny
.:,

4
t

16-celr able to Mike' work on ihfovation in schools. In that paper we ex-

plore

. ... 1 -
, .

the'ind /of capacities in people We would have to .chahge ib order to
/ .

1
. .

',.
1

liave more re . 1y flexible, responsiVe, and truly innovative institutions.

, ,,, ;
.

AlthoUgh, ' wrcIte
/
the initial draft over two ye ars ago I think my perspectives

t

4, r 7
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.
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on these issues have not changed that much. For example, I think we clearly

Can change the expertise charactgristics of teachers; otherwise we might as

well eliminate universities Tor teacher training colleges. We presumably

really could do something in the context of formal training to enhance teacher

expertise.

. ------------.

The real'question 4 what can you do about the two components of

charisma? We ha/A4iscussed'this, and I concluded (which may betray my

. ,

causal ordering) that wclearly can do some things about empathy. But I'm

not sure we can do ings a:boat the stimulation/excitement component of
,

,

.
. .

,

people's roles. In other words, I'm not sure we Can make. better actors out

of them or change their personalitiesto make them liveowires.if they basi=

tally aren't live wires. But the place to start, rthink, is td work on..

-
increasing the dual component off, the role, e.g., the cognitive and the of -.

fective, by creating kinds of experiences that.would increase one's,cogni-
-

tine awareness of how things operate and how his behavior may affect others.

ink ehe video taping kinds of techniques that some teacheis; college

ams iparticularly the performance-based peat) are dealing.with which
4'

allow trainees to seelow some of their pedagogical skills come across,

. .

should really be a technique u ed to try to at them to recognize what they
,

look, like to an audience and make them aware of ow *an audience 'responds to

them.

So I think whht you do to enhance the teacherts.capacity to be more,
\ .

e N

. . 7 -

\txuly effectively identified and,ConFerned abou ,the student, is to work on

it . L,

the cognitive first, and at least make, him aware ,of the problem. The kinds

of techniques that we use to do this are best left to other kinds of Speoial-
,, ,

0 ,
.

2

. 4
ists to, prescribe.

/
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,
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If I=underrand Wayne Gordon -correctly, we-have a real problem on

dur hands that may be mine and.not his. But what I agree with him i6Out is

that I am trying `veer hard ,here to stress a balance. I place a lot of

emphasis on the Type .1 teacher because I am trying to create a balanCe on

the use of cotheinations of expertise and charismatic qualities and not simply

advocate trying to rely on, the domindpce of-any one element the classroom.

Clearly, if you consider type 4, Which would be an,exceedin ly charthnatic

person who can't deliver the expertise goods at all, you wo ld produce a

very different kind of Outcome, and I think have a very di ferent kind of

clasroom, 'than would, for example, a Type 13, who is ex emely proficient

in technique and a great master of the subject matter'bu an absolutely cold

person. Neither of those extremes has any appeal for m =. Based on the kind

of evidence that I got from interviews with high schoo students this past

week, plus three years of thinking about this probl- believe that there

Are real problems with rather exclusively relying on either set of legitimating

."

capacities to really get students involved and imize their learning. Hence

my interest in balance.

However I don't understand Wayne's point about autho'rity being a vati-

able independent f these modes of legitimacy. I was trying to emphasize

that these, are ays in which one can attempt to legitimate or establish author-
\

ity, If you looks at my Type 16 teachers who presumably lack the performance

based criteria for ersonal,legitimacy that,I illustrate on the right side of

the authority table, it's not thatthey have no authority; it's that the kind

of authority that they tend to e tablish is authority based on th institutional

what I call bureaucratic) ch racter of the role. So in a sens , I'm kind

of undermining Weber's notion aboU bureaucratic legitimacy a bit. 'He says that
a

4
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.bureaucratic legitimacy is the combination of legality and expertisumy

argument is that bureaucratic authority really manifest& itself in the com-'.

bination of trying to legitimate and enforce tradition by legal means. So,

if you synthesize the Traditional and the Legal, that's how I think schools

act bureaucratically. And if you synthesize the Expert and the Oharismatia,

that's how I think teachers legitimate themselves professionally. They are

just two very different modes of establishing and exercising authority.,

St
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V. ETHNOMETHODOLOGY AN EDUCATION

ADDRESS BY HUGH MEHAN

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

Traditionally, the research strategy in sociological studies of edu-

cation has b4en to treat the age, sex, ethnicity or Social class of students,

and their school achievement, IQ level, or career plans as sociological vari-

ables. The research task has been to find statistical correlations among

these "variables." These correlational studies treat the variables as ob-

jective social structures which stand independently of social action.

EthnomethodolOgy suggests that the social activities of participants

in social settings like the school are in fact structuring these objective

social structures. "School achievement," "IQ test results," "career patterns,"

are produced by the activity between teachers and students,

;esters nd students, "counselors and students. Instead of treating educe-

,

tional features like test results and academic achievement as objective struc-
,

tures, instead of seeking correlations among social variables, ethnomethodology

recommends studying the social structuring activities Which compose these

social structures.

Garfinkel (1967) phrases this ethnomethodology research strategy as

the study of the "practices" or "methods" which participants employ to accom-

.*plish social interaction. Cicourel (1973) calls this the study of the""in-

terpretive procedures"'which are employed to make sense of social settings.

Garfinkel and Satks.(1970) suggest that!social structures (events, objects)

.

stand on behalf of, while being.'made up of, interactional work, Garfinkel.,
.

and Sacks (1,276i352) describe the'resg'ar h task's thdOearch for the "members'

work,", that a gloss like "school achievement, -" or 1!TQ level," stands on behalf

of.
1

4- 0,
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The-task of this paper is to review the 4hnomethodological studies
- .

in eduCational settings which have examined the way ,educational "facts" are

asseMbled.by the interactional activities of the.participants in 'lved. The

.

ethnomethodological research in education is groupeeunder the follokng

primary
grades

. . ' .

headings: .(1) studies of educational.decisionmaking, (2) studies of lan-

guage arid meaning, (3)-..classroom interaction studies. After this review, I
....

..
r d

will draw their practical implications for everyday teaching-learnixg activ-
f

ities.

Educational Decision Making

41.

In American school systems, students follow various and different

career paths. For example, though they must enter in the primary grades (K-3),

they exit at different points. Some of the possible "career patterns" through

the educational system are shown in Figu

r

secondary
grades,

intermediate
grades

graduate
work

college

leave schools.graduate,
drop out, take job

leave school, graduates, 'drop out,

take job

leave school, graduate, drop out, take job .

No. s

leave school (drop out)

leave school (drop out)

Figure J. Possible Educational Career Patterns

A. 0
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portant question to be asked about tb,e career patterns of stu-

dents go through schOol is: hoW do some students wind up in one category

and not in another? How is it that some students continue through the sys-

tem to the final node, while others, for example, "drop out" in their'junior.

year of high school?

One set of explan tions of differential school performance patterns

dears with the characteristics of students who are in these various cate-
,

gories. School success is'said to be the result of the presence of curtain

Inherent, natural hereditary factors, while school failure is said to be

associated with the absence of these. characteristics. These features are

seen to operate independently of social contexts. (See 4enien 169:

Hernstein, 1972.)

Another set of interpretations (Holt, 1964; Silberman, 1970) suggest

that school performance is a function of the structure of the school environ-
s

.

ment. The conventional school is characterized as authoritarian, teach&

:entered, and compartmentalized, an atmosphere which Stifles certain students

and accounts for their poor school performance.
4

Placement decisions. The ethnomethodological interest-in rule use

suggests a third approach which provides for both of the above accounts': -

the student's career is a product of the educational decisions Mlade about him

by school officials (Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963). This perspective suggests"

that the student's performance in school cannot be seen independendy of the

school assessment procedures which produce the account of his ibilities,

progress, or success. That is, the child's abilities do not stand independ-

ently of the social contexts in which they are assessed. The student's

Abilities are constructed by the interpretive process engaged inby school

1 1- 'I
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S. 's.

'officials whd interact with ;the student and each other. The-accdunt gen-. .,

.y

.k 4.
.a.

. 4 : ' , ' .
,

erated by-this. interaction inde*es 'e child's a .c s.ability; the. abilityth
- . .

-

e '0 ,

cannot, be !boated except bySuch an interpretive examination. 4

For exam6p,_teachers interact with -studentsi they write, reports on
. -

their perforgtance. Educational testers and school psychologists conduct

educational' tests of all varieties on 'children. These and other assessmentsON -
of'ihe studenttconstitute a Version of'his abilities. These accounts taken

'together contribute to decisions made about the next step in the Student's

career.

(icourel and 0.tsuse (1963) illustrate the power of this approach in

their study of hjoh school guidance counselors. The high school counselor

,.advises students concerning their,academic
46
programs, post high school-plans,

and other matters, the counselor helps the student decide Which'clag-ses he

will take the following year. Often the classes 'available are arranged in a_\'
hierarchical 'order, such that one classroom (or perhapi "skill. group%within

a class) is reserved for the r" students, another for the "average"

students, a third for the "poor" studen0ts,and so on. The counselor's as-

.

sessment of the child's record determines into_ which of these classes the

student will be placed the following year. The educational counselor, by

designing class schedules for the students, channels them into courses of
A

inStructiOn which determine the future Career possibilities which are shown

in Figure, 1 (cf. Erikson and Schultz, 1973).,

For example, say that ,a counselor recommends that a junior high school

student take "college pre9" courses. Whether or not that student has an in-

terest in going to college, by the time he is a junior or a senior (and

assuming he has successfully completed the courses), he has.the academic

4 1
14
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', preparation necessary o go to college if he ,chooses to do so; he is seen

as a "college bound" student by school officials and others. ff, however

a counselor recommends that a junior high school student enroll in a voca-

tional program or in business training, when that student bepomes,a junior

or.a senior and decides that he, wants to go to college, he doesn't have the

required academic training; he is seen as a "vocational student." The stu-

dent and his career choices have been defined by an educational decision,
2

making process.

Now the question becomes: what is the basis upon which the counselor

or other school official makes such administrative decisions? Do Jensen's

"inhere " "genetically, provided" or Holt's '4culturally determined" factors

accoun r these d4cisions? Leiter's (1974) extension of the Cioourel and

Kitsuse (1963) work indicates that neither of these clusters of factors,

either alone or taken togethef, are sufficient to explain how educational

decisions are made. He concludes instead that the child's abilities are

not "so much a product of invariant developmental processes as they are the

product of situated practices of interaction . . . ," Shumsky and Mehan's

(1973) analysis of an elementary school faculty group meeting, to make place-
.

ment decisions provides. a description of these interactional practices.

Overthe course of a two hour meeting of a Child Study Team, some 20

students were considered for promotion to the next higher grade or for place-

./4, .ment into a "special" classroom. At one point in tote meeting; the principal

called for nominees for the special classroom. Teachers responded with the

3

following descriptions:

423rincipal: Mrs'. Jones? (A first grade teacher)

42 Mrs. Jones: Four and a question mark '

145
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43 Mr8- Susan:

45 Principal:

46 Mrs. Susan:

'47 Principal:
'

50 Mrs.' Real:

51 Mrs. Susan:.

0

* * *

I've got seven, on my list

/

Ok, we've got seven kids in Mrs. Susan's roan who
need special help, and five'in prs. Jones'

.L

And one who should be in learning disabilities

And Mrs. Real, cloyou have kids that you don't think
"should go on to -second grade?

'Well, Mike Brandon for 'one

He's on my lis,t

4

' S2 Mrs. 'Real:

53 ' Mrs. ,...toneS:

Oh, he's on your list?

Did he tak. the reading test?

54 15X. Susan: Yeah

55 Mrs. Jones: How'd he do?
I.

56 Mrs. Susan: Wait a minute, I've got it here (pause) r think he
did ok (pause), yeah, ah he got a 1.7

57 Mrs. Pollen: That's good

58

,

Mrs. Real: Yeah, but I was surprised by that. He can't- -read
that good. He must have guessed slot. I still have
him in the Bluebirds . . . (60) the slow reading
group. ,

* * *

60 Mrs. Real: What about rytand Mark? They are the my other two
thinkink g about. I think they could se it, t

really do.

61 Mrs. Jones: Ok, that's what I, thought too
4

0
62 Mrs. Real: Mary's the stronger of the two, but they both need

another year.

* * *

64. Mrs. Jones: I'm questioning Irene too

I
ei
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65 Mrs. Real: I don't think she's got it kid, I' don't think 'she'll
. ever do any.gbod. . A

* * *
,04(greis .

68 Mrs., Sanction: I think threes not necessarily.retalted, but
three that need mothers. -1

The\following statements were madeabout the children Considered, but

not selected, for the special classroom; these children were subsequently

promoted.

71 Mrs. Smith: How about Jim Mansky?
.

,J .

--,t .

72 Mrs. Light: No, Jim Mansky's goihg to go.on., He'll be all right.
.

) ' , I P

* * *
9

72 Rig. Barder: Brenda?

72 Mrs. Jones: Only if she's been absent like she's been she won't

These descriptions accomplished the work of edutational placement.

Fifteen of the nineteen children talked about were placed in the special

classroom without being named or.discussed at all. Statements like: "I've

got seven on my list," "four and a question mark," "I think not necessarily

retained, but three that need mothers,"ywere sufficient to place the children

referenced into the special classroom. 'Six other children, Mike, Mary, Mark,
-7,

Irene, Brenda, and Jim were mentioned by name and statements about them pro-

vided. 9

These descriptions appear vague, elliptical, abbreviated; they have

all the characteristics associated with "indexical expssions" (Garfinkel,

1967:4; Garfinkel and Sacks, 1970:348-50; Cicourel, 1973:56). Nevertheless,

a

these descriptions did the very serious work of educational placement.

If these descriptions, and,the decisions made with them were compared

to a "rational" model of decision making (e.g., Parsons, 1951), they might

!",
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be faulted for their lack of rigor, detail, justification. However, since

these 'descriptions did make placemeqt decisions, 4 implies that a rational

model of these descriptions would both distort and trivialize the educators'

educational decision making practices. Not wanting to trivialize, but to

understand how this talk did the work of educational placement, Shumsky and

Mehan (1973) rooked to the conversational'activities of the educators them-
'

selves to see what kind of work they'were engaged in.

Although these educators have produced statements that appear (to an

outsider) to be abbreviated, high level glosses of the moment to moment,

lay to day classroom activity that led to these descriptions, the educators

themselves were not bothered by the lack of scientific rigor in the produc7

n
tion of descriptions. Statements like "three that'need mothers," "they both

need another year," "I don't think she's, got it kid," did the work of lo-

.

I\
cating candida es for the special classroom and for promotion. These de-

scriptions ate allowed to pass-without challenge. Presumably, the teachers

who offered these accounts have had extellive experience with the students

in question. The teachers have seen the children in a wide variety of teach-

ing situations; with different motivations and interests. When called upon

to report on `the children's progress, they do not present this wealth of in-
.;t

formation in tailed form.. The other educators, hearing a teacher's desrip-
.

tion of a child; did not demand a retrieval of the stock of information about

each child which is presumably behind thothe descriptions.

r -

These""descriptions are adequate, then, for the educators' purposes.

Their adequacy4s confirmed by the absence of challenge. Indeed, allowing

"the unstated'partibulars about each child to remain submerged is the way in
. t.

/ which these educational decisions were made; it is,an interactional display

of the teachers' expertise.as educatars.'N

1 !
e. A. 0 L)
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This observation suggests that the educators are'engaged in "docu-

mentary work." Documentary work consists, from the lator's point of

view, in the production of utterances which stand of behalf of an underlying

pattern whigii is not stated. Documentary work consists, frok the hearer's

point of view, in identifying a pattern behind a series of 'utterances such

that each utterance is a document of the underlying, pattern, while at the

same time, the underlying pattern is identified through its individual ut-

terance's. iThe instance indicates the pattern, and the pattern the instance;

the pattern and the instance reflexively determine each other (cf. Garfi
W

1967:76 ff). Although the contours which Constitute the characterization

of certain educational categories (the pattern) are never specified, arid

although the features of a candidate child (the instance) are never speci-

fied, the description is sufficient to index the underlying pattern which
1 .4

Identifies children,for educational placement-

In this meeting, school children were considered for promotion or in-'

clusidn in a special classroom. The objective results of this educational ,

placement were accomplished by the participants' interactional work. This

interactional activity is captured in the participants' descriptive accounts

about the children. The descriptive accounts constituted the status of each

child.

Testing decisions. Ths-results of educational testing are often

assembled in tables Like the fallowing.

1'
t)
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Table 1 Results of Language Testing in One First grade
4

Child

/ (Jean)
2 (Clare)
3 (Leslie).
4 (Lora)

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

'13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Total

School Tests Variations

Fall Spring Class Ilona'

73 69 93 100
10 SO 86 86

46 76 44 65a
10 25 33 60i
50 61 . 56

52 54 77

75 55 75

65 70 50

60 75 75

50 50 50

15 25 37

60 75' 55

15 in 7S

55 55 57

35 65 67

63 77 50

W 54 -0 55*

ss 96 93

56 56 55 75a

10 36 33

55 95 95

35 50 45
7;75 55 85

1140 1512 1566

a Tasted in Spanish at hoes./
Examination of this table shows children lose first language is Spanish do

poorly by comparison with children whose first language is English. As the

Spanish speaking children also come from poor homes, and the English speak-

ing children come from middle class homes, a classic correlation between

SES and school performance can be constructed.

However, a table of scores or.a correlation based on information like

this does not show how the tester made measurement decisions while scoring

each child's behavior as correct or incorrect. Each child's answer is a

product of a sequence of4ester-child exchanges. Each child's overall test

score is,a :ampositelof the sequence of measurement decisions made by the

tester.
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Mehan (1973k 1974) videotaped the administratidn of individualized

language development tests to the first grade children represented by this

table. That analysis exhibits the interactional mechanisms which constitute

these displays. It shows that the child's answers are not the, automatic

result of tple application of a stimulus to a child which the behavioral

model supporting educational testing suggests. The child's answers and

accumulated test scpres emerge out of the tester's interpretive assessment

of the child's actions in the, testing situation. More specifically, the

tester in this situation had to determine which of a number of acts consti-

tuted'the child's answers and when a child answered a question.

When answering questions on this test, the child is supposed to

touch the part,--Of the picture which best represents the question asked.

Many times when a child answered a question, he did not touch any part of

the picture; or he covered more of the picture than was requi4fed by the

0

question. Richard was shown a picture of a small chair, a woman, a boy, and

a large chair. He was asked to find the one that is "not big." Richard did,

not touch the chair, instead, his right finger rested in the space between
fs

the chair and the girl:

151



Richard was scored wrong; however, if the tester had. assigned the space be-

tween the two pictures to the chair instead ofthe girl, he may have gotten

this answer right.

When Jenny was shown this same 'picture and was asked to find "she is

betWeen a boy and 'a girl," she did not point to the picture with one finger;

instead, she formed her first and second fingers into the shape of a fork

or a Y. She then placed her fingers on the page like this:

The tester scored this response "wrong." To do so, the tester had to assume

the child intended to touch the boy and girl, and did not intend to "frame"

the woman between her fingers. If the tester saw this gesture as a "frame,"

Jenny may have gotten this question right.

12



During the course of this same test, Jenny was shown the following

picture:

V% ..

-.!-- ,, ...,- 1,

e:. o ` ,

.:., ', $: -;

Dula Concept Inventory
0 1961 by Siegfried E. Engelman
Follett Publishing Company, plicago

She is asked to point to the picture which shows "the man who Is

down the tree." As soon as the questiOn was read, Jenny touched

picture (of the man poised and ready to swing the axe) . Then as

chopping

the third

the tester

began scoring the response, Jenny said, "no this one," and touched the mid-

dle picture. The tester scored Jenny "correct:"

This 'exampX, illustrates that the tester is interpreting the child's

behavior. The tester must determine which action among many actions consti-

tutes a child's answer. Depending on where the tester punctuates the child'k

often continuous answering actions, different tables of scores, and hencp

different versions of the child's abilities can be assembled.

The testing of the child is supposed to follow a sequence in which

the tester asks a question and the child answers. The child is suppoed to

wait for the questions to be asked before (s)he answers. ;The six year old

153



Children pbserved in this study did not adhere to this "conversational

sequencing,_ rule" (Schegloff, 1968). Many times they provided answers before

questions had been completely asked. The tester evaluated these interrup-

tions differently; the differential interpretations can lead to different

evaluations of the child't ability as thesfollowing examples illustrate.

Jenny is shown the following picture:

;

. .

3esie Zoncept Leven ry
O 1967 by Siegfried 7. Segel:mann
Yollett POlishing , Chicago

When she was presented a picture with two boxes, and was asked to locate a

ball in one of the boxes, thefollowing exchange took place. The tester

said, "Now Jenny, there's a ball in one of these two boxes. The ball is not

in this box" (the tester tapped one of the pictures with her pencil). Jenny

immediately touched the other box. The tester said, "Wait a minute. Do yo.i

know where the ball is . . Although the tester was still in the process

154
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1

of)asking the
,

qUestion, Jenny touched the box again. The tester then com-
.

pleted he question. She said, ". . . but don't guess. Do you know where

it is?". Jenny shook her head "no." Jenny's first two displays--touching

the box other than the one the tester touched--although correct, were not

ac g ted. The child's answer was not accepted until the complete question

had been asked. The response which the child gave after the complete ques-

tion had been asked was incorrect. So, in effect, the child changed her

response from a correct to an incorrect one. Had the tester accepted either

of Jenny'sfirst two responges and answers, she may have been scored "corr ct."

This`chanOe in response came after the tester told the child "not to

Tuess." It could be that Jenny interpreted this command as an instruction-

(
to stop what s e was doing,, rather than as a request to,act out of the cog-

nitiv style o "knowing"' rather than "guessing."

0

Further evidence that Jenny may have interpreted the i1nstruction
.,

"don't guess" al an instruction not to act comes from her readtions to the
i

i

r
N.

next qUestion. She is-preiented with the picthre of three boxes and is told:

FT

2:17 Ts\ter: There's a ball in one ortheSe boxes. The ball is not
in this-box. (The tester pointed to the box on the
extreme left end.)

18' Jenny: I'm t guessing.

19 Tester: Do you know where the ball is?

20 Jenny I'm not guessing.

21 Tester: 'Good girl, ok.

22 Jenny: These are hard for me.r.

23 Tester: Right! There's no way of knowing, is there?
5

24 Jenny: Un Un

4,

1 ti
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When the complete instruction was given and Jenny was told not to guess, she

replied that she wa Because Jenny did not then tour} a y'of the pit-
,

tures, the tester i terpr ted her "non action" as an answer-to-the-question.

She attributed to Jen the knowledge that it was impossible to answer this

question. The tester took Jenny's statement "I'm not guessing" (FT 2:20) a8

documentary evidence of the fact she understands the instruction to distin-

Tuish between knowing and guessing. It is equally plausible that Jenny in-

terpreted'the instruction "don't guess" as a command not to act. The tester

reifies her interpretation that Jenny knows the difference between knowing

and guessing by saying, 'there's no way of knowing, is there?" (FT 2:23).,

Because Jenny replies, "un un" (no), the tester has evidence that the child

understands. The answers reifies the tester's view that the child understood
c.

the complexities of the question e necessity to distinguish between

knowing and guessing all along.

The tester also had to choose e child's answer from among a number

of displays which the child presented simultaneously. Richard is asked to

find the big black ball from among the five balls shown in the picture.

When Richard answers, both of his hands are on the page. The fingers of both

his right and his left hand are touching the page. The right index finger

touched the correct picture; the fingers of his left hand touched the other

pictures:

.1

1- )
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.The tester scored Riphard "correct" on this question. To do this, she had

to disregard the fact that Richard's left hand was also touching the pic-

tures. She had to attend only to Richard's right hand. That is she as-

signed the status of "hand which is beingused to pointto the correct pic-

ture" to the right and not to the left hand. It is unclear upon whet basis

the tester decided that in this answer sequence Richard klad used his right

hand and not his ldf hand to indicate his answer; he had used his left hand

o *ft
1

on other occasions. There is no way to decide which is the "answering ged-

tare" by merely examining the placement of the left and right hands. Both

are.squarely placed on the page; neither were placed with "hesitancy." It

appears that the tester's choice about the method of indicating answers was

not made on the basis of the hand placement itself, but on grounds extraneous

to the display. It is possible that the presence (coincid 'ental or inten-
,

16''t
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tional) ytf the child's hand on the correct picure informed this choice It

is possible that the-tester ignored the left hand and inferred from the r ght'

hand placement to the "correct" answer. l'hat is, the tester's knowledge of

what a correct answer looks like can structure the perception of the child's

displays.

The tester is not passively observing and recording the child's re-

sponses. The tester is actively engaged in assigning the status of "answer"

to certain portions of the child's behavioral presentation. The respondent's

answers are not an automatic response to the application-of a stimulus (the

test question) to the respondent. The respondent's answers. emerge out of

the tester's interpretive assessment of his actions in the context of the

testing situation.

These observations are not limited to these children or this test.

Virtually every question-answer exchange between the tester and the child
4

representediin Table 1 exhibits this interpretive work. Mehan (1974) re-
,

ports similar processes operating during an administration of the WISC, Roth

(1974) with the Peabody, and MacKay (1973) with the California Reading Test.

;Arguments are often made for self-administering tests to overcome

this "tester bias." Self administering ests only further submerge the in-

'.

ierpretive work by which the responde obtains an answer and the tester

measures results. Furthermore, the resulting test score still does not dis-

Ne
play the reasoning ability whic e respondent used to answer the questions.

As ana sis below will show, se administered tests obscure the child's

understandinis of testing materials. The absence of this information pro-

. IA

. hibits classroom teachers from diagnosing and correcting childrers work

.(Ma$Kay, 1974). In sum, while an objective socia404tructure like a test

et+

1
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score is composed f a sequence of interpretive measurement decisions, the

test score does not display these interpretive measurement decisions.

The interpretive determination of "correct and incorrect" behavior ig

not limited to educational testing situations, however, as the following

analysis of classam'lessons will ill strate.

Classroom decisions. In a language development lesson designed to

each children how to use prepositional phrases, a first grade teacher di-

vided her class into four small croups. She instructed each group separately

in one corner of the room while the remainder of the students worked at

theid desks. Each group was given essentially the same materials to work

with and each coup was asked similar questions.

In each lesson, the teacher demonstrated. the spatial relationship of-

two,or more objects to each other. After she placed one object "over" the

other, "under" the other., "below" the other, or "above" the other, sae asked

4
the children to do the same. When the teacher asked the children to report

.420

on their work.

4
Detailad analysis of videotape taken of the lesson (Mehan, 1974a)

showed that the teacher treated similar responses made by children in dif-

ferent ways throughout the lesson. For example, before and after the lesson,

the teacher told the researcher that she expected the children to report

about their work in a complete sentence of the form "the square is over the

line." That is, the teacher was using the rule: "A correct answer must re-

port the facts of the mattef correctly, and be in the form of a complete

sentence." However, on numerous occasions during the lesson the teacher-.

accepted less than complete Slentences as "acceptable answers." Phrases like

"under the grasA," "it's on ere," and " these" were, according to the



teacher's stated goals for the lesson, not to be accepted as correct akswers.,

,Nevertheless, during the course of the lesson, some tokens of each of these,

"deviant" answer types were accepted, and on other occasions, they were not

accepted.

The child was supposed to produce his answer in,A:tamplete sentence

in one turn. He was supposed to say, for instance, "The tree is under the

sky" all at once. On six separate occasions during the lessons analyzed,

the children produced all of the correct parts of the answer, but they ap-

peared across two or more turns. (SW is the teacher; Di, Ro, JE, Ri, Pa are

the children.)

OL
3:16 SW: Di, where is the Ted flpwer?

(1) 17 Di: The red flower
18 SW: the red flower
19 Di: is under the tree

7:23, SW: Listen, Ro, can you remember what I said?
24 Ro: Put it above
25 SW: Above what?

(2) 26 Ro: The green line
27 SW: All right, Ro, tell us what you did.
28 Ro: Put a square a:A:a Put a square abOve the green line

8:03 SW: Okay, JE, can you tell me what you did?
04 JE: I put a blue triangle above

(3) 05 SW: Above what?
06 JE: The green line

8:17 SW: All rigrht, JE, tell me what you did
18 JE: I put a blue u:n:n //square

(4) //Ro: squAre //SW: sqUare
19 Ro: I'm not going to tell you,guys
20 JE: Above the green line

11:09 SW: In some places I can see the rug is under the . .

10 Ro: Cabinet
11 SW: Right

( 5) 12 Ro: Under the cabinet
.13 SW: Okl say it all by yourself w
14 Ro: The rug is under the cabine and the TV

xu
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11:19 SW: Pa, can you tell me something that is under something
else?

20 Pa: The boxes
21 SW: What are they under?.

(6) 22 Pa: Under the flat blocks
23 Ro: They are under the wood 6

24 SW: Ok, the big blocks are under the flat blocks . .

When the child's answer was spread across a number of turns as these

answers were, the teacher's plan was to have the child combine the parts

into a complete sentence as she did in sequence (5) above. However, oe only

two of the six occasions where answers appeared across turns did the teacher

demand.the child complete his answer (see (2) and (5)). On the remaining

four exchanges, the child's incomplete answers were allowed to pass. Sim-

ilar results were observed when the childrenresponded with other kinds of

answers that the teacher haesaid she would not accept. Phrases, paintings,,

and pronouns were all accepted on many occasions by the teacher even though

she had said before and after the lesson that these were mat to )3e accept:-
7

able answer types.

The procedures by whiCh the teacher judges the appropriateness of the

ch
, \

ldren's behavior in these classroom lessons have the same features, as the

ocedures used by the tester discussed above. The teacher, like the. tester,

treats similar behavioral displays differently. This differential treatment

of answers occurred with all types of answers, with all children, and'in

each lesson: Differential performance assessment implies that the determine-

tion of a correct answer is a negotiated process which occurs each moment of

educational interaction.

The behavioral theory supporting educational testing 'and much Class-

room assessment treats responses as the product of a_stimulus applied to a

passive organism. By this view, the evaluator .(teacher or tester) has a

ti
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conception of A "rule" for correctness. When the child responds to a ques-

tion, the evaluator matches the particular response with the rule for correct-,

ness. Those responses that fit the rul4 are judged correct; those that don't

fit are judged incorrect, automatically, uniformly.

The negotiated performance assessment observed in these lessons sug-

gests that educational decision making does not conforM to a matching model.

The'teacher or tester must int4pRret any rule.of correctness in the moment

to moment practical oircumstances of each and every question-answer sequence,

406
not passively receive a correct or incorrect response. The rule of correct-

ness must b>interpreted against a constantly changing background of features

in situations which Might include the child's behavior, the teacher's expec-

tatiofts, the structure of the question.

Before a lesson starts, the teacher may have an overall lesson plan

inmind. She may be able to.say what criteria she will use to judge correct

answers. But as the lesson ge'ts underway, the goals of the lesson change.

the decision,to accept or reject a child's answer becomes influenced within

ttle
r. situation, by the child who is answering the question,,when in the les-

sork the request occurs, the child's immediately past experience, and still
4t

. other fea:,res. Thi.s.,hegotiated performance assessment implies the observer's.

evaluation of the respondent's performance Ls an interpretive negotiated proc-

ess not 'a passie' matching procedure.

Language and Meaning in,Educational Testing

Educational tests are used to make critical judgments about children

in American schools. Test results often inform the placement decisions which

lead to the career patterns outlined in Figure 1. The Southern California

elementary schools studied by Cicourel, et al. (1974), used reading,

1 6 P
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genceandlanguage development tests to assess the children's development.

After these tests were givdn to first grade children in the two schools

\1
they studied, MacKay (1973,; 1974), Mehap (1973), and Roth (1974) examined

the children's own perceptions and understandings of test g -rial .

The reading component of the Cooperative Primary est consists of a

number of. words, sentences, and paragraphs along the lef side of the page

contained in an arrow whic ihts to a series of three pictures arrayed

along the-flight side of the page. The child is told
8

that goes best with the'words e n the arrow."

k the picture

One question has the w rd "fly" in..the arrow pointing to ictures of

an elephant,.abird, A d.a

cusly) is "the bird." The answer sheets of many of the first grad& children

. The correct answer to this question (obvi-

ON%

FLY

showed they had chosen the elephant alone or along with the bird as a response

to that question. When Mehan asked them why they chose that answer, they re-_
plied: "That's Dumbo." Dumbo, of course, is Walt Disney's flying elephant,-

well known as an animal that flies, to children who watch television and read

children's books.

In axelated classroom exercise, designed to acquaint the.children

with this testing technique, children were shown the picture of a medieval

1.1
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fortress--complete with moat, drawbridge, and parapets--along with three

11.

initial consonants: D., C., and q. The children were instructed to circle

the correct initial consonant. C for "cast was the correct answer, but

many children chose D. After the exercise, when-Mehan asked the children

what the name Of the building was, they,replied, "Disneyland."

The phenomenon these examples illustrate is found in a third test,

the Basic Concept Inventory (BCI), used by one of the schools studied to

measure the children's "language development." The child is shown a series 1-

P

of pictures and asked to point to the picture which best represents the

question asked. Ong question asks the child to "Find the ones that talk"

in a picture of atoll, a boy, a dog, and a table. Children frequently in-i

Cluded the dog alonc? with the -man and boy in answers to this question. Fo

those children who have led to say that their pets "speak" or "talk,"

that is not an unlikely chbice.

The test is designed to examine the child's conceptual .ability, in

this case the concept is "abstracting." Talking is being .used as a feature

which distinguishet between humans and animals. Because the child has

pointed to the picture of the dog, the test results indicate the child has

not. yet developed the ability to use the concept correctly. However, when

the child points to the dog, it is not,as the tester concludes, that he

does not know how to abstract and categorize. This answer indicates instead

that the child is operating within a different reality, one where pets can

talk. (S)he is abstracting, but using different features to do this work.

Similarly, when the child applies the word."fly" to an elephant, or

"D" for Disneyland to a fortress, this may be evidence to the tester that

the child cannot abstract the similar features of objects and has "impover-
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ished" conceptual abilities. But this concliasion denies the actual complex-

ity and richness of the child's day to day lived life.

Drawing conclusiohs about the child's conceptual ability based on

the products of reasoning alonedioscures the very reasoning process the

test hopes to measure. Furthermore, these,tests are constructed from the ).

adult point of view, where the worlds of play, fantasy, and work are rigor-

ously separated. As this separation may not be the case for the child, these

tests only fault the child for not being an adult. They do not capture the

_hill's actual competence, the intricate and subtle ways in which the child

sees the world. A few more e*Omples will make the character of this dis-

tortion clearer.

Another item on the Cooperative Primary Test displays a picture of a

house cat followed by a song bird on a perch in the first box, a tree and a

flower in the second, and a ball and a doll in the third. The question asks

"pets." One child I interviewed after the test was over had indicated no

answer at all. When I asked the child whdt the word'in-the arrow was, he

replied "pets." When he was asked what was in each of the pictures, he re-

plied that the first picture showed a tiger and a bird, the second a flower

and a tree, the third a doll and a ball. When I asked him which picture he
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had marked, the child pointed to, picture of a baby chick on a row above.
00

I then asked him why he had chosen that picture and the child replied:

"Because the question says pets a1c1 that's a tiger. A tiger can't be a pet;

it belongs in the zoo." This ch4d knew what the word "pets" meant, yet he

got this question wrong. His wrong wer did not result from not under-

standing the question, though this i what the theory of test would assume

when wrong answers appear. He got th s question wrong because he saw the

object in one of the pictures differen ly than the adult tester who con-

structed the test. The child and the tester inhabit different realities

(Schultz, 1962; Mehan and Wood, forthcoming). Where the,tester sate the ob-

ject to be a cat, this child saw it as a tiger. Because the child.saw the

object in a different way than the tester, he was not able to link the ques-

tion to the pict.L.e as the adult reality would expect, But he undertook,a

complex and accurate reasoning process nonetheless. He found an answer,

eschewing the frame considered to be in effect by the tester, and consider-

ing pictures from the entire page in'orderto find two animals that he could

call pets.

Ther, are numerous other examples of the complexities or;these first

graders' realities obscured by these tests. One question shows pictures of

a girl walking with a briefcase, a plate of cookies, and a dog barking. The
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question asks the child to locate the picture which best represents "bake."

From the tester's Point of view, the picture of the cookies is the, correct

answer because cookies are the product of the baking process. Many of the

children I examined after they took this reading test chose either the pia-
. , \

ture of the girl or marked both the girl and,the Cookies. My intekrogation

of the children showed the picture of the girl was chosen because the child-
\

1.
ren did not identify the Second picture as dcoakies." Sane children called

6

them "buttons"; others called th "potatOes," neither of whi h are unequiv-
.

ocally associated with the baking process. Some of the children said they
,

chose the picture of the girl because."she bakes. ", Other children chose the

picture of. the girl and the Picture of the cookies and constructed a story

around them.. They saw the girl "walking to the store to' buy cookies" or

"going to the bakery." These children answered these test questions "in-
*

correctly," not because they did not comprehend the concept being tested,

but because they did not assign the.same'meaning to the stimulus item'that

the tester assigned, "

One,question on the reading test asks "the cat has been out in the

rain again." The first picture shows a dripping wet raincoat hanging on a

coat hanger with a puddle'of water collecting beneath it; the,second one

shows a cat playing with a bail in the yard wi.th the sun shining; and the

third picture shows an interior view of a road with a door, a floor with

foot ?rints on it, and a wall with dotted wall paper. The correct answer is

the third picture, presumabl, because in ordeeto have muddy footprints on',

a carpet, an animal (the cat) had to be outside in the rain. One of the

children MacKay (1974hinterviewed who got this question right did not iden-

tify the third picture as the inside of the house; instead he said it was
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the ;outside of the, house. What the tester saw as "dotted wallpaper," he

sa* as "sprinkles." The child had marked the third box, and therefore got

,o

the question right, Here is an instance.-where the child's different defini-

'40THER SAID, "THE CAT
HAS BEEN OUT IN THE

AGX.INt",

4,

tion of test objects,did not prohibit him from obtaining a "correct" answer,
, 0

but this instance still, points 4 that the child does not' necessarily See

objects or use language in the way assumed by the test.

One question on the school lapivage test (the pa) asks studeritsto

Sec de which child in a 5roup is the

ar

lest. Because'the chikdren:s head&
t

obscured in the picture, the test tJakeg i5 supposed to.replyt "I" dOn't'

.
know," or "I can't t 11." However, may children examined selected one

specific child in th picture as the tallest. When I intrviewed:the child

ren after the test, and asked.them why'thek had 'chotelithat,hoy, they replied
' 4

1

that he was the tallest because "his feet are bigger." InVestigting the

thread of reasoning lised by the children, then, shows they understood the" , .

intent of the4guestiontto,discriminate and coompare-7but they were not using

,

the. same criteria as ''t.he tester. The tester was making oaMprisons using

only height as a standard, while these ,children were making comparisons

using shoe size ..as a standard. .Because these children^were not using the

criteria intended by the tester (but never explicated by him), answers which

1
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indicated that one child was taller than another were marked wrong. In this

case, though, a wrong answer does not index a lack of reasoning ability, but

rather, the use of an alternative scheme of interpretation.

Another item in the Cooperative Primary Test shows the branch of a

. tree one box ;' a birdhouse in the second, and a bird nest in the third.

The taestion asks "the bird built his own house." One,child MacKay inter-
,

viewed checked the third box (the correct answer), but when the child was

THE BIRD BUILT
HIS OWN HOUSE.

asked why he answered as he did, he said: "Because owls are too big--they

can't fit into the house." MacKay (1974) concludes:

In this item, the student marked the correct answer, but the
reasoning would be incorrect, I assume, from the point of view
of the test constructor. The student displays the correct
gkill--klentifying'an illustrative instance--but does not know
one word. The complexity of what the child knows is not recover-
able from the test results.

Roth found similar distortions of the chiYa's world with the Peabody

Test, an it ividualized intelligence test: After thistest had been admin.-

istered eo a. first grade, 4e instructed his testers to inquire into the

child's interpretation of test items and. his reasons fo1, answering.. He

'found that regardless of test scores, the children examined in depth per-

formed conceptually in ways that were n t recorded by.,the test. The child-

ren demonstrated abstract understandings of the test items far greater than.

' indicated by test scores.
f k.)
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The child who scored the lowest on the Peabody test was examined in

depth at home. One of the pictures he was questioned about shoved a common

household thermostat, a bolt with a nut on 4, a slide projector', a fishing

reel without fishing line or pole. The conventional Peabody instructions

require the child to ind ate the picture which best goes with the word read

by the tester. The stimu us word for this question is "reel." This child

had indicated the slid projector as his answer. When the tester reviewed

,

the child's answers with him, he indicated that he had picked the picture of

the slide projector because "you can reel this backwards, and forwards." The

child went_ n to Provide relevant, although technically incorrect, names for

each of the other pictures in the test booklet. He called the slide projec-
,

for a picture camera, and aborated the basis ot his choice by saying, "there

are lots of things you can show up on the wall." Roth, having observed this

child's class extensively, assured the child was referring to the movies and

filmstrips routinely showed in his)class. He called the thermoOtat a thermom-

eter:a choice Roth found reasonable because the picture included a mercury

tube inside the metal case of the thermostat. He identified the nut and

bolt by the relevant term "screw. "`He identified the picture that was sup-

posq. to be associated with the stimulus item as a "fishing pole" by saying

"this is a thing that you . . . fishing pole! It's um, ah, a thing that you.,

roll up the thread. Whatever you call it, whatever you fish with, the hook

or something. Yeah, the hook."

Roth points out that this chi d's performance is similar to the child

who scored the highest on this test. Question 93 on the Peabody presents the

word "jubilant" to the child along with four pictures: (1) a young boy with

i

an in a sling and a faintly glum expression, (2),,a little girl crying
,7 pi, if(r)

ti
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loudly and pointing to a broken glass on the floor, (3) a woman crying out

with plea'Sure and enthusiasm, and (4) a sca'ed woman with hands in a reflex

position before her face- The child reported that he had chosen picture (1),

an incorrect choice. When the child was asked the meanings of the other

plctures, he reported that picture (2) was 'break,' picture''(3) was ' scream';

the child emitted a sme(11 scream when asked about the fourth picture. When

the tester asked the child why he had chosen picture (1), the child reported

that he did not know the meaning of 'jubilant.' When he was subsequently

told a synonym for jubilant (happy) , he located the correct picture (3) .

The reasoning displayed by the first child who scored the lowest on

the intelligence test, and the second, who scored the highest, appear to be

similar. Both children described the piCtures in apprOpriate terms, compat-

ible with conventional meanings of the items, although they did not use the

J
terms assumed to be in effect by the tester. Although the first child did

not employ the term 'reel' when responding to the tester's question about

that picture, he later used 'reel' as a verb, a performance which is similar

to the second child's location of the correct picture when given a meaning

of the stimulus item. Their descriptive ability, their ability to perform
a

the testing task in the face of potentially distracting background noise, and

their ability to relate information obtained from the-past and relate it to

the future is suppressed by sating these children got these question.;kwrong.

The educational test is constructed with an assumption that the mean-

ing of test items is shared in common among testers and respondents (Meh.an,.

9

1973). These and other examples illustrate the child and tester do not nec-

essarily share the adult tester's world view. This disparity between adult

and child. realities in turn points out the danger of making policy decisions

4

1' Q
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on the basis'of'testi'which have imposedr'the adult point of view on the world

of the child.

Answers to trst questions are regularly compiled into a table, of test

scores (see Table 1) : School officials then use these results to

make'decisions about the progress in school (see Figu're 1). The

tablet of test scores is presumed to stand on behalf of the child's underlying

tbility.. The hither the scoA, the greater the ability.

These examples demonstrate the danger in assuming correct answers,in-

siex the child's abilities These examples show the child is often using the

,very cognitive opertions Le test is examining even when the child answers
4

incorrectly. Wrong answers wire not the result of the lack of the ability*

sunder review. Children got questions wrong because they made interpretations
0.

,.of the,stimulus items which were different fro those made by the tester. To

*thetefore cortclude that a wrongoanswer is due to a lack of understanding is

. misguided, for the answer mar cane from an alternative, equally valid intqr-

'pketatLon. .

J
149 If the school wants .,to know about%the child, not the extent to which

(s)he is'an incomplete versionof.an adult, then the,child cannot be tested

in --terms of his deviation from the mean of aduit ccmpetenc The child can-
.

., ,.

. .

not be assumed to be operating in the world ofthe adult (tester); the reality

. c . .

of the child must be determined. .In practical terms,, this

.

would mean, 'doing

away with educational tests which are only product oriented, adult gentered,

arid relying on those which measure the child's reassoning, taking the child's
10

point of view into account. Short of that the, educational tester and

teacher can alter existing progedures. They can begin to determine the

: ,,, .
('n ...

ohifd's interpretations of educational materi,als. They can assess his reasons

-,1

if

t,
.,

k
,.,

A.*
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for answering questions and take into account his meaning of materials when

measuring his` performance and conducting'the educational enterprise.

In either case, this means taking the child seriously as a contributor

to the educational enterprise. It means recognizing that the child has a

way of gearing into the worlds which though different from the adult's, is

The contriblations that both teacher and child make to the educational

equally valid.

enterprise will be explored further in the following examination of classroom

intera6tion.

Classroom :nteraction Studies

;"uestion-answer sequences. The ethnomethodologist studying conversa-

tion (notably Sacks, 1972a, 1972b; Schegloff, 1968, 1972; Sacks, Schegloff,

and Jefferson, 1974; see also Churchill, 1971) has identified the occurence

,wv

of "adjacency pairs." Adjacency airs occur in a "conditionally relevant" ,

relationship. Th-ey are located in a manner suggestive of Pierce's (1957)

"abductive reasoning": having located what seems to be a related pair, the

second,hal P. of, the Bair is used to locate the first half of the pair, which

then establishes the f \ct of the pair. That is, given one item in a pair,

the second is expected to co-occur! The strength of this normative bond is

tested by noting caversationalists' responses to the absence of the second

half of a candidate pair. If the second half of a candidate paired utterance

is absent, and its absence is noted, commented upon, or otherwise "made

visible and accountable" (Garfinkel, 1967:3-24) by the conversationalists,

then the pair can be called "conditionally relevant."

The conversational analyst mentions summons and answers, greetingt,

identifications of self and other, conversational closings, and question-
/

1.
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answer sequences as examples of conversational adjacency pairs (see especially

Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974). I have found the adjacency pair notion

helpful when examining teacher-student interaction, for not onl do questions

and answers form adjacency pairs, but kinds of questions form pairs with kinds

of answers. And the kind of knowledge the student can display is nstrained

by the kinds of questions he is asked.

^uestioning styles and displays of knbwledge. The following excerpt

frcm a first qrade classroom displays the adjacency pair notion.

1:7 Teacher: . . . . What does this word say? Beth.

8 Beth: One.

9 Teacher: Very good. What does this word say, Jenny?

NL

1:1D Jenny: One.

11 Teacher: Okay. Now look up here. What does this word say,
Ramona?

12 Ramona: Mmmu

13 Teacher:- Kim?

14 Kim: First.

15 Teacher: Okay. Let's say it together.

16 All: First.

17 Teacher: All right, say it together

First.18 All:

19 Teacher: Okay, Lillian, what does this 4d.say?

20 First.

acher: Richard, whet does this Word-say?

22 Richard: First.
. ,

23 Teacher: Oh-i-you'staid it so nice and loud.. What does this
word say, everybody?'

JL
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The lesson is a series f quelons and answers, questions asked by the

teacher, answers provided by the student., Each teacher's qu s on is fol-
.

4
lowed by a student's answer:

Turn Speaker Utterance

1 Teacher Question

2 Student Answer

3 Teacher Question

4 Student Answer

et cetera

In addition, the V.nd of question the teacher Ls asking provides for the

kinds of answers the students can give o these questions., ThPquestion

"what does this word say" not only provides for an answer to complete the

pair, but this type of question provides for a type of answet. The'student

answering this question is constrained to provide the name of the number the

teacher is pointing to.

The child is constrained in a similar manner by questions like the

following:

TEP 3

1:5 Teacher: Let's see if we can make compound words from our
cards. Jenny, are you looking for one/ (yeah)

Andrew?

6 Andrew: Cow boy

7 Teacher: Cow and boy make . .

8 Andrew: Cow boy

Many: cowboy

9 Teacher: Ok, raise your hand if you see a compound word.
Perry, can you see if You see one?

_10 Laurie: I do, I do

o

6.,
,.
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12 Laurie:

13 Teacher:

14 Laurie:

15 Teacher:

What is it, some and thing make . .

Something

Ok, anybody else? There are a whole bunch of 'em
here, Darcy?

16 Darcy:

Teacher: Sea and shell make . :

18. Darcy: Seashell
//Teacher: seashell

Here the eacher has specified the answer frame by starting the answer which

be/e ldthe is to'give. The child need only complete the teacher's sentence

l(
to answer the question.

In the following lesson, the teacher is eliciting children's responses
,6110,

about the exploration of the neyi(world. He asks:

TEP 1

1:12 Teacher: . . . Now,.did the people in Europe know about
this part of the world?

13 Student: No

//Many: N000

14 Teacher: And how about the horsemen?

15 Student: Yeah
//Many: Yeah, they did

16 Teacher: Yeah, the Norsemen did. But did they tell any-
,' body over in Europe?

17 Student: Nope
//Many: N000

18 Teacher: That's right. That's why for hundreds of years,
no one knew about'it., . . ok,,what would people
say if you kept'en going west you could reach
India faster? What did people say to this? What
were their answers to that,'Lucy?

* * *
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32 Teather: From India! And how_. did they do it? Did they
fly over India?. .- z) , ,M

33 Many; , N0000 0.y

Here the child en are only provided the opportunity of agreeing or

disagreeing with the teacher's formulation of the answers to his own question.

The child is limited to brief displays of his factual knowledge when

41

questions which ask for nominal definitions ("this is the first one"), "yes/

no" answers, or invite the child to complete or "fill in the blanks" in the -

teacher's questions.

C

Yes/no questions, sentence completion questions, and agree/disagre%

questions are examples of a "convergent questioning style," one which seeks

factual information, usually in the form of "one correct response" (Mehan,

1)74a). The convergent style contrasts with a "divergent style," in which a

wide range of diffekent answers to a question are encouraged. The follow
.

ing lesson, in which the teacher is asking the students about what appears

in a picture she is showing them, illustrates the "divergent" style.

TP 3
25:17 Teacher: . . . . What is on the picture'Jphn

,l8 John: A boy, sad, like this

19 Teacher: A boy, sad like that. Why do youlthink he looks
like that?

20 Jo0hn: Because maybe he don't feel good

21 Carl: Or'he got a shot at the doctor's. Or he has to
get a shot.

22 Or his dog just died. Or his Mom.

23 Teacher: His Mom or his dog just died, something like
that (laught'e'r). Does anybody else have any
other idea about what could be happening

her that's not gunny
to the boy in the picture?
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° 26:1 Joel: \-:qdla047-Its to play-with him

2 Teacher: Joel thinks nobody wants to play with him. What
else. Anybody else have an idea?

3 Student: Maybilhe was sick //maybe he was bad in
//no maybe school

//he

has to sit down

4 Teacher: He has to sit down. What kind of a story .

The teacher's questions "what is on the picture" and "why do you

think . . . that" produce a range of answers. Nfany children respOnd with

possible reasons. The question-answer sequencing here is notably different

that the ;ALZA style identified with convergent questioning. After the

tether's "why do you &ink" question,(25:19), a series of answers to the

question is produced with no intervening activity on the part of the teacher.

The teacher''s talk for the remainder oethis segment is essentially a reformu-

lation of what the ireVious child has said and a repeat of that initial ques-
,

tiod. In each case the teacher is encouraging an expression of alternatiVe

answers. When a series o,answers to this question has been elicited, there

is no closure, no choice of cl.as the "correct one." The teacher simply

continued to the next phase of the lesson, an elicitation of kinds'of stories

that could be written about the picture.

2uestion answering practices.,, The examples from convergent question-
.

answer exchanges reveal other interesting features about the child's displays

of knowledge in the classroom., The teacher in the first sequence discussed .

Above asks Beth the question "what'does this Word say?" (OL 1:7)r. Beth

answers "one," the teacher compliments her,("very good"), and asks the same

questibn of a second child, Jenny.' Jenny .also answers the question correctly.

What is the basis Of Jenny's answer? Did she answer because she "knew" the

answer, or because she attended to the teacher's response to Beth's answer?
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The possibility of students "imitating" other answers occurs through-

out this exchange, and appears in the excerpts from the other lessons pre-

seAted above (see TEP 3 1: and 1:14; TEP 1 1:12-17, 32-33). In the social

studies'lesson, each time tho teacher asked a "yes/no" question, one child

answered first, and then the remainder of the class joined the chorus of 8

"yeses" and "noes." Question styles which allow for imitating or "chorus-

1
ing" make the assessment of the individual child difficult.

The convergent questioning style can result in ekchanges, which, while

.humorous, have serious consequences for the child. The following exchange

illusrates this point..

OL
3:4 Teacber: Make a red flower under the tree. Make a red flower

under the tree. Ok, let's look at the red flower.
Can you tell me where the red flower is

All: Lright here,
IN)

right here
Dora?

5 Dora: under the tree

6 Teacher:,, Tell me in a sentence

7 Dora: It's under the tree

8 Teacher: What's under the tree? rDora? Tell me, the flower . .

Dora: LThe flower

9 Dora: The flower is under the tree

10 Teacher: Vlhere is the red flower, Richard?

11 Richard: Under the tree

12 Teacher: Can you tell me in a sentence?

13 Richard: The flower is under the tree.

14' Teachel: Cindy, where is the red flower? .a

15 Cindy: The red flawe . is under -the tree
Richard: LHey, that's not red

A.

1
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The teacher was instructing the children in the use of prepositional

phrases. She, wanted the chilcdren to report the result of their drawing in

a complete sentence with certain prepositional phrases, i.e., "the red

flower is under the tree." The first time the teacher asked this question,

the children responded in unison with an answer which !dequately describes

the of the flowers drawn: "on here."

Hower, the teacher wanted complete sentences with prepositional

phrases, and so she continued questioning the student. Dora provided an

answer which employed a prepositional phrase, "under the tree" (OL 3:5),

but since this answer was not in a complete sentence, the teacher continued

questioning her:

Teacher: Tell me in a sentence

Dora: It's under the tree

Now, Dora has answered the teacher's question. She has provided an answer

which, in fact, is a grammatically complete sentence. However, this sentence

does not have the proper subject noun, "The flower," so the teacher,continues

to question Dora:

Teacher: What's under the tree? Dora? Tell me, the
flower . .

the flower

Dora has received information about the desired answer from two sources.

First, another child supplies the missing Nun phrase. Second, the teacher;

employing a "septence completion" form of question, supplies her w'th the part

of the answer she had been after.. all along; in effect, the teacher has an-

swered lier own question here.

ridn:

The tempo of this sequence picks up. Richard is asked the same ques-

J;. "
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Teacher: Where is the red flower, Richard?

Richard: Under the tree

2ne more,qu,estion-answer exchange is sufficient to get Richardto produce the

desired answer form:
40'

Teacher: Can you tell me in a sentence

Richard: The flower j.'s under the tree:
' . ..

- . ..

! -

The teacher
\
now Lrns,to'Cindy with the,same question, and Cindy, for the

.

,

first time,in the lesson., providei the ,answer that st4e teacher haS been
, .

, .
0. . -

: ,,.

, ;

..,,.,

}/ Icoking'ror, all in'ope turn' of talk: P. '
A '..41,... " . - . . ,

. c. . ,

t ` ' . 4 1 -., '
, %

A
Teacher'-'i' Cindy, where .is theted flower?

4' Y

3't %. .),.. 0.,,,
1 `.1,

; :1' ** Cindy: Thp ed. fldwer° it under rthe, tree . ,*
- v.:. .4 ,

1

. ' ,,dRichardi ' . , ,hey., that'p not redi ,

, 1 1 )1 ,

'- .
1 .4--y , ., .

There is only one problem/ Although Cindy :has provided exactly the'answer

that the teacher wants, it does not accliratelx refleCt the facts of what she

,

has drawn. Richard pointed out, and my examination of her work after the

lesson confirmed, Cindy did not, in fact, draw a red flower; she used a cray-

on of a different coldr. Perhaps attending, to the cues provided by.the other

children's answers and the structure'of the teacher's question, Cindy was

,7)

able to provide the desired answer form. It is difficult to determyfe whether

the child has a conceptual mastery of the materials, or a surface mastery of

demands of the question when questions which allow the possibility of chorus-

...,

ing and imitating are used:

4
Be use convergent questions accept only one,answer as correct, the

teacher often finds him/herself "searchin " for that answer, while students

are providing variou "trial" responses which are search.° validation as

the correct answer.
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tEP 1

1:24 Teacher:

25 Pepe:

26 Teacher:

27 Many:

28 Jose:

29 Teacher:

30 Student:

31 Student:

32 Teacher:

33 Many:

Monsters, right. Ok, why did you think people
were so interested in getting over to a' place,
remember, where did they get their spices from?

from ?Nerea? (Near East?) 00

Almost.

I know, I know

From California

No, they didn't know about California yet. Remem-
ber, we tal about it

From Europ

From India?

From India! And how did they do it. Did they fly
over to India?

N0000

2:k Teacher: No. They had to go around what?

2 Student: The long way around

3 Teacher? They had to go around what?

4 Student: On a boat

5 Teacher: On a boat,, around whgt? Around what?
//Student: .

Around Africa
Around Africa! Around there, up through here, and
India was over here, gee? Just pretend Africa!'s
over here, ok? So they had to go arottnd Africa
and hit India. Or they had to go where, where
else? What other way could they go, Jessica?

6 Jessica: Around there

7 Teacher:
4/0'w

Yeah, okay, through the Mediterranean, and from
the Mediterranean down through the Suez. ut they
didn't have a SuezCanal, so they hid to wa k
about 300 or 400 miles. And then they'd hi the

Red Sea and come down. Is that a long ways b go? 's

it b
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-N.,

pThe soc41 gtudi4s teacher lookin
i
lace of origin

, -

1., 4
.

,i
...

- Lot spies, re:elves a series of answers. All were -offered equally hesitantly,,

)

with cautious rising intonation at tie end df.the utterance. The teacher con-

'4

4

tinues to receive responses until the"Ope he yants is offered. The teacher

1' 4).

then establishes that 'response as an anwer: Wil,h_question-answer exchanges
-... ,

, ,. .

student
T-N -. , - 1 .

like his the-uois not, so much adeweringthe-teachef's questions, as
,

the teacherteacher'ls creating. the student's' answers out of a series of tegtative
\

disolgys

. Chactetiled ,the.convergenequeStioning,style above a conforming
.

to,1 ;AKA sequence; the interrogator asks a question, the respondent answers,

the interrogator Asks a gUestion, the respondent answers, etc. However,

\ during the,courseof a best or le/qson, instead of"answering the question"

0

the child can ask a que tion drake a request ofrikr.he tester or teacher that
J.

doe.' elicits the interr or's response. The interrogator has a number of options

when this occurs: (s)he can ignore the request and continue the questioning,

e can,repeet the question, make some comment, or challenge the intervening

activity, ;: he interrogator regponds to the request in any of these or

other ways instead of going on to the next question, the QAQA sequence is

altered.
. .

0.,
.

Scheglqff (1972) has proposed that whqn one question,folloWs another
. '

in a conversation, the question asked econd is answeredbefOre the one asked

first (cf. Churchill, 1971). That is whe the 'child initiates e "reciffest,"r
it becomes the interrogtttor's "turn to taak",(a phrase adapted froM Harvey,

Sacks) . No matter how the inqtroa tot res'oonds,lit becomes 11a response to

,

child"
,

g request." The respRse to `tire hi,ld's request makes the interro-
'. .."'

gation seque ,e into an "embedded question" equelice (Schegloff, 1972),"embedded

1

e
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'Ct Turn Speaker Utterance

1 Interrogator

2 Student (request)

3 ' Interrogator A (response)

4 Student A

That is, the student fs able to use the interrogator's response (turn 3) to

his request (turn 2) to provide an answer (turn 4) to the original question

(turn 1).

An example of the child's "searching practice" occurs early in the

"orientation lesson" (OL) discussed above:

f

OL
1:1 Teacher: Yes. Let's take our,green crayon and make a line at

the bottom of your paper. Just take your green cray
on and make a green line at the bottom

tCindy: Like that?

( -

3 , Teacher: Yeah

4 Diane: Now what are we going to do?

5 Teacher: Now take your orange crayon and make an orange wort
under the green line. Pretend that'S grass. Just a
little wiggle. Here let me show you on this one.
An orange worm.

6 Diane: Hey, can you,make it on r yours?
Jenny: L under

7 Teacher: No, I'm watching you make yours

8 Jenny: Over here

9 Cindy: Under?

10 Teacher: Listen, I'm, going to say it jus
worm under the grben line

11 Diane: Like that?

once. Make an orangev
V

12 Teaclyir: Beautiful. Ok'. We are going to pretend that green
line is the grass -, ok? Can you pretend tha,p with me?

. All right, where is the orange worm, Dora?



13 'Dora:, Right there

The teachef instructs the children to draw a line (turn 1: question).

Cindy begins drawing a line across the vertical edge of her paper and asks,

"Like that?" (turn 2: queltion). The teacher responds affirmatively (turn

3:. response). Cindy completes drawing the line. Cindy has produced a cor-

ret response to the teacher's request, but was aided in that production by

'tne teacher's comments.

Many vivid examples of the consequences of the child's searching for

appeared'dpring my informal interrogation of some first grade child-

ren who had done poorly on school language development tests. I was inter-

ested in determining i eir understanding of locatives was influenced by

the testing materials used, and so devised two and three,dimensional varia-

tions of the standard pictl.tre identification tasks. I gavp-;:the children a

series of instructions to dr4w or place objects above, below, on, over, or

under a line or' the table. The interdgation procedure Was supposed to fol-
M 4

low the s,QAQA.sequence outlined above. I was to ask a series of questions and

the children were to answer,. However, during course of this interrogation,

these children presented many displays that introduce ariation in the se..:

4 quence, and influenced the resuling answers.

Adn ; asked Chris to put his hand below the table, he placed hiS' hand
.

/

in the air:'

To this point, we hay a QA sequence. Protocol'would indicate that I should

continue with the next question. Instead, perhaps because "knew" this child.,

"knew" this answer,'I repeated the substance of the,question, saying "below

1 '

°di
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the table." He then lowered his hand slowly until it was parallel with sand

off to the side of the table top:

Jie paused there, then his hand continued downward until it was as far down

below the table as it would go:

Realizing at this time I had influenced the child's behavior, I attempted,to

heutralize the influence by saying, "Put it any place you want." Chris left
s-

his hand in that place, and I scored that "final placement" as.a "correct

'answer."

But note that there are at least three separate displays given in %e,-

sponse to this question.. The production of multiple responses was obviously I

influenced"bso,the tester's comments. When the question was repeated, the

child changed his answer; the change was from an incorrect to a correct one.

. Had I recorded either of his first two responses as his "answer" rather than
.

questioning them, he would.have been considered "incorrect" for this question.

When I asked Lourdes to place a square "under the line," she placed

the object like this: , and asked "under?" Instead'of a QA

seqpence, we have a QQ sequence, the child's question being accompanied by a

/1"request." I understood Lourdes' question to be a request for a comment on

the response she offered. The child's question demands a reply. I repeated

the question, after which Lourdes lifted up the placed the object on

the table, Ind put the paper on top of the wooden block. Once again, when the

question was repeated, the child changed her answer.

eJ
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When Richard was asked to place a circle above the.line he had drawn,

.

he touched the top of the'page near the top of the line and asked

"right here?" Like Lourdes' request above, this question seeks validation

of the response. Again, Ixeppated the question, and then Richard moved his

pencil to the right side of the line,
. Richard, like Lourdes

and Chris, changed his answer when the question was repeated.

Thererare other responses that the tester can make to a child's re-
. k

quest. Immediately after Richard moved his pencil to the right side of the

answer, I challenged his response by saying, "Is that above the line?"

Richard, at this point,.changed his answer a tecond time, touching the line

with his finger, and subsequently drawing it there.

Before I had the children place certain objects in relation to a line,

I asked them to name the objects for me. When I presented Jenny with one

such object, the following exchange took place:

Mehan: Now, what do you call that?

Jenny: Um a square?

Mehan: Isothat a square?

Jenny: I mean a, unnn.

Mehan: What, does that look like to you? 6

Jenny: Circle!

Mehan: Ok,,can you put the circle above the line?

4.
-

Jenny has Made a response to my initial question in turn two; but I did not

accept that response as an answet, and challenged the response. Jenny gives

an alternative response, wich I accepted. In effect, 'I bestowed the status

of answer on the child's response. It is quite possible thdt,had I continued

questioning this, child's answer, it would have changed agai

A. 9't
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the alteration of the QAQA sequence results in a Change in the child' an

swer, this time from an "incorrect a " corect" formulation of the answer.

Repeating the question or challenging a child's response are two ways

which alter the standard QAQA questioning format and influence'ttle child'so

production of an answer. 'There is even atore subtle way in which informa-

tiOn abOtt the status of a child's answer can be transmitted to her/him..

When,I asked Jenny to name another object in this same task, the fo

lowing sequence took place:

Mehan: Ok, what do you call that?

Jenny: .Triangle?

Mehan: pause

Jenny: Square?

Mehan: Put the square over the line.

Here, after the child had named,the obje

4

instead of going,lon to the next

question, I paused. In the intervening time, the child produced another re-.

sponse, equally as hesitant as the rst. This response I,treated as an

answer, and the interrogation:continued.

In each of these examples a deviation in the QAQ)k questionitg sequence

Was introduced. When the guts loner aid not go on to the next question, but

-paused, repeated the question, or questioned a response, the child changed,
, >

his answer. Sometimes the change was from a correct to an incorrect answer,

a

m times from an inc rreq to a correct answer. In both cases, the tester's
k

activity influenc=e the' production of the answe

In effed the interrogator's interpretajtion of the child's behavior

in this clasS oom exercise, like the tes,ter or teacher's interpretation of

children's aehavior in tests and lessons is establishing the facticity of the '
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t
child's answer. Rathe-than characterize' -n answer as the child's exclu-

'

site production, these examples recommend -eeing answers as cohort produc-
.

tions between ,teachek of tester'and studen

4

Not all tester activity in response to a,child's reqdest,for informa-

tion'changes a child's response4 however;, ften the interrogator's behavior
4

can reify a tentative answer offered by a hild:'"fhen I asked ris to draw

a circle above a line, he didn't respond d reOtly; be placed his finger

near the top of the paper, and asked, "Is is above ?" It seems to me that

this is another'instanbe of a child asking rapt() comment on his prospective

answer so that he can obtain information ate will help him with his final

answer. Once again, I had to respond in same way to this request. Whatever

'the response, the child gains supplemental information which helps him answer

the question.

In this case I commented on the chi s re4Uest. I said, "You put it

where ybu think above is." As theOhild bean to draw a crcle in the vicinity

of where he had had his hand a mbntent earii r, I began to give him the next

question, thereby precluding any more searc ing or questioning activity on

' his part. That is, I accepted that tentati e response as an answer. My

\ comment and quick scoring t1 fact created his answer out of this somewhat

f hesitant resPOnse.

When I asked Lillian 'to Idiam a triangle belo 'ne," she inquired,

411111"What is below?" and then, as though answering her own 'on, first placed
P

her hand of to the side of'the.tAble, and then moved it over its top,
)

'Thinking this might be,another instance of a Child presenting
'._

behavior i search 'of confilbation,T made what I thought was a "neutral"

tr
/comment: Ok, you put the triadigle below the line." She then drew the

angle, and was scored'"wrong."

1.9 u
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If, in fact, TAllian was "searching" for information to reinforce her

trial response, thenthe point at.whichiI said, "Ok, . . was precisely

the incorrect place for a'formulation,bf an ahswer to a question about be-

- low. So, if Lillian took thy "Ok" to be a reinforcement of her action, then

it. is possibl that the incorrect answer is not a sole result ofler.lack of

. knowledge, bu is contributed toby mv'intervening conversational activity.
--1.% , ,. .

When Lillian was atked to drvi:a square on the line, she touched her

/
finger to the. line and said'"on?" I replied, "yeah," and she drew a square-

.

where her finger asi . It is more likely that my "yeah" rein-

forced the tai respo that Lillian Iladmade, thereby contributing to the

production this answer.

ave said th t the child can offer "trial" responses which are in \

search of confirmation as answers. This "searching practice" alters the

sta Lard QAQA questioning format. It becomes incumbent upon the interrogator

t. respond in some way to the child's request. No matter how the interroga-

tor responds, the child then hat supplemental informAion which aids him/her

in the production of ananswer.

The child's searching practice which modi ies thestandard questioning

-
sequence vividly highlights, activity which'is normally, not noticed in inter-

'0'
rogation encounter's': the interrogator and respondent work together to jointly

compose the "social fact" we call an answer-to-a-question. An answer, like

an educational test or career pattern, is the product of interactional ac-

tivity.

The interactional accomplishment of social facts like answers-to-ques-
/

tions has implications for the methods used to measure the child's competence.

E4ch of these examples documents that an answer is more than the presentation

1i.
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of a stimulus to a Pasdee recipient. The
.

textual cues as well as the stimulus. The
fil

of
a

in terms of a context. Once again, these findings recom-

respondent is attending to con-

evaluator isJnterpreting the re-

mend the transformation of existing performance assessment models in the in-
.

terpretive direction.

Summary and Educational Implication*

This set of studies recommends that the structural facts of the school

are composed of structuring interactional activity. This compositional work

is seen in the minute detail of each question-answer exchange in a lesson or

test. It is visible esa series of answers to questions are summarized to

produce a child's 'test score. It is displayed as educators' documentary

practices/ formulate the next step in a student's' career.

'eeing the school as composed of interactional activitiy implies a

transformation of research'strategy to the study of the organization of-edu-

cation as

and the re

Educators,

einstitution, the distriiution of students, their performance,

t as e interactional accomplishments of the people involved.

like other members of society, are immersed in-practical circum-

stances. They have work to do, decisions to make, troub.es to face. What

ever they 'do getS done in these practical surroundings. The study of prac-

tical, aily work of edLators will reveal how the social facts of education

emerge in the first place. Studying everyday educational work as practical,-

1

a

activities would foreclose invidious comparisons with rationallmodels'of so-7,

cial oiganization. Instead of faulting educators for'their lack of ration-

ality, we could come to better understand the rationality the educators are

actually using,.

196
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The interhctional view of the school has practical implications for
is

educators as wela. Instgad of.seeini the child's abilities as prIvate and

internal states, as his,exclusiverpossession, this view recommends seeing

them as intera,ional accomplishments, contributed to by the child, his

teachers, and other educators. To be seen as "abilities' at all,, the child

must make them available to others. They'must appear in his verbal or non-
,

440verbal displaYs presented in a social context, which perhaps includes.a

teacher, other children, a certain classroom organization, his knowledge of

expected behavior. In.ihat these displays are both elicited andinterpreted

by others in social context, abilities ale available only'in theinteractioh.

Because abilities are interactional accomiAishmnts
which,can 'only

/4) of various classoom and evaluation arrangements. The child's display of'

.

I Tfappear in some social context, educators can examine the interactional demands'.
.

,

1

i ,

knowledge is istained by the otructure of the questioning, the situatiOn),
'..

the task. to h arrangement imposes some constraints on the child. Because

no arrangemen 'imposes no constraints, the search for a pure environment is

fruitless; but the educator can determine if any Particular aFrangeme tis...

\consistent with his educational goals and the child'p, previous experi nces.
1, ^ 4-

/ .

As various classroom and evaluation arrangements impose constr ints on

) .

the child, fie muit learn the interactional demands 'Of +these arrangemens. He
.

1

nL must' learn what he can say, how he can sal/It, when he can say 't, how he can

I

move, when he cannoVe or be still. Classroom demands, like other ative.

rules, have a tacit quality; they are not stated in so many words. Teachers

don't announce them ap the "rules of thdgame" at.the beginning.° the chgool

year or day. Their force dherges as children violatg their tacit,prosc

.

tion. Even if the rules of the classroom could be posted, the list woul
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have an ad hoc quality, ag)he rules would have to be interpreted in dOn-

stantly cflanging classroom.situations by teacher and gtudgnts.

This situational invocation imposes interpretive demands on the child.

Thg child who does not learn'to adapt to situationally.imposed constraints

will have a difficult time progressing.thrOugh school.-Teachers are not

often aware that normative rules are operating in their classroom, that the '

-child must interpret often unstated rules for appropriate behavior in con-
.

-

stantly changing situations. The teacher who does not recognize that each

classroom arrangement, indeed,quastioning encounter, imposes sane constraints

on the child, may unwittingly hinder the child. The teacher, who becomes

awarelof the demands that the social organization of the classroot, any

classroom, imposes on the child, gains understanding of the child's behavior

and classroom organization.

Ethnomethodology proposes that structural facts are composed of struc-

turing social activity, but we are not htTmally aware or the operation of

these practices, in the sense that we can describe in so many

structuring practices that maintain our, objective realities.

words the

.Awarenejaa of

this structuring activity, some of which has teen described in this paper as

documentary decision making practices," "measurement practicet," "question

answering practices," makes each person responsible for the actions of which

they are a part. Our interactional activity has created the existing social

structure'of the school; each of us has the capability of creating 'alterna-

tive instructional, classroom, and educational structures. Complaints about

school troubles and failures cannot be blamed on di4olaced bureaucrats. Each

of us is regpOnsible for the world we live in and capable of making others.

A
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FOOTNOTES

r
q I,

1
#

The social structure/social structuring metaphor is described in

more detail Zn Mehan'and Wood .(forthComing). :
0

2

Although not done explicitly from an etHnomethodological point of
a

view, the ongoing inter- ethnic ommunication survey project of Erickson and

associates should be consulted as well (see especially ErIckson, 1973a, 1973b;

Erickson and Schultz, 1973'; Schultz*,,t1973). Erickson and Schultz (1973) in

particular talk about the verbal and nonverbfeatures of interaction in

"gatekeeper encounters." Junior college counselors are said to formulate

the counseling encounter. T is conversational practice accomplishes the

activity o -counseling.'

3 /.

;The complete trans ipt from ihich these descriptions are extracted
/'

are available from Shumsky and Mehan:

4

This table

publisher.

f
41

is reproduced from Mehan (1973) with permission of the

. ,

.

5
,

..! . *..\.

.

The numbers Z:17 -241ndicate.lines in the,testing,,transcript avail-
; ..r. :able in Mehap .(1974a).

;
,.. :

..'

. ,....-,

'. 6*
. .

- '
,.. ,

Xfip complete t.ramscript.oe these lesSons id fnpahaw(1974a).. . .,..

,II

I , 4r
r. ,

.* Iheiik:t4Ora 7,4, 'answers, ttaAe",teichet's iuestions in:these lessons-.
.

12121e tkildred.presented answarsvith oftlyno4n phrases,(e.g., "the blabk") 23
'-

20

ttiMes,2 four%Of
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*libsessubmisSions:were treated 0 an 'acceptable answer."

jr .2
ProtigkPr*ereZ," "here ") `'were submitted nine t&znes; two were treated as, .

0

' aa-deptable,answera. Six of twenty "Idlcative noun^phrases"
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(e.g.,, "under the
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line") were treated as acceptable answers. Thast is, sane 2& of answers

which did not meet the teacher'S oyn criteria of correctness were accepted

during the course of these. lessonS.

8

Pictures from, the Co erative Primary Tests. Copyright C) 1965 by

Educational TegA ring Service. All rights reserled. Reprinted by permission.
$.4

.9

Mehah (1974b, Chapter ) contains a review of studies examining the

meaning of educational inateria s fran the child's point of view.

ld

I am not just talking to the, "white middle class bias" of tests

which operate against "minority" students, although these findings could.be

used to lend support to that argument (see, for example, Mehan, 1973) I am

-saying that regardless of ethnicity or SES, the evaluation practice of using
A

test products does not reflect the child's abilities.

I have borrowed the notion of "convergent" a d "divergent" questions

from Karplus and Thier (1967), although Iprobab y 1+ these terms differently

than Karplus and Thier. rn additio , the formu ation of the structure of

these questions is not their"conce4.

1, 2i
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IITHNO4ETHODOLCGY Aga EDUCATION
4

bISCUSS;N.BY FREDERICK ERICKSON

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DR. ERICKSON: I am not trained as a sociologist. My social science'

training is in'anthropology, so I get scared when I see.a sociological audi-

ence, because I know I was'trained to be atheoretical and 'sloppy.

(General laughtet)

DR, ERICKSON: But people have been calling during the meeting for

"ethnography" and for getting closer to what it is that people do in every-
,:

day,life, I would just 4ke to talk a bit about how I think Mehan's material

gets close to everyday life and how it prevents us from committing what I call

the ethnographic fallacy. I would call what Mehan does, and what I and some

others do, not ethnography but microethnography. Earlier, Mehan said he was

doing a more general ethnography of the classroom in addition to the video-

tape study. He made t distinction between "macro" and "micro" himself.

It is a mici:oeti nography dependent on a behavior record that one can
4

watch over and over again. In thie..case, it is an audidaisual record; Video-
,

tape. But in any case, microethnography as I define it involved the use of

some kind of machine transcription of information about face-to-f ce inter-

action.

I certainly would not want to say that records made by machines are

objective refrecords of,what happerie. They leave things out. Where you turn

the camera on and off affects what it is you are going to see afterw ds.

But at least this relatively less "mediated" medium fprces us to rub

noses in the buzzing confusion of everyday life.

199
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And it,seems to me that everyday life is organized differently than

what I learned in my graduate training about the organization of social

structure and the nature of cultural rules. Mehan in the paper had, I thought,

a very instructive sentence about rules of the classroom: "Even if the rules

of the clasroom could be posted, the list would have an ad hoc quality, as

the rules would have to be interpreted in constantly changing classroom,

situations by teacher and students."

It seems, to me that what is going on in everyday life is people cre-
v,

ating a joint performance of everyday life; creating meanings, and creating

definitions of who each other are as social persons' ,We must get close

enough to the stuff of that creation, as well as to the behaviors that flew

from it, so that we are not laying kinds of frozen abstractions on it, and

then doing things like Bales Interaction Process Analysis or Flanders Analy-

sis on it, or moving to even broader levels of generality to talk about'social

class or whatever, and then not being able to tie general categories df social

identification back into the more evanescent qualities of the continuous
I

creation'of what is happening face-to-face.

I am concerned that we stay close enough to everyday life and to the

generative rules,for its production that we do not commit the "ethnographic

fallacy" that so many, of my anthropological colleagues dotwhen they go out
fc.

and look at the weird people. They comeback home and say, "the Bonga-Bonga

do X." And then the next observer,00es, and he comes back and says, "Well,

went there, but they weren't doing X." And the truth may be that the Bonga-
,..

Bonga do X, but only under certain circumstances, with certain people.

I think that we need to stay closer to the kind of ad hoc-ing and

creative improvisation that Mehan has shown us--the reflexivity of social

action in everyday life.
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This process is rule-governed, certainly. But there are also optional

rules. I think William Labov's paper on optional rules'in speaking is in-

structive. Edmund Leach, in Rethinking Anthropology, said that we have to

begin to consider partial order in systems; stop trying to conceive of sys-

tems as totally ordered. There are rules, there are optional rules, and

there are rules for the suspension of rules, or the creation of new ones.

'That is what we were,seeing on Mehan's tape.

When we ignore the optional rules and the ways people get around the

rules and do Something else, that is where I think our quantitative studies

keep coming up with large pieces of variance'that we cannot explain.

Finally; on who people are and what such categories of ascription as

ethnicity and race and sex can explain as independent variables, one of the

things my'colleagues and I have been looking at in our movies.and, videotapes

is how the definition of the situation changes continually, as a kind of

cumulative pr s of interaction from moment to moment, so that ,the social
.+1

personage of thV people who are interacting is continually being added to by

what is happening. Our analysis follOws very closely that of Cicourel on the

negotiation of status r41 role in face-to-face interaction, Goffman on defini-

tion'of situation, and Garfinkel and Sachs.
fo

I have an example from one of our own films.

This is a counselor talking to a student. The counselor is Italian-

American, the student is Polish-American, and they are in a junior college.

The Polish-American student has an ambiguous grade point average, a lot of

Crs.

The counselor says, "What did you get in Math,101?"

Silence.

201
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"What'd I get?" the student says, in a fairly thick, non-standard

accent.

"What did you get for a grade?"

"Okay. English ,101?"

"I got some incompletes."

"You got incompletes?"

"I--I (pause) did complete them."

didn't fail anything, did you?"

So as the student became a new social person (person who does not know

the idiom "iihat,did you get ? ") and could not. answer that question, he got a

"minus interaction point". The next thing that happened was a Aort of pause .

. and ambiguity, "what are these incompletes?" At this point we have the in-
s

by the counselor, "You didn't fail anything, did you ?"

That, in turn, Says to the student, "You:are someone who is a poten-

tial failable." (In Harvey Sacks' terms, "You.are a stoppable and frislp.ble.")

And, having been stopped and frisked by a stopper and_frisker, the rights and

duties of both interactional partners have changed, The counselor has become

a new social person. Now he becomes the "pig"; instead of the student's "so-
.

cial structure coach" he has become ttle "social structure cop."

Those Kinds of changes are the way who we are for the purposeslof right
.

no get defined and created in everyday life. One more quick one.

An Irish-American Coun;elor talking to a black student who\has again

Lathe ambiguous grades and has not taken the right course sequences.

The counselor says, "Now, as far as next semester, let's give some

thotghto what-you would like to take there. Do you plan on continuing on

along this P.E. major?"

20
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(He is a blac P.E. Major. He is also wearing a turb

(STUDENT)' "Yeah, I guess so. I might as well keep it

and.I want to go into counseling, too, see."

(General laughter)

(STUDENT) "to have two-way, like equal balance."

(COUNSELOR) "I. see. What do you knoW about.couns 4ng?"

(General laughter)

(STUDENT) "Nothing. I know you have to take psyc ology courses of

and atiki4)

up, my P.a.0

4

some sorts and counseling."

(That is what John Gumpeiz and others call a "de

strategically content-free response.):

(COUNSELQR) "Well,,ii will vary frail differeht

places, but essentially. what you need,kfirst of all, y

cation, state teadher'S certification. That,is, you

certified to teach in,some area(English or history o

to be your bag, P,E. Secondly, you are goizg to have

degree in counseling, which as yourknow, is an adva

(General laughter) .

DR. ERICKSON: Okay. NowBales scores that.a

{General laughter)

DR. ERICKSOki: ,We showed a videotape of'this

He said, Now, here I am explaining to him'how yOu g

At the end of the viewing session, the counselor4sai

that there's somebody who ,cantell him what he wants

that now he'll be able to come back and know that th

cares about him and who can help'him." And he,ended

"I think I really got to the kid."

20
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(General laughter)

DR. ERICSON: The young man stopped the tape at that point and said,

"He insulted my manhood. He doesn't think I'm qualified. And he doesn't

just some riAt out and say it, like, you know,,they would in the old days,

but h uses some psychology--he puts sbme sugarin'it."

o the young man was reading the social meanings. He was doing the

ethnomethodblogical "work." He got the metamessage. And Bales cannot ac-

count f that.

2 I. 4.
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ETHNOMETHODOLOGY AND EDUCATION

DISCUSSION BY DAN C. LORTIE

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

.0

DR. LORTIE: Fred,(\ you are a hard act to follow.

DR. ERICKSON: You should see the tape.

DR. LORTIE: Talking about moment to moment interaction, I'm wonder-

ing about my lead foot and getting it in a tape recorder that is right down

here: I am beginning to understan certain developments in the White House.

(General laughter)

. LORTIE: I want to talk about two.things. I have eight minutes.

I-am'going to allot myself two minutes to the first and six to a full-blown

Hegelian analysis.

Tfie first has reference to method and to what iq, to me, a heartening

consensus that,has developed in the last 24 hours, that we need to get closer

to the reality that we profess to be studying.

Now, always in any social gathering, when one. hears words repeated

frequently, one wonders whether they may have a certain ritualistic quality. -

I.suspect, though, that it might be a good idea fdr us to .test the extent to

which we are, in fact, committed to the notion of closeness by thinking

through some of the costly implications that this would have f we really

started meaning it.

For example, if we are going to, urge 'young scholars to 'do close-in

work where they look fresh y, one hopes with the ame,freshness that we have

seen today, we -are qoing'tO171ve to give them more time than wc normallyqive

young scholars to prove that-they should be continued as assistant professors
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and ultimately'given tenure. In short, I think that the styles of work

which have developed in sociologY are not unrelated to'the kind of,career

contingencies that we have in the university.

I

Do we intend, then, to let young assistant professors fumble, get
J 2

overwhelmed with data, snake mistakes, and produce-a limitedOnumber of papers

at the beginning of,their work? Because my guess,is that the lea time for..

productive work is greater in this kind of work, than in many. alternatives.

Related to that, I think, is the question whether we are ready to

suspend, at least fof a period of time, demands .for, immediate and pnaCtical

pay-off. .1 do not know what the pay-off is of the kind of work that yoU are
a

doing here, but then nor do r know, what the_pay-off is of inaccurate and

superficial work. I think to challenge too soon the ultimate value of new

developments which are'based on proximity and risk-taking by the researcher

.would be unfoftunate.

There is another quaint5that I wonder about in the practice or

career stages of our business, and/wonder about its functions, too. I

wonder if Bud Mehan will be'doingclose -in work ten years from now.

How many of you know full professors who get their own data?

What does it mean that as we get older and higher-ranked, we spend

lees and less time in direct contact with respondents and more and more de3,1

egate this act?
.

Is this, in fact, an indication of the tendency to depreciate the

importance of experienced mentalities interacting with the immediate pro

of data?-c

I suspect it is, but I might be biased.

In any event, I tope that we mean it when we say that we are going to

get closer to the things we stud

2
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.Now, I am eery comfortable with the kind,of analysis that we heard.

I find it exciting. On the other hand, I, too, am left with certain''kinds

of problems, and this is where I am going to dd'a six-minute Hegelian analy-

sis:*

There are some claims -made fOr ethnomethodology in tIe paper, and they

-kind of fascinate me. But first I would like to do a little speculation.

Let us presume, then, this Hegelian thesis. The thesis itself is that over

the last ten or fifteen years the dominant model in sociology het been struc-?'

tural-functional.

And let us--I hope you will forgive me--indulge in just A little

caricature and'overstate that in this model the past is everything. There

,are not too many problems or puzzles, really. The prior dominance of the

'$inseen hand of tip market has been\replaced by almAgical wand which_insures

,
that tions will find their proper structures,.

It 4s actually--and I.do not think this is too much 9f a caricature--

A historically deterministic point of view. The problem simply is to trace

out the inner brilliance of our society.

,

On the other ha' when we turn to ethnomethodology or construction

sociology Viat treats outcomes as on-the-spot; history is missing. I would .

say we have a kind Of radical ahistoricism. Every event is a new event. We

look to see what people are doing now, how they are creating. these arethe

verbs that we use.

Now, I am not comfortable with either extreme historicism which

leavestfor me the problem of change, nor am I content with extr

cism. What teachers and principals and superintendents and prof Ssors of

education and 'everybody else does-is to some extent, At least, predetermined

2i,1
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by the past and by the tructures which pre-exist the structural refinements;

or whatever you want 11 it, in which they are engaged.

I ,am puZzl6d, id I do not really have an answer, as to how we move

toward that blessed sate qf synthesis, but I have just ,. couple of

that were stimulated by Bud's paper:
hunCheg

,Fixst, he has a4 section 'that he did not read in which he reports on

teacher,conferentes about kids. The manifest context is, what will we do.
:about =these Children, hcw many are ydu going to hold back, et cetera. And

it,,SoupdS ..frighteningfy` casual. . These kids' fates are being settled in a
-

small conference
.

by .the 'teacherV.
9.

5 4
What'i.nterested de was a differ?nt from what interested Bud.

lit was that there were no ,ibstandes at al.,1 of .mutual 4p.kestioning'. One
.

:teacher did ri3Ot quest2on another.

? . :: Now, is tf-ii's. because teacherse`are dumb' and lack 'anaiytic capacity?...,:.
. ....1

That AS .often the iMp.l'icatiOn",bf what we read abOtit- "teachers. But I think
, . . ..,

.

',,,,,:vt.12.ere "might,be othe'r kinds of explanations. -, FOr example, maybe we have a
4-- .:"... f : ' ': . ,I.C.
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..

....
. ., , I

. . .. . .
.% iel'u'ig e even" if, you 0.9kieet Ike.orr, she ii. really moronic: .

,,,

3 014?ay,-v Not.;" ,
f

foe' OrtentslplaY, ,with the,. idea thatIg/hat

. t cbe *s:,th,kk there may be^ a;dominant norm which pro'scribes* mu-..
. ' a

M1
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those which are entirely inconsistent with-the obserVed data, come back again

in subsequent close inquiry, and test among tfle.remai ng alternatives,4n

short, by moving outward, back to the bontext.

Part of our difficulty may be at we star too often With structue

in the large and too infrequently with \structur

.

should work as often, at least, from close -in /observations about reality,

the, small. Perhaps

,

noticing repetitive patterns, asking what f nctions may be served, and work

intj backwards, in that way.

Another example in the papek fascinated me(reminded me very much

of Holt's Why Students Fail.
He has is section where he talks `ab out the tend -

ency of math teachers, elementary achers, tb go tothe board, hold a piece

of chalk, and say, "Two and two ffff--ffff ," to keep cuing the answer.
.

Now this.al Holt. is is typical oppretsion;,the middle class

teacher is stopping children from learning. Well, maybe. I suspect scmething

else might be going, on.

I think teachers eed a hell of a lot of reassurance that something is,

'happening in the class oom. I believe th are basically uncertain about the

nature of their wor , and that whatever kids of positive reassurance they

can prcduce, cb or unconsciously, hey are going to p oduce.

That ra" es an interesting question, then, about the interpretation of ,

these variou k nds of interactions with kids. It might take t e research in

quite a differe t direction:' I f instead' of trying to re-prove at teachers

t

are prejudiced gaipst.blacks, and people who are different from themselves--,

/
let

'/

us try something else for a change.

What if, in fact, there are certain rates at which they use cues to

elp kids-get the right answer? How frequently do certain kinds of teasters

ulate positive rates of response?

O

2
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a

I suspect that history teacher We saw is a very insecure teacher. I

do not think.that he likes to feel that Orie kids do notenow the answer. He

uses an awful lot of cheerleader tactics. I do not kndw; at least it is a

possibility.

But rather than looking at individuals, I suspect that lookingat many

cases over time, comparing,rates, might lead us in.a Durkheiminian direction

where we are thinking about patterns in terms of needs of particular cate-

gories of people.

Again, I do not wish pretend that Iknow how the synthesis will

occur between a concern with the larger structures'and the past of our so-).

ciety and the emergent parts df it, but I hope that'ethn ethodologists will

not be as guilty as some structural functionalists Of believing they have the

whole truth.

(General applause)

4
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ETHNOMETHODOLOGY AND EDUCATION

DISCUSSION BY JOHN KITSUSE

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY-

f

DR. KITSUSE: Well, considering the time, I do. not want to belabor

some of the points that have already been made, and it will not surprise you
4

that I join the chorus of the "get back into .the school" movement.

I think thlt if is very .encouraging at this kind of a conference to
I

find that this suggistion and propl is not covered over with the rhetoric

that We'usually get of the macro-micro and the quantitative- qualitative di-

chotomies to blur the kinds of *issues that we have Ito face; namely, to find''

out what some'of the processes are that are producing the structures that we

are all presumably interested in, So I want to "sixth" that suggestion and

go on to another point: the substance of some, of the Materials in the video-

tape, particularly the testing, which I will comment on in a somewhat dif-t

ferentway than has been already discussed.

Clearly, in our system,t0he testing results ;are, very heavily weighted

with regard to the kinds of decisions that are made. And, as Dan Lortie

suggested, sometimes in vd.y casual ways, important, fateful decisions are

processed with regard to where the kids will go, et !cetera.

I think that one of the things that one might infer or draw implica-
,

tiCps from with regard to the materials that Bud Mehan has shown us is that
.

this whole prodess of testing is wide open with regard to the questioncaof

..
,reliability, and God knows about validity. It seems to me a very questionable

position to take, to,view the results of thesekinds,of materials as suggest-

ing that what we_ t to do is to control more and more of the variables here--

2 I
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whether or not the tester or the testee is of one sex, color, or race,, and

to improve the results of the tests.

I think that it would only lead to a more arbitrary sel ction from

this whole range of kinds of behavitLthat Bud has shown us, as to what is

supposed to be asignifitant characteristic Of the testees. nk that

what we all have to understand from this is the interactional char ter of

the product called the test score.. So I am not o hell-bent on moving in

the direction of improving,the testing procedure itself, but perhaps rose

some questions as to whether we want to go in that direction at all, and

to start looking for other kinds of results of educational procedures!

Another implication I drew from the tapes, and one I think that has

been alluded to here, is the kind o *iude that the testing experience

generates, Not only the testing, but the whole teaching interaction appar-

ently generates something that perhaps We might call the schoolingttitude

iathe child or the student. Most of us, I think, see this schooling atti-
/ 4

tude at the ena of the line, or near the end of the line, when we get the

students into college, There is a colleaglie in,my department who says that

education dummies everybody, by which he means the schooling process dummies

everybody, and by the time they getup to the college level, they are pretty

dummied up.

\

I experience this--given the fact that I do feel'that it is important

that students have the experience not only of answering questions but of

-que;tioning questions--when I lay on an assigninent of that kind and make it

much more open. The first response that I have been getting over a period

of quarters is, wet what is it that you want us to do? .,"And this is 41ways

wflat you get back, And I finally have takePn the position of asking, well, what
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is it that you want to get out of this kind of assignment? It is very, very

disdoncerting.

As I was sittd.ng there laughing at how the child was being very atten-

tive. to what the teacher wanted, one can cry a little bit, because it is a

very sad thing that you find this when you get to the college level; that

students will not allow themselves to question the questions, and to raise

the question as to What it is they want to do with assignments that they have

got.

Now, having said that, I think that one of the things that we have

been talking about here over the past 24 hours has to do with policy issues.

This is going to be a very thin and tenuous kind of connection, but I think

that there is a connection between this kind of schooling attitude that we

produce in the process of putting` children through the formal educational

process, and the question of ,how we would dell with this problem of youth in

transition to d ood that was brought up in Bob'Clark's paper.

It seems to me that these' days, if you go around to campuses and ask

how are thing's on campus, they say, well, it is very quiet this year, with a

4

sigh of relief, as opposed:to, presumably, the late '60's when things were not

so quiet.
.,

et. And what)was it about the late '60's that made them less quiet

apart from the fact that they were throng bricks and whatever?

In terms of What we are trying to.produce, from an educational point 4,1

of view, in the late '60's there was a questioning that had begun among

students. And when you ask what might we now do in picking up from thgre

and develoPag that questioning with kinds of concerns about being more rig-
..

orous about the'kindsof questioning you do, rather than just having rhetor-.

ical flourishes On everything you are asking, I think that that is really a
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uine opportunity that wehave. And I think that we fiend to sit back and,.

wi a sigh of reiief, say that everything is quiet now and we can go on

with the dummying>rocess., And I think that is a matter of some concern.

(General applause)

a
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ETHNOHETHODOLOGy AND EDUCATION

DISCUSSION BY IVAN CHARNER

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
.

DR. CHARNER: What this brief discussion will,attempt to do is suggest

how a 'ridging of quantitative and qualitative methodology may ,help sociolo-

gists and other educational researchers better understand the process of

schooling.
o

It is interesting to note that the three previous paper presenters

(Charles Bidwell, Burton Clark and William Spady), wham I consider to be tradi-

..tional sociologists, each said that as sociologists w have to get into the
.

e(schools and classrooms to study the social processes, social structures, and

indirectly, if we accept kan's thesis, the social structuring of theschoql.
o

.

Eimomethodology, partitipant,obsery on techniques And qoarersational analy-

sis are three qualitative approaches for studying these troceSses.

To show how a bridging of qualitative and quantitative methodo ogies

can be useful I would like to raise two questions and try to quickly a wer

them.

1. In general, how can ethnomethodology be useful to the more

quantitatively ;.ented sociologi2t in the study of schooling?

2. What.specific characteristics of ethnomethodoldgy make it

useful to a researcher studying the schooling process?

In responding to the first question I Mould ]pike to raise four points.

First,'I believe that ethnomethodology suggests a way of closely looking at

the interactions and interactional processes that take place in classrooms.

A researcher utilizing ethnomethodology cotild study teacher-student, student-

2
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student and techer7teacher interactions in daily activities or take a.com-

1parative look at the teacher and student as socializing agents.

Second, ethnomethodology raises or tries to clarify some of the prob-

lems of schboling. In this way' ethnomethodology can be used as a tool for

'policy.analysis in that it raisillsome of the problems that policy issues and

analyses should be directed toward.

\_j
. 'Third, ethnomethodology may help in the quantifying of variables

such as "learning to learn" or the softer variables which Bidwell discuss

'in his paper. From this we could start developing more quantitative me

of what are now "qualitative variables" and build'survey-typa,studies which'

, 9are moregeneralizake, and whose re ults couldlgad to program development
a

and changes in classrooms and schools.

Finally, I see ethnomethodology as a good evaluatiye tool. It allows

the researcher to view the kinds of interactions and processes that are takingt

placet.inclassrooms and analyze the effects of different programs, or new

pr ams, on students.

Tu ni second question, I feel that there is a mass of informa-

tion available on the kinds of"videotapes'i tapes and interactions which Mehan

presented. Different viewers of the videotapes.can view the same data and

see different kinds'o f.motivations, reactions and interactions taking place.

This is a very important characteristic of thii type of methodology. While,

the qualltitative methodologist is 'concerned with,replication, variability
TO

seems to be important in this type'of study; variability it how the data are
u .

..perceiVed. If we were to view the Videotape again we would see many things
ir .

. . ..that we missed the fiat time. This is one of the major strengths of this

kind, of methodology. A researcher can go back to the original data many times
;
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to see hot./ the different interactions and social structuring \ctivities

effect what is going on in the classroom.

In viewing thevideo tapes, presented along withethis pa er, I tried

'to"view.the situations a little differently than the way Mehan was present-

ing them. I will how attempt to take the data from the tapes, as I saw it,'

and relate it backto the four points I raised in response,to my first ques-
.

tion. In addition I will relate this to some of the issues that Bidwell and

Spady raised intheir papers.

By providing a way of iaking,a closer look at the interactions and

processei that take.place in classrooms ethnomethodology allows us to a) com-t
4

_pare c vergent and-divergent styles, b) study teachers as socializing age4s,

or students as the agents of socialization, or c) analyze the effectiveness

of a teacheri'specifically'lociking at his or her pedagogical expertise, sub-

jebt matter expertise, charisma And empathy (the four components of an ef-

fective teacher suggested by Spady).

As suggested earlier, ethnomethodology can raise or clarify some of

the problems of schooling. Mehan's videotape of a number of testing situa-.

tions shows how, problematic testing, really is. By making us aware of the
.

specific problems such as tester-testee interaction we, asresearchers, can

try and' make testing abetter and more accurate science.

The quantification of variables through an ethnomethodplogical analy-

sis is not as easy to specify. If we take Spady's expertise variable and
. , .

,.

ok at thehistory teacher, from the v ape, on the dimensions of peda-

gogical and subject matter expertise we could conclude that'he'has some sub-w p
0 I ^N

jeCt matter expertise but he is vhry low in pedogogical expertise; I would

Suggest that if Spady had the opportunity to view this bit of data, he could
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operationalize many of the variables he would want to study in a more quan-

titative analysis of teacher effectiveness. With regard to "learning to

learn," which Bidwell spoke about in his paper, I would say that Jenny, in

the videotape, "learned to learn" with the\ three'boxes. She learhed after

the first situation, with thetwo boxes, that she does not know where it (the

objedt)' ifs and the tester does not want her to make any kind of statemnt

(guess) about where it is. I think she learned how to learn What the tester

really expected from her. While this does not suggest how a variable, such

as "learniqg to learn," can be quantified it does help the researcher clarify

an idea which is a first.step in operationalizing a variable for a survey

analysis (quantitative method).

As a tool for evaluation, this type of methodology can be very, bene-

ficial. If we were interested in evaluatirig the use of rewards. in a class-.

rooM setting many of the interactions shown in the videotapes could be use-

ful. In the numbers less6n, for instance, the following dialogue took place.

,Teacher:, (io a girl in the class) "What is that word ?"

Girl: "one"

Tea e Jenny) "What is the word?"

4 :-74
Jenny: "one"

.. S

While the teacher rewarded the first girl for giving a correct answer, she

did not reward Jenny for giving the same correct answer. There was an incon-

sistency on the part of the teacher.

A second example shows how important rewards are to children. During

k lesson on -caribining--tords one child pushed,anothershand away so that the

teScher would cell on him and he could get the verbal reward from the teacher.
6

These two vignettes show how important rewards are in classrooms and could

q2 t,
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provide important information to a researcher who was evaluating the teward

structure in classroom's.

Another process which could be of interest fort evaluation is the

nature of classroan interactions. In addition to suggesting the nature of

the reward structure in the classroan the previous two examples portray two

differfntl types of interacti ns.\ The first was a teacher-student intenction,

while the second*showed stud ht- student interaction. By viewing these, and

other interactions, we could get a go d idea about that nature.of different

types of interactions in the classroom anti evaluate them on a number of

i
criteria such as direction of interaction, length of interaction, roles with-

in the interaction and intensity'of the interaction.

In this discussion I have tried to show how ethnomethodology can show

the internal variability of classrooms and.schools and help researchers and.1
practitioners understand the schooling process and its interactional com-

ponents. In addition, I haveiftied to show how quantitative methodologists

can benefit fiom the 411loaches an d findings of qualitative methodologists .

The quantitative and qu04tatIveAresearcher should Work' together to try and

answer some basic 'questions which will help to make schooling better for stu-

dents.

r
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VI. AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROAdH TO SCHOOL EFFECTS

ADDRESS BY ELIZABETH COHEN

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Social scientists who do educational research on equality have been

ecrUigling like worms on a fish hook ever since the Colemanitepoq brought

-71't
`to public attention the findings on inequality of educational, achievement

as measured by tests between blacks, and whites and between other ethnic

minorities and whites. The size of the difference in test scores when so-

4
cial class is uicontrolled is ep,ormous. The difference is unthinkable and

f.

unbearable to a generation of intellectuals nurtured on the idea of environ-

mental differences as the major sources of IQ differentials.

What has really built a trap for.the intellectual is the patent fail-

ure of two major attempts to "explaite this achievement test differential by

demonstrating that racial differences couAdbe greatly softened by equalizing

school resources or by integrating schools. At first, social scientiats

reasoned that if they could show gross inequalities in.school resources be-
.

11.

tween blacks arid whites they could simply explain diffetential achievement in

this fashion. When Coleman et al.(1966) failed in this attempt, they turned

to the next environmental explanation, i.e.,if-differenk in resources be-

tween schools which blacks attended were positively associated with differ-

ential achievement, holdi0ng constant family background chaxaCteristics, then

one could argue for equalization of resources as,h simplecure for black fait-

ures in the achievement area. Albs, one cannot read the results in this

fashion; 'schools' seem more alike than different in their effects on pupilss.,

A third attempt to explain black-white achieveMent'differential in

ter t& of environmental differences was the attempt to evaluate the effects of
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4'school desegregation. If we changed the environment of the minorities b1

putting them in richer, whiterischools, would we reduce differentials in

achievement? Sorvey after survey has compared the achievement of blacks in

segregated vs. integrated schools. Clearly, simple - minded mixing of bodies

in schools does not dramatically changeblack achievement scores--standing

back from the current cOntroversies,,-one can 'See that people are currently

arguing over whetheSorinot there are statistically significant achievement

gains--not whether or not there are socially significant achievement gains.

oThe failure of these environmental hypotheses has led to deep discouragement

oh the part Of the educational reswchers--lin despair, some haire even fallen

into the geneticist camp otexplanation of achievementdifferences as a

fun tion of nature rather than nurture. Others have turned,away.from formal

educ tion4iEtogether and are searthing the underbrush for a modern industrial

equ v leht'of the "bush school" of traditional societies.
ti

4 '

My position on the question of explanation for black-white achievement

differ hoes and explanation for the effect of schools on students is at odds

y of my social scientist colleagues. I take the position that black-

.
whip a evement differentials, as well as the enormous differential in

'' ,achievem tween individuals receiving the same education,are the product

of the so ial system:We'have called formal education. First and foremost,

they are a product, of that social construct of human ability usually

called int lligenc . Second, these achievement differences are a product of

the social ystgm within each school which define the rules of the game,

setting up a'conteSt where winners are highly rewarded and losers dame, to be-
,

\
4tot

lieve they.deOrve WHat they get in life because of their innate stupidity..
- \ ;

The "game" played din each school has in association with it particular norms;
,
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,2 , ' :, - , ,-.
,and these norms 'are built into the socialetructdre Of eadh'classrooM=-into

the perceptions of teachera and-sttderlts=-into
the,narrow range of tesk

, , .. ,
;. .

.

called educationaland into the 4VaIuatiOn sxitem of grading'end testi4g1,
: .

-, ,*

-,

Alt4oA,h'there Zs no accepted theoretical definitiOn of-intelligence,. .,
.

- N
every chool child thinks heknows whatit is to be "smart" in schOOk.,._ ;

, ,
-

, , .
.-:

.

,

i

,Schools'operate on the assimption of a single general dimension of human.-

I

. ,.

4.N abiit From early in'a child's career, his teacher,parents and peeks
-

attempt to divine where hd fits along-this dimenSion. 'Once this is adjudged,
1

expectations for .futike educational success are formea. These expectations
4

have great potential in triggering selg-fulfilling prophecies. ThoSe who

expect to do well at new intellectual tasks have a.much better chancpa

actually doing so than those who expect to do poorly.

The exceedingly narrow range of schoWeesks, their common c re of

*

demands for skills in explicit, standard Engaish, and the impoveris ednature
"a 4

of classroom interaction where teadhers do mdst of the talking, all e p to

support the belief:system that human is uni-dimensional.

_ By,Sote great coincidence, skills forschool tasks and Abiliti s cor-,

responding to the socially imposed defintion,r4 "smartness" are highly cor-

related with,characteristics socialized into and upper class ch'ldren.

The IQ test and its first cousin, the standargzed achievement test hay 6ap-

tured these very social class differences in- language usage and in form

maitipulation of abstractions: Large blackzwhite achievement test differ nces

are not at all surprising when one takes the kinds of abilities stressed in
.

school into account. Where we bave all become seriously confused is bym s-

taking school-related abilities as represen8ative of human intellectual

abilities.

2 2,
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BoFles (1972) advances the proposition that the similarity of the
.

school's definition of "smartness" and. le class socialization practices
. Ss.

. , is n coincidence. This is a device whereby the social division.of labor1
in the larger society is legitimated by the success ofthe children of the,

upper olasses and failure of children of the lower classes in the school
. ,

r

setting.. This makes all concerned feel that inequalities in occupa'tional

succe;dw6ich are hinged on inequalities in 'Sducational,success are legiti-

mated and havdcome'about through the operation of a fair contest andoallo-
---,

cation mechanism.

The idea of the meritocracy is in the very bones of the public school.
\

The fact that grades and IQ are not at all well related to success in the

adult labor market, once you take into account the automatic benefits of

holding a credential in gaining a job, does not weaken the faith held by

teachers, social scientists and psychologists. What faith am I\talking
\

about? I am talking about the deeply held bell f that the kind o conver-

gent right-answer thinking rewarded in school d the kind of fluen y in

speaking, reading and writing standard English w ich are prerequipit for

success at.almost every school task, is the majo characteristic of human

._.-1intelligence and is responsible for one's suocess in life. These'dhar cter-._

istics will indeed predict success--success at fu re schooling and test-

taking experiences but not success within adult faily life or success in

political and community life and so on andso on.
A

This uni-dimensional construct of general human ability assists in

every way possible to activate self-fulfilling prophecies in the school.-

Thus teachers and students are not at all Surprised to find that some stu4

dents are consistently, good-at every ngw scho81 task and some students are

2,0
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poor at every new task. ;As a matter of fact, the schoolrooth allows one to

/ see such a limited range of one's fellow student's abiities, that when

Hoffman (1972) did hie study of Perceived Academic Ability, he found that

students behaved as if they knew no more about their,classmates than this

ranking when it came to a new non-academic task. They acted no differently

than laboratory subjects who only knew names and test scores of the other

participants.

The norms of accountability and evaluation built Into each an every

scftoal help to account for the fact that there is such enormous variation in

achievement scores within e ch school and so little difference between schools.

1Schools operate as,a select on and sorting device sep ting winners from

losers. Students are allocated to success and failure categories in a uni-

versalistic fashion, rarely approximated in the adult world. There is no

parallel in adult life for the clarity with which a child comes toe him-

self as a failure--adults have freedom to withdraw; evaluation is never so

unmistakable and so public. In adult life there are many more bases for

preservation of self-esteem than in a competitive classroom situatibn. The

adult is rerely fired for incompetence, but the school child experiences

failing grades as a way of Afe. Part and parcel of this evaluation process

is the,ndim oAindividual accountability, borrowed from early capitalist
...

society. It is still the hallmark of the public, schools for students, Iii147,;

though never for teachers or administrators. The student is Weber's classic

bureaucratic employee, evaluated and controlled from above.

In selecting out an area for proposed modification I am looking at the

variance in performance within each school. The researchers have tried to

examine differences between schools where blacks do better or worse. In con-
.
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r
Ark trast, I am looking at variandT within schools:, I.am positive that the so-

I

cial system itself is responsibl,for much of the gap in achievement between

the top and bottom of the distribution within each school. Even on standard

achievement criteria, my most general hypothesis is that this range could be

greatly reduCed if the social system were modified.
A

If one looks at the variance.in black achievement, one finds that the

difference of the average` student in a schooA from the average student of all

schools is not nearly as great as the difference of students from the average

student in their own school. Another way of putting this is that the varia-

tion between schools in the Coleman data for northern blacks is only 10

14% of the total, variance for four different grade level whereas variance
.

within a school accounts for the rest (Smith, 1972).

Traditionally, educational, researchers have viewed thins variance

within a school as a,given, based on individual differences in ability. Even

thOugh I donot tqleny that there are indiVidual differences, I am asserting
'Ak,

that t1 present'choicpof school tasks, social definition of human ability

and the competitive evaluation system act to exaggerate initial individual

differences by means of producin4, generalized expectations to do well or

poorly over a variety"of tasks.

To put my proposition more experimentally, if someone would allow us

to create a school with an evaluation system yielding a complex profile for

each child, where tasks were so varied that the evaluation profile would look

like a range'of craggy mountains, a school where it was assumed that each

child 'would reach a criterion level of performance on basic skills of read-

,

ing and writing, a school where groups were held accountable for their per-

forMance at educational tasks as often as individuals are held accountable--

r
0 F.,
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I Would predict that we would obtain dramatic achievement gains in blacks,

chicanos, lower-6140s c1ildren--even on standard measures of achievement.

Al

V I realize that.the burden of proof lies with me; furthermore, I real-
.

ize that the task of demonstrating these propositions is more than one can
0

accomplish in a lifetime of research. Fortuna ely, I am not alone in my

hypothesizing. 'The impact of study like Kist's(1970) lay precisely in its,-

hypothe4s that the organization of the ipsiroom into winners and losers

was causally related to the objective achievement differences. This clais-

room organization, in turn, was based on the teacher's formation of expects-

tions in terms of the child's social class. Rist illustrated with his ex-

tended case study just how such classroom organization base4_on expectations

could lead to prophecies being fulfilled. Some educators conclude from Rist

that one shbuld avoid ability,grouping within classrooms and that this will

be sufficient to prevent the operation of self-fulfilling prophecies. This
4

is far too superficial a remedial' change.'

If the evaluation processed in the classroom remain compe ti4e and if

the teachers and students conti
e

sion of hum ity, public r

ue to believe that there is a sing

citation and rich opportunities fo

1
classroom will be .just as effecous bomparisin i heteroglo

triggering se filling prOPh

tracking vs.

haVe'led to

I

ies as ability grouping. This is

di en-

veir\

g studieson-tracking'or abil ty grouping vs. non - ability groupi

ivocal results. The social system principles remain the same

even though the me

Change.

of attaching social labels of 'Smartness" and "dumbness"

The social system features I have selected as critical o erate in an

Irall black school, such as the one Rist studied, to produce a Ede number of

2
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black students who feel incompetent and stupid at school tasks with which
e

they are familiar and at any new cognitive tasks, even those of occupational

training programs presented later in life. I propose that the same system

operates with the same effects in a middle class all white school; speak to

any teacher in the junior college. system if you want evidence of the chronic

expectations to fail found in white students who have been consistent low

performers in elementary school and secondary school. The main difference

between the middlr9,class white school and the lower class black school lies

in the authority system-with a much greater autonomy granted to children in

middle class schools. Control is the "name of the game" in the lower class

school. Also, the proportion of A's given out in lower class black schools-

is smaller so there are proportionately more losers in the lower class black

school than in the middle class white''school.

In the first part of my talk I have been describing ay a single

dimension of achieveme t Status gets built up in classrooMs. I ve hypothe-

N sized that those wil h 6 high achievement status have genera' pecta-

ns to do well on ne cognitive tas s while\those who haVe evement

4 *

\

\
I

a have gerieral zed\ pectations o do tly. rurthermor
\

expec-
t

\

,t do are not only hel py ego for ilimseff herself; others class-

room--the teacher and th- peers--often hold the, same expectatio

perfopance as ego does for himself or hetirel* The classroom a public

#situation where evaluations by the teacher are often public and wher grading

practices provide a single, simple basis for invidious comparison. Teacher

expectations, 'which are the source of so mach interest on the part of the-

'researchers, are only one variable in this interactive system. "Generalized

expectations based on achievement status are capable of triggering self-ful-

\
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filling prophecies, producing a greater consistency in performance of the

high-rank students across a wide range of curricular tasks,and a greater con-
,

sistency in performance of the lows, than we would see if we could prevent

these expectations from being formed and, activated.

When we come to analyze the racially desegregated classroom, the

features of the social system I have been describing have an important inter-

action with the presence of a sharp difference in social status, i.e., the

difference in racial membership. The difficulty of adding social status

distinctions between the students to this picture is that social status can

act as a basis for generalized expectations for competence. What makes ma

p-
ters worse is that when one integrates a junior high school, one is often

combining black children who are objectively lesd skilled in reading, writing

and speaking standard English. This means that the expectations based on

being black will operate to exaggerate the expectations based on being ,a low

achiever.

k.

My own research' and that of my associates
\
has proceeded in the exact

opposite direction from my presentation this evening. ,We started with the

.
: . \l,

effectof differences in racial\status on small group *interaction (Cohen,

\ \

1972), and are only now working our way toward the racially-integrated ola s-

withroom where we are forced
_

to deal i already,evolved differentials' in ace-,

demic skills. In the article I have asked ,you tp read (Cohen, 1973), I de-

,\
scribe the research process by which we learned one way to modify expectatio

based on race so hat whites would not dominate the interaction process when

we brought interracial groups together on new tasks. Susan Roper and I (Cohen

and Roper, 1973) showed in the experiment called Expectation Training that we

could modify these "racist" expectations only by treating both.blacks and
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whites--by naving the blacks become teacHers of the whites. In the field ex-

periment inOakland, called the Center for Interracial Cooperation, Dr. Mark

Lohman, Marlaine Katz and I showed that effects of Expectation Training

could prevent a pattern of white dominance from forming and that the patterns
.

would not reappear even after several weeks of intense classroom interaction

(Cohen, 1973).

It was in this field study that we began to experiment with restruc-

turing the classroom in order to foster the preservation and reinforcement',

of equal status relations between blacks and whites. We reasoned, that if we

structured the classrooms of the Interracial Center conventionally, with

competition and conventional academic tasks, that we would create an achieve-

ment status order which would be correlated with racial membership. The net

effect would be a reemergence of white,dominance in interracial interaction;

_:we would effectively defeat the purpose of Expectation Training--in other

words, having defeated the tendency to use race as a basis for evaluation we

would now see groups where evaluations were being based on one's perceived

academic ability - -amounting to the same interaction pa ern of white dominance.

.
y

I describe in' the azticle two key theoretical studies which led us to

choose'the.key features.of'the Classroom Which should be changed. The

by HdffmaI anc myself (1972) showed
i,at 'perceilredtacademic ability in an

ongoinkcla,sroom has thepoWei,to act 'ust like a Sta*us characteristic in
'

lf-fulfilling prophecies on a non-intellectual nOnracademic gam4

triggering s

of Seal Hun Thus we decided to avoi Conventiona academic tasks and

situations a ing invidious comparisons ich would t to build up subh

an academic status ordering: Secondly, Awa g Had's (1 2) experiment showed

that when individual, accountability as oppos to group accountability was

2 :3 6
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used, the effects of social status differences were greatly aggravated.

status children were much less likely to be active and influential if they

were told that their contribution to the group product could count negatively

or positively toward an evaluation of them. .Therefore, in the cooperative

classrooms of the field experiment we did not utilize individual accounta-

bility; the curriculum structured multiple groUp tasks, and the work groups

were accountable for their products.

Results of the field experiment indicated that Expectation Training

was not the only way to treat exilctations based on race. The boys in our

alternative treatment showed strong \patterns of equal status behavior which

persisted over the weeks of classroom interaction. Furthe7ore, working in

the cooperative classroom structure ap earedto,have effectivenesa as a treat-,

ment by itself.

It was really only after we had carried out this experiment of cre-

ating a radical new-social structure that we. were forced to realize just hoW

powerful a manipUlation this can be. WenoW feel that the key aspects of our

alternative structure were its ltiPle task Character, its use'of grotp ac-
.

. .

:countability,_and its use of high- articigation cooperating groups. On a
1

more general level, we obviously did not create a Selecting and Sorting or-

.ganization but'An organization ostensi Ty design d to teach interfacial co--
. N

ouration where everyon was most dart inly exp ted to be successful,l n .

leaxz1ing`'h°di Tet to cooperate

At the moment, We hav ,turned backl,to some
4

;

ore controlled studies

,

P
which will elloW us to CapAalizeton just` which fe urea of the social sys-

tem were successfully manipulatedin the summer school. Then we should be

readylto try to combine the more conventional reading and writing skills

t
2"o r"
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training with a multiple-task curriculum. In a multiple-task 'curriculum,

people do make evaluations of each other as doing better or worse on a given

task. But one's standing on one task is very unlikely to be related to one's

standing on another task.

In closing I would like 'to make a plea for turning away from surveys

of school effects, whether or not the schoolslare integrated or segregated.

I do not believe anything constructive will appear from such studies. Rather,

We need to take a fresh look at what we hav'e been calling schooling and a

fresh look at the range of tasks we have been calling educational. We need

to condeptualize,social system changes within schools- -and this is fir broader

gauge than tryingto manipulate teacher expectations.

'I am talking about systematic experimentation using rigorous concep-.

tU4lizatiJn. I am not talking about the creation-of "far -out" schools where

everyone operates in an ideological fervor. It will be'necessary to move back

and for tom laboratory to field settings' and it will be, necessary to re-
r

4
think the'whole issue of human Abilities in-order to-create seriously mdai--

"I

fled school environments. This is a long-range task made more difficult by

the unacceptability.of the premises in my argument to so many people.

As fellow sociologists interested in making a difference in the field

of education, I therefore urge you to give up those endless questionnaire

studies on "school effects" and start to work in learning how to manipulate

the sootal,system to e learner's edvan

2:6 Ei



Footnote

1. In this study groups of youngsters from the same classroom, whose
different ranking on academic ability was perceived by all four,mem-

li

bers of the groups, showedtdifferential rates of participat n on a
new task. This differential participation was predicted by lass-
room ranking. This occurred despite the fact that the criterion
task was a game involving mostly luck, and was unrelated to classroom.
skills. (See Hoffman and Cohen, 1972).

Bowleg, Samuel
'1972
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AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TOSCHOOL EFFECTS."

DISCUSSION BY CLARENCE BRADFORD

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

DR BRADFORD: Let me differentiate the comments I Kaye. The first

comments are di d toward the immediate issue at hand, Professor Cohen's'

work on the modification of the impact of social. structures. I imagine

civility would dictate this priority. My second set of c mments are directed.

at the informal agenda items, the issue of policy-oriented versus basic re-

search, and perhaps a more fundamental issue of,action'VerS eres4arch. I

- 'think that the tOo sets of comments can be meaningfully rela ed.

Let me say first that most of my rem:As on Professor Cohen's work t

are based on her papers that were circulated a the beginning of the confer-

ence. I have not had an opportunity to digest her paper thaSVas just read
41,

to us. tut,.k believe my second'set of comments Will be at least artially

/lappropridite to saute parts of it.

The series of studies that Cohen cites giv9, some impo taut su gestions

about hock expectations can be manipulated and how the expec tions cat, in. 0
expectations

V

turn, influence behavior in classroom7like settings. TO'me, the findi

that may have been conttary to.the researcher's initial expectations ar

particularly of interest.' This includes the results of the first lab exp

ment, that both parties to the social action must be given new expectations,,

not just the victim of the low status assignments. The other particularly

interesting result isithe success of the alternative procedure inthe summer

school setting and its implication that the school authority structure is an

effective determinant of student perceptions of peer status.

2
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The sum of these findings would seem to have a number of implications

for other research akid let Me comment on at least one of them. This con-
,

cerns the ithpact of the organizational context jointly with the effect of

group versus individual accountability. First as to t of the organ-
.

izatiOnal'context. Thoughtful school administrators, s be pleased to see

this context effect, fo the schools put a lot of effot into cre
.k

a

status system. Some of this is obvious; the teachers have titles, uni orms

(in terms of their dress codes), and privileges that give them a higher \
status than the students. (Most schools have given up the platforms from

which the teachers can look down on the students.) In turn, the administra-

tors have symbols of a still higher tatus; privileges, servants in the form

of office workers, and private, some imes posh, offices This is supposed

to be a functional status system. It upposed to imp ess students, teach-

ers and parents as to-how the system w operate best. The school organize-
.

tion also lets it be known that it has a Status system for students. Seniors

.ha e more statusA than freshmen; students Who obey the rules have more status

than those who don) t, and hard workers a achievers have higher status.

Many p.s.ple would argue that the are fu ional and relevant status factors.

What I ink is the main issue for this c rence is that the school as an

organize on letait be known that 4kere re other factors to one's status;

factors I sure this group finds to be both irrelevant and disfunctional

for the schools' objectives,. Many of the e are equally obvious; rich over

the poor, the white over the black, and the males over the females.

These p eference systems of the authorities are not lost on the kids. 1r4i

The syste;.of ewards and punishments is handed out to the students in part

on the basis of their acting within this imposed status hierarchy, which, I

2'
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hope, brin/t me to the relatidnship of this to the issue of individuel'Aversus
Y

,
. i

, .

. ,

group accountabilityi I could argue that,COhen's ttudies show that organize-,

,

tion of the summer schooL.did, in: fact,. communicate to the individual\Student

that he was tobehave in a nonctimpetitive way, that the individual student

would be held accountable for any behaviors that were not group oriented.,
(

I believe there are,a number of alternative ways of viewing the re-
f:

sults Of these Studies: And 'as ever, this implies-more research is needed.

Before leaving the academic comments, let me note two things: There is an

`increasing amount of evidence from ahiariety of'sources indicating that the.

degree of control and the expectations,of the school authority structure has

'a significant impact on the student behaviors. Th1 other note is a caution-

ery one: Thd results obtained in the study of special summer program

may tpeidiqicult to replicate during the regular s hool session. Since the

treatment v iable in these studies is a manipula

you must be oncerhed about whether you havd sel ted study is who are

dally sensitive to this ki d of ma ulatidn. *Alsb I might argue that

ion of student expectations,

dents of junior high age wh can be talked into goin

infact, the particulvly.m 'pulable ones.

And.now, let me make some brief pommen

to a s

spe-

stu-

er schoolare,

_to the other agenda.

thp issue of action versus research, I believe prOfessor Cohen work is -

event here. As agroup we have some status. W ,have titles, we

ographies and we have resumes, all 'of which show e haste special

have hibli-

powers, and

that other people recognize and give deference to our expertise. Thatrs-

status. This status gives us power, not much I admit, but some. Given this
t .

status, we can, sometimes tell othei people what to a.. We have the argument

that we know morq about the issue than they do; and we are really doing what
I

2 14
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is best for them in the fong run. We don't do i this directly% But, we

do hav4 the power to get to the people who are cdntrol ingthingsithe ad-
,

ministrator, the media, the money. We can show our badges and credentials
4

and then Give our views. That it real power. And I believe it is the-most
.4\

effective weapOn that we as a group of sociologists, educators, students or

schblars have. I don't believe we have any choice between action slid re-
,

search. It is only so long as we are'recognized as having special, Objec-

tively derived knowledge, that~ we have that spedial power to Influence things.

Give-up researchand we give dp our status. Lose the status and we lose the

special power to tell other people what tb do.

I said there'wouid be some comment on the issue of polic\versus basict.

fesearch. To make it very brief,,I believe the distinction\is of en exagger-
4

ated. Much too often research is called pol y oriented if it is asking for

a simp e answer, to a hard question that would not have been asked if the'evi-.

dence o long-term research had been examined., Still, the people whoiake

decisions should do it On the basis offact. It is your responsibility to

give them the best answers you can wiihin,the real world constraints of time

and money. It also is your responsibility to convince the policy-maker that

the quick answer to the seemingly obvious question may notbe what he really

wants. Use your status to convince him he needs the answers only long-term

research can give.

.

2 4 .3t
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' AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO SCHOOL EFFECTS

DISCUSSION BY W. RUSSELL ELLIS

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

6DR. ELLIS: This-1.s an item froMthe New York Times, Year 2055;

"It has been incontrovertibly discovered, proved on the Smith and Wesson IQ

test, controlling for everything conceivable, that white people are more

intelligent than black people." You're in the future now. "Immedi!ate con-

cern was expressed for the effects this finding might }gave on thelaresiden-
,

tial aspirations of Dr: Arthur Jensen, but even more iMportant was concern

for the massive unemployment among educational researchers that flight ensue.

But sane concern was expressed for the possible politital outcomes, and im-

act n other minorities/ of this finding.

"However, there is some hope, based on research being conducted on

he Wes Coast of this country that; in fact, despite such findingS, whites

c n be onvinced,and so can blacks, that the blacks are just as smart as whites

i the school class is organized the right way. Dr. Jensen has promised that

the correction of this particular pervasion of education for white students

can e dealt with if he is elected President, and he believes there needs to

be a e-education of whites to their true superior genetic endowment."

The point is probably as multiple as there are those of you out there

to hea9 it. But without immersing myself in the religion.of science,'which

upon spending my time with architects I have learned to ignore, it is v
, ,y

clear that there is some stupidity on our part ii doing this American.
I

thing o ce again to another issue. That is, we look to prove that we can act

Imorally if we can demonstrate scientifically that it is a correct act.

2 .
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ad like us to get off that roller coaster. We have jobs that

are very nice; we make tremendous refinements in our measures. We measure- II

what the community of our peers says is worth measuring, and that, of course;

determines e view of the world we have.

But, in fact, I would hope--although I have Ao confidence whatsoever7--

that if sci ncedid not prove that I was equal to you, in fact that would not.

reorder your institutions. That is my basic point abut the policy issues of

this.

Secondly, I would like to comment, not so much, really, e method-

ology or the findings of the research, but on something else that has carte

to interest me.

The part. .cular argUment that I would like to make is that- we should

reach into the rld of unmediated knowledge of the participan'ts.in social

systems of schoos and find a way to explicate that knowledge; knowledge that

is not mediated by self- consciousness and training in universities. Because

whatever participants in social systems say about what they do, they never'

get it wrong, or if they do, we have ways of handling that..

Oneof the things we do for them as professional investigators of so-

dial systems is to have an image of their world for them. That is what we do

as sociologists.. We look at the world, and then we say, ah ha, there, it is;

there is a norm, and here is, a role, and it is being enacted. da we con-p

strue the world and the order in the world for the participants in various

social systems:

Unfortunately for the social systems we look at, -we often impose on

the order out,there the rules, ndrms, and features of that society we live

in, And that moral world is very different from the world out there, so thatA,

..#
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the canons of science come into play. We cannot look at anything we cannot

.talk about with sane rigor, so that the social'systemsywe look at wind up

having features that are required by the world' we live in. The people who

liNe in social systems cannot make.that mistake, by and large, because they

haven't gone through that socialization.
. s

The probleMeI see with that is that the world of policy-makers is full

of images of social systems that have been generated by participants in the

social systems of soeial'science. That is what they operate on. When they

want to know how to actin a moral, or at least political way--let's separate

those- -what theydo is they reachloackAnto their bag of official images,

pull one out and say look, we funded research, and itere is what it looks like.

If they're hostileto racemixture,.they,say, it doesn't make any dif-
feence. Let's forget it. Stop those buses. If they fund the right kind of

research that looks at a s egic set of variables that ignores that, they

can say, yes, it does make a difference; let's keep it up.

I think that the problem resides in the fact that the canons of the

social system of social science require that we have discrete and clear de-

scriptive images of social systems and explanatory images of social systems.

In other wor A

as ethnologists and ethnographers, we should be able to say

as clearly as possible what is there. And if were really17good3 sane

point we an say why it is there and why it functions that

seldom are we held responsible for having moral images. What I mean

by that is, seldom are we obligsd to articulate for the general consumption

of policy-makers, or just plain old folks, world informed by what we know

about man--man embraces woman-what our best hopes are for humanity, to which

we refer our research.
2
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An example: At a recent meeting I attnded there was an intense

struggle over whether to investigate segregated schools as well as desegre-,

gated schools.

One person asked: "Would you study the relative merits of slavery0

and freedom?"

But, in fact, what about that? Because ,that our struggle was around

ti

was, how about doing what some medical people are doing now? Let us focus

on health: let us take all our baggage, all our rigor, all our science, and

look at a good desegregated school, an effectively--as we called it, I be-

lieu -an e5fectl.vely desegregated school.. Full out the stops.

My notion was that we would look to-the participants to find for us

whether or not it was gooc\or bad, effective or not effective. So what t

would hope is that, primarily through the medium of the peop1p,who have to
1 1

live out the stuff we're programming for them, we discover what some morally

informed images of social life are and conduct our research through those we

select, through those moral images we select as people.

Mehan anticipated a lot of what I was going to say. But the last

sentence in his paper is, "Each of us is responsible for the world we live

in and are%capable of making other worlds."

Now,'he says he is not sure that he wants to determine what that world

is like, and I know better. After a couple of Scotches, think I could
4

cl4ck out where his mind is headed on those things.

Butt wh44 I ask of Elizabeth Cohen, if you look at:the funny little

mathematics'of my news release, is when you take out all the science, is the

moral image implied in the research you conduct and the results you come up

with--does thlat come to a world you would like to see?

2 /4
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What does it mean to manipulate relationships, the social systeth.of

the classrooM,' that way? And if that could be interpreted into the world

of 2055, would we want that to take place?

When we invent a social system from our investigAtions, morally in-

formed or not, we make life. Let us make sure that when we do research and

we construct new life, we construct life that is morally informed and pre-

dicts a world we wouldn't mind living in ourselves.

//
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AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO SCHOOL EFFECTS

DISCUSSION BY JANE MERCER
,

40" UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE cr,

5

DR. MERCER: I would like just to share a few thoughts with you. I

think my position is some place between Liz Cohen's and Russ Ellis' as far

as the way I seethe ,role of the person doing the research in School deseg-

regation, wHich, essentially and inev tably, becomes policy lesearch', be-.

cause I have found that whenever you open your mouth, whatever you say,

there is somebody there from the press who wants to pick up something that

is relevant to policy.

I am going!to take these few minutes just to share with you a model

which we have been developing that I think may be relevant in this context.

During the past two years, we ,have been looking at desegregated sdhobls on

the West Coast, and we have now collected data on about 180 elementary

schools, and we have about 30 or 40 secondary schools. This includes sam-

ples of about 30,000 or 40,000 kids. We have aggregated their individual re-

sponses to school level scores.
q,

looe'

We began our project with a model in our heads of what an effective

desegregated school would be like. All the schools in our sample are schools

44that have been desegregated as a result of social policy, because of busing.

They are the schools in San Francisco, Pasad a, Oxnard, MOnrovia--you recog-

nize the names of the towns., So we had to begin with a model of what a good

desegregated sabol would look like.

Go we used a rather simple continuum. At one end of the ipntinuum we

said this is a segregated school; at the middle of the continuum is desegre-,

2'60
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gation, which we defined as simply mixing the bodies, the act of moving

kids, relocating kids in different schools; and then-at the far end of the

continuum, *e used the term integration. Integration is the process that

can begin to take place once desegregation has Occurred, and which we have

found to a large extent has not begun to take place in most schools at which

we are looking.

This is why I feel very strongly myself that research that focuses on

desegregation as the critical variable, comparing with segregated schools, is

simply missing the critical educational issue. The issue is not relocating

children, bu ()Ping a process after that, relocation that might move

toward an effective desegregated school. I would argue that that is where,

research emphasis should be in this area.

Now, we defined an integrated school along several different dimen-

sions. But, essentially, it would be a school in which there were quality

outcomes that were equal for children of all ethnic groups, so quality equals

equality, if you follow this.

Then we had to define'the dimenaioni that we felt were significant.

We said, well, academic achievement, yu; the knowledge and skills needed

to make it in an industrial society. An integrated school would be producing

these kinds of outcomes for all the kids who go there.

But what, in addition, would we expect such a school to produce? ***4;O.''',

we got a list of about eight or nine outcomes that we considered rather rel-

evant that would indicate whether a school was adequately integrated. We

felt that kids should have A positive self-concept, self-esteem, self-confi-

dence; that they should have equal liking for school, thaekthey would enjoy

school. We had found-in earlier research,that anxiety levels were different

2
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across ethnic groups, and we said that in a reall integrated school, we

would not find that some kids were more anxious in the schoiol setting than

others; that they would,all feel relaxed and positiv4 about4e environment.

We felt that in an integrated school the outcome should.be that.you4-.

sters, would have positive identity with their own ethnic group and respect

for otheif ethnic groups. The black kid would feel good about being black;

Chicano kids would feel good about being Chicano; and that they would haie,

mutual respect for each other; that there would be cross-ethnic friendships

and mixing. These would essentially be the outcome variables in termskof
ty

the students.

We theorized that the environment of such an integrated school, the

learning environment, would probably be characterized by equally positive

1

attitudes on the part of teachers'toWard the children of all ethnic groups;

that there would be critical variables in the school situation, and that

there would be a multi-cultural curricula. We had quite a few other vari-

ables related to the learning environment.

am going to,just jump on because I want to tell you what we found

in the schools that'we've looked at: First of all, we got involved in a

, .

ourvery interesting process. It started out t? be just our,way of paying bur

dues forgathering data. We agreed with each of these school districts that

if they would let us collect data we would return profiles on the results for

their schools. This all started off, you see, to be a way of diving feedback

for the schools to become part of this process, and we hoped they would stay

with it year after year after year.

It turned out that giving the profiles back was an infinitely more in-

teresting process than anything we had engaged in before. We started by stand-

2t)
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ardizing
. our measures across our population, and then we developed computer

4
1

profiles with which ittwas possible to take "the average for a school and sed

how that average compared with the average for the entire sample. We showed

the range of all-the school scores for the schools in our sample, and then
.

we did a Little analysis of*variance across ethnic groups, shdwing whether
4 N

there were significant differences across ethnic groups within each school.

Therefore, people could see th' outcome of schools in,their own district

compared to other schools, as well as the outcome between ethnic groups

within schools.

We did this as sort of a service operation, if you will. And we soon

became involved in a very fascinating process oftgoing
)

back to individual

schools with these prdfiles to show staffs -what the outcomes were.
.

Thiq brings me to one poi* that I would like to make. We discovered,

that in this process of feeding backinformation, there were some persons who

completely rejected not only our philosophy of what an integrated school is,

.but, then, of course, would attack-the measures, and so forth. That was all

part of it. There were other schools that were interested and began to be '

very introspective about the results. Overall, we concluded that.this feed-
.

back proceed could develop into a very' significant mechanism for gaining

entree to social systems to help them enioark on the process of social change.
-

As peoPle:looked at the profiles the? would see, gee, the black kids really

don't like going to school here, and that the Mexican-America'n kids really

have different. levels of anxiety in our school compared-to others; or that z.

our kids seem to be quite unfriendly, according to'the sociometrics.

Then they would begin to ask questions. Well, why is it that way?

Is this reaV.y true? And then they would begin to test the reality against
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their own experience, and then they would begin to question, begin to set

goals. And we could see a very interesting process, a system process, ben

/
ginning to take place.

ti

Then, of course, the demand comes back. Alright; we don't feel good

about what is going on in our school. Now, can you help us do something

about it? Where shall we go; what,kinds of programs?

We find ourselves now rather on the cutting edge of this sort of

thingr,because at this point, we say, yes, it looks like you have problems.

And they say, yes, we knowwe have problems. And we say, well, we're n't

really too sure what to tell you to do about it, because at this point in

history we really don't know very much about how people develop effective

desegregated schools. That. is sort of where we are.

lr
So at this point felt the need, which I thiirk is critical in this

sort of research, to develop some type of a model about what it is that is

involved in effective desegregation.

There were twos or three findings that I
,

want to share with you that

I feel are crrtical in this. First, we found that overall, when we put all

ne
.; of our original 10,000 kids together in the sample and compared them by ethnic

0
groups, that the,outcomes are very different. The self-concepts of black and

Chicano kids are more negative; their self-esteem--and those questions are

related to the school situation--aie more negative than those of Anglo kids;

that they have higher levels°of school anxietyand these are all situational

questions, anxiety related to school situations; a higher level of what we

are calling s6tus anxiety is the competitive situation in the school.

We find differences in identity, identification.with own ethnic group;

big differences in cross ethnic friendship within schools. In general--and

2'
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of course the'achievement differenCes are enormous--the outcomes from deseg-.

regated schools are very different across ethnic groups..

,We also found, which will surprise none of you, that most of the

variance lay within the schools that oniithese measures only 5 to 10 per cent

of the variance is between- school; the restis within school variance.

Now, what kinds of conclusions can we draw from this? Well, one con-

clusion could be that of Jencks;, that schools really don't make too much

difference. It is some place else. However, I think that this is a trap

that we can easily fall into in'edncational research, because there is another

possibility.

tle.9

The other possibility is that there are 'institutional processes that

are so universal in all of the schools we are studying that they are generat-

ing similar outcomes.. And,by looking at variance between systems that ''are

essentially identical, we are not going to be able to answer anything; that,

in fact, we do not have enough variance within the schools that we.were

ing at.
1

Now, if this is true--and this is the way that I interpret our and-

ings--then this demands a different approach. And the approach comes much

closer to'ethnomethoddlogy and ethnography. It is to try to identify those

with regularized institutional processes which Ate producing the differential

.

outcomes in every one of the spools that we looked at, with about three ex-

ceptions, because the processes are very, very similar.

we are now - -.the group working with me on this - -trying to develop a

model which we_ want to go back and' test.

It is essentially this: our basic hypothesis is that there are inIti-:

tutional processes operating in. all of these schools, and that is why we 40 ;

21.))
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not get between-school differences; that essentially the schools are geared

to reenact the unequal status,strtictures of the larger society; that the

schools have processes which redevelbp, which reenact in the school itself,

the differential status structures in the larger society. Because' children

,

come in and then are treated differentially and unequally, as Profesior

Cohen's research shows, children become socialized through the schools to

accept the unequal statuses that they are later going to*occupy.

So you have unequal i , then the system itself perpetuates them

by the way it operates, and you g t outputs that are perhaps even more un-

equal than the inputs.

I posit that there are probably nine institutional processes, at least

in the schools that we are looking' at, that might account for much of the

variance: What we are going to do now is go back and take a closer look at

our most extreme social systems, to see if, in fact, there is enough variance

so that we can tease out whether these might be processes that are involved.'

I am going to list them as our hypotheses; as the institutional proc-

esses which are re/erittcting in the schools the unequal statuses of the larger

society.

First--you would not'be surprised, because of my other research--we

feel that unidimensional testing procedures, focused on norm-reference test-

ing, themselves help to reenact the unequal statuses.

And we visualize that we can compare schools that are very highly

tied to norm-reference testing, and IQ testing of everybody right down the

line; with some of the schools that have abandoned testing, and have gone to

the oth,ei* extreme. They are working more with criterion-reference testing.

We are hoping to get enough variation to tease out the effects of testing as

A system variable. 256
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The second process 1.5'the grouping practices in the schools. At one

extreme would be Schools whez46 the grouping practices almost completely re-

capitulate the socio-economic and ethnic social structures, and other schools

where the grouping practices are based upon sociometric choice anardo not re-
.

.*
.

capitulate differential statuses. We have discovered one school that has

been using the sociometric choice' approach to grouping that has some really

exciting programs.' I nave one of My graduate students tracking down what is

going on in that high school.

A

The.thid thing Og see is adult models. The adult models in the school

reenact the larger society. The teachers for the most part are Anglo; the

para-professionals'are black; the custodians are Mexican-American; the princi-

pals afe men. 4

The perfect reenactment!

So we 'would say alright, there is a dimension here. There are some

schools that we are looking At that a04 desegregated but till have 511 Anglo

staffs. We have o ers that have highly-integrated staffs. We'll see

whether these adult m els make a difference.

The fourth d nsion is parental participation. We found large dif-

ferences. In the schools that n are looking at, the Anglo parents tend to

dominate the parental structure. They have the power, the influence, the

clout. The Mexican-American parents are the parents who aren't there, who

have no clout. They are just seen as almost nonexistent by the teachers.

Black parents vary. In some schools, they are powerful; in some schools,

they are not. So we are getting these differences.

Well, we would hypothesize that in a desegregated school that was not

reenacting differential status, we would have parents of all ethnic groups

having equivalent clout; equivalent input into the curriculum.

2 5 41
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The competitive structure of the school, the extent to which compe-

tition generates status anxiety, is another dimension worth looking at.

Another is the extent to which stulents are integrated structurally

into the extracurricular activities of the school; tint is, the extent to

which the valued statuses in the school system are shared proportionately

by students of all ethnic groups. This becomes a very easy thing to measure.

at the high school level; a little it more tricky for elementary schools.

The, pattern of busing is another very critical element. In many sys-

tons, it is the, minority children who are put on the bus, who are moved into

(
the middle class Anglo schools. They are the outsiders, so they start off,

you see, as oulkiders to begin with. They don't really belong there. WeV

think that this is an institutional process that leads to differential status.

The curriculum content, of course, is mainly Anglo-centric. We do

have a range here, from the mono-cultural to the multi-cultural curriculum.

And then, fina lv, an institutional variable is the relevance of the

program to the needs of ndividual children. There are same schools that

have a lot of special persons around to cater to the special needs of Ang1O

children--you know, art teachers, music teachers, speech teachers--but very

little in the way of assistance for the special needs of minority chil

For example, the Spanish-speaking child who is just learning English; only \N

recently have California schools even addressed that problem.

Now, we feel that these institutional paterns-:-you can probably think

of more, but these are the nine we are focusing on because we 'think we can

operationalize them--probably have an additive quality. If we could some

place find a school that was out at- the far exid on all of these, where the

grouping pattern did not reconstruct the larger society; where the testing

2 i) \
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pattern did not; wh re th4 curriculum as multi-cultural--our hypothesis is

that we would find a s of that was getting quite equivalent Scrips of out-

comes from kids from all ethnic backgrounds, and the further schools are

toward the Anglo-centric ends, the more different the outcomes.

Now, whether we have enough variance in'our population ,to tease this

out, I really don't know. Mit I think perhaps, these kinds of questions may

finally have to be answered within an experimental design, where somehow we

would find some schools that would allow us to intervene and get rid of all

of these institutional processes that are reenacting the larger society and

see if we could, in fact, influence the outcomes at the other end. I feel,
C.

like Professor Cohen, tha7t eventually we have to go to an experimental de-

sign, to get definitive answers.

1

..)
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, VII.
*
CONCLUDING SUMMARY SESSION

COMMENTS BY WILLIAM G. SPADY

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION (SESSION CHAIRMAN)

DR. SPADY: I've been asked to Chair this final session only because

I was the only invited speaker who was from NIE, given that NIE sponsored,

the Conferen& as a learning vehicle both for us as an institute and for you

as prtfessional colleagues., This responsibility Ican manage, but I hope

I'm not given the responsibility of being the ultimate synthesizer of all

that has gone on here for three days.

I thought that we would try to have the people on edelinal pariel

this morning react to and extend Some of the issues that were raised in our

general discussion a short while ago., And if there was one major and over-
.

riding issue, it seemed to revolve around the balance in the work we are an-

alyzing and proposing between a more, 1.f you will, "structural," "sociologil

cal," or "large-scale organiz3tional" perspective and a more "micro," "class-

roam-oriented" off' "person oriented" research perspective.
r

Perhaps the issu, was originally phrased in a way that created some-
amt ,

.4,what of a false'drchotomy- -at least our responses tended to emphasize that.

But .I would like to work toward an interpretive, if not synthetic, strategy

here in the final session to see if there is some real common ground between

these two-opposites. Perhaps we can suggest a kind of research approach to

this set of problems drat would allow us, in fact, to link these two domains

together.

Initially I would like to ask each of the panelists, in terms of the

ideas presented 'to us; if.they have some particular perspective that they

` might like to offer on this issue. Later we can allow for sane reaction

kol
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from you in the audience to their points of view, how they see the work that

they're doing, or how they see their overall'interpretation of what we've

attempted to do*in the previous two days.

So allow me to turn fist to the,person whose work has been most

closely identified with a concern with the person and with individual vari-

ables and what has been described as a more psychological orientation (whether

that's correct or not) and ask Mr. Mehan if he would like to jump off the

cliff first.

ir

4

4
.

,'
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY SESSION,
109

COMMENTS BY HUGH MEHAN

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, AN DIEGO

I find it ironic that I am introduced as sitting on the far right

given the way ethnomethodology is generally seen in the discipline of soci-

ology.

I would like to respond to a number of comments made this morning and

yesterday about the Status of ethnomethodological researcl} in education.

First I'd liktto reply to Mr. Spady's comment that my work and other work

in ethnomethodology is "person centered" and "psychological" in'nature. I

also heard it said 'during this morning's session that analysis done from

an ethnomethodological and-ethnographic point of view is psychological reduc-

tionism. I'd like to say flat out that is not the case. Ethnomethodological

studies do not reduce analysis to internal or private states. Im fact, the

concluding point in my prpsentation yesterday was that notions like

ties" could not be seen as private or internal states. Instead, they are

emergent phenomena available only in interaction.

One of the many cogent remarks that Professor Lortie made yesterday

in discussing my presentation had to do with a version of a "Hegelian syn-

thesis" between ethnomethodology and sociology. One form that such a synthe-

sis might take could be through cooperative work between sociologiSts study-
.

ing social structure and ethnomethodologists looking at interactional struc-

turing activities'.

I think I mentioned yesterday that I found JaneiMercer's book, Label-

...21i! the Mentally Retarded, very helpful in that regard. The ethnomethodologi-

' "77
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cal presentation of that study is of high quality in the sense that the re-

sults are strongly located. It seems to me that Mercer's correlational study

could be extended by an ethnomethodological study. The, first stage would

be a replication of Mercer's study in another setting. The structural fea-r
sk

tures which are associated with the placement of students in educational

categories like the mentally retarded would be obtained. Then, ,the interac-

tional activities of school personnel along the various stages of the label-

ing process would be examined to see how educational placement is accomplished.

In that version of Lortie's synthesis, a quantitative and qualitative study

.would be done together to locate both the relations among social variables

and the interactional work which structure.the social factors in the first

place.

A metaphor might be helpful to display-what I mean by interactional

structuring activities. A friend and I were walking on one of the beautiful

Monterey beaches yesterday near a pier. The pier consists of two parts, a

b.f d and stable deck that remains visible and'a set of pillars interacting
>

with the fluid environment maintaining thatkstructure, that are not always. ,

visible. I was struck by the fact that when the' tide, is in, the pilings

which hold up the pier are not visible., The pier just.appears to be on the

water. When the tide is out, the pilings which hold it up become visible.

My work is trying to reveal the 'activities which provide forthe visible

social structure. Often special work is necessary to expose the structuring

activities.
^---)

A third comment made about interactions studies this morning was that

t
they are limited to the,study of dyads. That is not the cast,: There is

hr.°enough literature in ethnoMethodolo \ available that shows that formal or-
r-

ganizations like the police': hospitals, small groups.like encounter groups,
%Mr

decision making processes, information processing activities can be studied
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from this perspective. In addition to a_report about ethnamethodological

studies in educational settings, I was proposing a metaphor for research in

my presentation., A feature of ethnomethodological research in any setting

is the attempt to let close to the phenomenon and capture it in its own terms

4 "without laying an alien structure on top of it.

I would also like to make clear that these studies are not being done

totcriticize the particular teachers and testers you saw on the videotape.
---

And that misunderstanding allows me to comment on an issue that I have been

troubled by since the conference began. My concern is that professional re-

searchers are at a conference like this discussing the issues of the school

, separated from the people that have to live those issues on a practical, day

to day, basis.

It is easy to make glib, offhand, and critical comments about the way

schools are run. ; wonder if the discussion we had this morning which was

very critical of the way schools work, would have taken, place if it had been

in a school, with the principal and teachers sitting there. It is easy to

go into a school, do a quick study, leave that school, and publish an article

1

or book which says th'e schools are not meeting the needs of kids. I wonder

if the participants at this conference or members of this association could

not only gather information about schools, but could also: emain in the

schools to work with school people to determine the next step in improving

education.

Russ Ellis made an portant observation this morning: We must never

forget that people a2iealwa s living their lives. Teachers have to be in

_schools day in and day, out. Their lives are filled with overwhelming practi-

cal problems. Therefore, if we are going to do research in the schools that

26'1.
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is critical of people's practices, we must face the consequences of what we

are'saying about the way they live their lives. Egon Bittner recently pub-

fished a paper entitled "Objectivity and Reglism in Sociology" in which he

says that research is invalid unless the researcher can live the lives of

the peop1,0 (s)he iS studying. That charge does not mean "go native." It

implies that the researcher must e 1 the consequences of the day to day ac-

tions of the people (s)he studies. If, the researcher has not felt the weight

of
, the practicalities of working with kids in schools under present circum-

standes,.then,studies which.criticize the teacher or schol are hollow and

empty .

I am calling for more cooperative research between researchers and

practitioneA. My rule of thumb in research in schools is that I will not

engage in a project unless it is supported by all qleMents of the school. I

seek not only school board approval, but teachers and parents must understand

and accept the research. ' I 1111 not do research without that acceptlante.

44'Nor will I make;comments on aspects of classroom or testing interaction at

conferences like, this or in published work unless I have conducted that anal-

rsis with the, participants.

One way I have found helpful to make the results of interactional re-

search available to school people is"thiough workshops. After I have gathered

videotapes from classrons and analyzed diem, I have presented the analysis

to the teachers in worksops. The purpose here is to implement the resul

of research in practical settings, not just to have research results accumu

late in scholarly repositories.

Another way to incorporate the results of interactional studies into

school curricula is thropgh teacher preparation prograMs. Student teachers
vf442
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at UCSD's Teacher Education Program engage in kr\lteractional analysis of

videotapes taken during their practice teaching field experience. Here the

purpose is not so much to report the results ofk resear , but to provide

prospective teachers with techniqUes by which they can ontinually analyze

the structure of their classrooms.

I think an organiz ig like the Sociology of E ucation Association

can help close the gap between mere talk at conferenc this and the

practical circumstances of teachers, children, and school offi iols. One

way tikdo this is to take Michelle Peterson's suggestion and step blaming

the victims for the troubles in schools. That means suspending research

which'exploits teachers and students, and instead, conducting research which

incorporates school people in cooperative roles.

One, of the things that I hope will come out of this conference is an

attempt to unify research and practice. If theory cannot be merged with

everyday practice, then I don't find it to be very valuable.

26u
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CONCLUDING SUMMAR SESSION

COMMENTS BY JANE ME

UNfVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDEa
DR. MERCER: The conversatiOn this morning disturbed me somewhat, be-

cause it seemed to me that we were lining n,\along the old dimensions of psy-

chology versus sociology; *ethnomethodologists versus other typestof people.

Actually, I feel the sorttof 4.14.ng that I have been doing is close to what
4

Bud Mehan has been doing. In fact, we've been correspondpig, and I was ex-
!

cited' about a paper he wrote in which he was analyzing the interaction frame'.

within which test scores are produced. And you know, I said, my goodne'ss,

he is describing the process by which this score is generated and we get

differential outcomes that are very much related to the structures.

This provided an explanatory framework for what you can find in the

structures, but in the microcosm of the test situation itself and in how the

score is negotiated. The paper that I read was particularly interesting be-

cause he was analyzing the interaction between the tester and the Chicanb

child', and the misunderstandings and misinterpretations that Were going on

there that all build up to a score that's 15 points lower than ave'r1.13e.
1

This adds another dimension to structural analysis. don't think we

need to quarrel with each other on these issues because each person does the

thing that he feels comfortable doing. One type of research helps explain

what is found by other types of research at different levels. And so we

shouldn't em0aust ou ves with these types of argVinents because, you know,

I don't think we really have fundamental differences.

..260
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The other thing that troubled me was the concern about psychological

reductionism or whatever. Are we struggling again with some kind of identity

crisis where we have to prove that we're different and we're special? I

think we have to build our own models. I personally feel much mor comfort-
*

. Able with a model that's essentially symbolic interactionist, that takes the

social structure as the independent variable, that sees the personalities,

the behaviors, attitudes and so fOrth as outcomes of the structure. You put

people into certain types of roles with certain types of expectations,, their

.behavior becomes molded bj those expectations, and the positive and negative

sanctions they recei/e. So tilt behaviors are the outcomes of the roles which

are defined within the structures, and if people behave in certain ways even-
.

tually you're going to have to modify their attitudes or they're going to

suffer from cognitive dissonance if their attitudes are quite different from

their behaviors. And in this way they're either goijg to modify their atti-

tudes so they conform with the behaviors and roles, or they're'going to get

"out. And you know, I really don't have any trouble with this, because within

symbolic sinteractionism, what is the personality structure but a reflection

of the social structure? Why should we be hung up on this?

But each of us can select the framework we feel most comfortable with.

I feel most comfortable seeing the structure as an independent variable, the

behaviors and attitudes as, over time, outcomes. 1You might feel more com-

fortable coming in from the other way. But it seems to me that we have with-

in our own discipline a theoretical framework that helps to integrate the

two`, so we shouldn't be arguing with each other about these issues. There

are more Critical things,to be concerned with than our own identity crisis or

whatever. I don't know whether I'm being fair or not, but I remember the

2...t)c)
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first night we were here there was a list of questions that we were asked to

consider. And I don't think we've gotten to the three questions'. We've '

gone clear around.

Maybe this was a skirting of soQ of the hard issues, which are really

value dilemmas, which are concerned with policy research. What are the is-

sues in policy research; the concerns for policy type models? Should we be

involved in policy research at all, or under what circumstahces?.

And maybe I feel this particularly keenly beruse I've been involved

in the last three days, along with Russ Ellis, with what was-a very agonizing

process in working with the Civil Rights Commission sorting out values about

certain types of research and policy questions. We were deep in the field ofi

ethics and values, and decisions were made, not on the basis of some empiri-

cal studies, but on some other basis, which I think we need to discuss as

sociologists, especially sociologists of education, because most of what we

do is lomehow going to have an impact upon policy., And I don't think we

Should go into this willy- nilly. I think we should try todo it self-con-

sciously andarefullly, looking for the hidden agendas, making rather care-d o

ful value deCisions. And it would help to have a group like this talk about,

these dilemmas to each other; to have us sort out together some of these very

real moral andethical problems. At least",, I seem to face them day to day.

I presume you do. And I wish we could talk a bit about that before this

conference closes, pr else. have another conference and' direct ourselves tof4t)

thes e Vestions

2bi)
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY SESSION

COMMENTS BY, WILLIAMiG. SPADY

. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

DR. SPADY: Jane Mercer raises one issue which I would just like to

. clarify for a moment as a major point of the conference, and that's some-

tning that just has struck me for the first time, maytd because.I'm a little: 4

Slow. In taIkingabout the effects of social structure on_people mediated

by r structures or what I might call normative structures that occur in

those systems, we have focused on only one subset of the relevant issues sub-

sumed under the titim of our conference/ "Sociology of the School and School-

ing." Indeed, there could have been quite another set of problems that we
4 J.

paid closer attention to, which might serve as the focus of our next confer-4

enceT there are other kinds Of more "structurally oriented" problems of

schooling, where we might talk about how certain structural features affect

others; or, in ,fact, try to reverse the nature of our attention today and

,consider say, how, in fact, clientele or whatever affect the kinds of educe-

0
tional structures we create and maintain.

But we have, L believe, worked with that kind of causal model implic-

itly in mind.' I just wanted to bring that distinction to your attention.
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY SESSION

COMMENTS BY BURTON R. CLARK

YALE UNIVERSITY

DR. CLARK: We seem to be getting here, near.the end, to the problems

of level of analysis, which certainly is a proper concern. My own levels of

analysis happen to be a long way away from where the e nomethodologists and

Jane Mercer arc: I'm off looking at academic power in national systems

around the world at levels from that of the department or the chair-holding

professor up to the level gf the national government. That is a long way

away-from the situation of the teacher and student in American schools.

Yet, in spirit, I feel close to what the ethnomethodologists do and

what Jane Mercer does. Mf. Mehan was indicating that to 41ork at a micro-
.

level in sociology 'need not involve a psychological reductionism. I want to

emphasize the point. If there are any violent sociological determinists

around, it is the ethnomethodologists and Irving Goffman. Goffman will give
1

nothing to psychology. He takes psychology and pulls its subject 'matter over
a

into sociology; and he won't even give them individual differences in charac-

ter and personally-determined action in the interstices of roles. It be-

comes a matter of individuals holding roles at a distance in highly predict-

able ways. So there is no giving away, then, of sociological territory. )f

anything, it's just the opposite.

Now, in terms of levels, at any one be,le and at any one level, we have

to take certain things as givens. The PSAC Report op Youth on which I worked

had to skip certain topics and certain levels in order to concentrate at all.

It was almosebarbaric not to hail's taken race and class more seriously than

t
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we did. The decision not to was a critical one andwas made in order to fo-

cus on all youth and at fairly broadAlevels. You can readily note that we

never got down to the classroom level OI,interaction, leaving us weak in

the sociology of learning. Thus, there are huge holes in that particular

report, in terms of levels at which various social scientists are working.

It is simply the case that no one can work at all the levels. We

must expect people to specialize and to maximize their ways of seeing'',

which will then always be ways of not seeing"

Secondly, I want to support earlier comments about the sins of the

expert, an easy thing for us to begin to fall into in sociology, especially

as we attempt to catch up with economists and psychOlogists in the giving of

advice to governments at the broadest level. We can easily fall into criti-

cism of individual actors, particularly the American school teacher, who has,

come under violent attack from so many quarters in the last ten to twenty

years. The easy criticism is now probably counterproductive in a major way,

in promoting a loss of confidence and eliciting the kinds of reactions that

people makb from a defensive'posture. But one of the things that we ought

not do in sociology is blame individuals: that's for Other people. We are
1

in the business of looking at structure-induced behavior and situationally

induced\behav *r. One of the great features of sociolo in terms of talk-
\

ing to and about individual actors, is how much you,take e burden off of

them, to the point where we can more properly be charged wig being irrespon-

Sible in letting the individuals off the hook too much. If w. take our own

styles of analysis seriously and seek situations and structure- that are

serious constraints and pressures on behavior, then we are not ing to easily

blame the individuals that we happen to be observing for what is ong in the

system.
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY SESSION

COMMENTS BY CHARLES BIDWELL

JIBE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

DR. BIDWELL: I've. been listening to the issues` that have been raised

here at Asilomar, and I've become a little uncertain-about them, maybe a

little impatient with them.

We sociologists like to form ourselves into schools, and we spend an

enormous amount of time and an enormous'amount of energy fighting one school
4

with another, trying to establish some "true" position for sociology- -the

phenomenological view, theNtict view, or what you will. Somehow one

point of view must be overriding, and each is'thought to have its own method--

getting in close, or sitting in the armchair, or doing surveys, or construct.,

ing mathematical models.

'Yet all this controversy is largely irrelevant to doing sociology. I

assume that our primary objective asrsociologists-- though of coarse we may

have other objectives in other roles--is to establish more or less reliable

and generalizable know+edge about social phenomena. / also assume that there

are many ways in which reliable knowledgeca be obtained and that the choice

of the method must be determined primarily by the problem that one wants to

attack.

If the method chosen is.appropriate to the problem, then the task is

to use it so that (t will yield more reliable, more generalizable knowledge

after one get's through thah we shad before. This is ass true of, field work and

phenomenological inquiry.as'it is on any other variety of social research.

From this perspective Mehan's presentation yesterday afternoon was to me a

2'+
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revelation, for it suggested one way in which a phenomenological apprOach

can yield reliable evidence. Sp, too, Dan Lortie pinpointed the issue of

reliable knowledge in field work when he spoke yesterday about the necessity

for computing rates from field work data.

There's a seduction' in every kind of sociological method, but a spe-

cial seduction in field work: that one can know the situation, understand

it, appreciate it--all intuitively--and find a,self-justifying satisfaction

in that intuition. Tln the investigator forgets whether what he knows can

be communicated reliably, whether the work can be replicated, whether his

knowledge is more than private.

I'm as impatient as many others here with Balesitinteraction process

analysi, as a specific method. It has its flaws. The categories are crude,

and they are many times off the point. But Bales had among his primary con-

"oarns to plpvide for replicable, reliable evidence. That concern we all
.

must share.

!0
' We must be self-conscious about it, but not paralyzed by it. Some of

my graduate studeilts become so worried by the thought that they\omehow aren't

measuring adequately that they stop their research. In this connection I

can't resist telling a little story. In stone on the facade of the Social:::

Science Research Building at Chicago is a quotation from Lord Kelyin: "If

you cannot measure your knowledge is meager and unsatisfactory."

Frank Knight, one of the founding members of the Chicago school of

economics, was standing in front of that building one day With a colleague

looking up at that quotation. He feed it aloud and said, "Damn it, if you

can't 'measure accurately, measure anyhow." There is a certain merit in what

he had to say. We must try to dev lop as strong theories as we can, so that
:
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we will have some confidence that because, in part, 9f what we will ig'iore

and despite the measurement errors that inevitably we will make, our research

.will further knowlede.

Indeed, having reliable, generalizable knowledge rests on the ability

toaabstract confidently from the confusion of everyday life. It is not only

4 a matter of Accurate measurement, but also of knowing what to measure and
-

what to ignore. Nothing veil, frnitful will,result if the investigator-is

preoccupied with trying tom. describe everything, measure everything and be

perfectly responsive and complete ih hid representation of "reality:" It is.

,

an impossible task.' We dorl't do it in everyday life, for as we have said
4

'repeatedly in thisconference, we construct-the "reality" of everyday life.

We construct "reality" also in social science, but subject to specific pur-.

poses, p4Opositions land procecfural.'canons.

.L! Npw Trwould like to make ifew. comments about the issue of levels off f .

analysis in sociology. that'-the sociologist is'animateAy an in-

terest in "social facts"; let's say in such "stmucturalise phenomelia as the
, .

relationship between complexly'.;.nd Administrative intensity in school organ-.

iZItions. Propositions about relationships Of this kin may be testable and
.

useful, but they are not,by themselves, satisfying if the socioloqist 41ro
# .

is interested in understanding. He may know that the relationship is there,

but he doesn't know why itts there. If you'll examine the work, for instance,

of Peter Blau, you will discover that he makes q.eLain assumptions about the

actions of people. Thus, he argues that structural complexity induces prob=

lems of coordination, to which someone must respond. Spans of 'control get
.

out of hand, and so more etdrninistrators are' added.,.
- There are,,in stiort, day-to-day problems that are confronted and meted

on by people,"and from' these dttions new structural. forms are likkery to

0°
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emerge. Understanding the structural change comes when structure is seen as

emerging from the acts of persons. Yet if social structure em gas from

personal acts, these acts are constrained by social structure.

Let me give a simple example. In my work on universities 'ice dis-

covered that the interacti.bn between people is very important for the values

and norms that undergraduates learn. As certain values and norms are learned,

the structure of interaction changes. But I also have found that structure/

characteristics, for instance, of academic departments amplify, mute or

channel the consequences of interaction for the acquisition of values and

worms. Thus, a given rate of interaction between student and student will

havemore powerful effects if the department has a lounge or a library where

everybody comes together.

This finding suggests that amplifying processes are at work: a strdc-
.

tural facilitation of,interaction that is not simply embedded in the actions
G

of people, though it affects their acts. The structural property'of the de-
e

partment'the pre nce or absence of,a lounge or library) had resulted from

_things that people d but it later transcended these acts.

We're beginning to develop relatively sophisticated statistical de-
. '

signs for dealing'with the connections between social structure and the acts

of persons. These designs may help us to understand social phenomena in

their complexity without either drowning in data or committing ourselves to

limiting schools bf thought. Our task, after all, is to look at the real

world in an abstracting, generalizing, and relatively 4eliable way. This

task demands that we free ourselves of the ideologies of 'schools of thought,

focus on the theoretically tough, but interesting problems, and use whatever

is the most appropriate method with as much rigor as it allows.
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY sEsstow

COMMENTS BY WILLIAM G. SPADY

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

A
, DR. SPADY: I will make just a very brief point to amplify one thing

that I didn't say'yesterday about my own models, which bears on the ohCcerns

that wezie raised this morning, both by some of the participants here and in

the general discussion. And that is what the 16-fold tyfaagy that I gen-
t

erated to discuss the nature of, authority and legitimacy as it applies to

the interaction at the classroom level between teacher and student is some-

thing that'you might think of applying at one higher level of analysis. /'I

am referring to the nature of the normative structure of the school as it

applies to relations between administrators and teachers. This macro system

helps to create and reinforce that normative climate that we mentioned just

a while ago such that-teachers may well feel constrained about the kind of

control and authority that they attempt to use in the classroom.

Therefore, at the within-school level we have at least two kinds of

sublevels to be concerned about: one is the closed-door classroom, if you

will, and what goes on between teacher and student. Et the model does, not.

imply that exclusively. The model in effect presupposes that the kinds of

tiapproaches, norms, authority modes, is well as attemptjat legitimating au-

thority, that may be used by the teacher would be constrained very much by

the kinds of'or,ientations and approfches to legitimacy and authority taken

by the administrators in the school: You 'could take that 16-fold table and.

ask to What extent does this apply to school.prinCipals, in the same way that

you can ask how it applies to teachers themselves.
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And, of course, you can attempt then to push the analysis even fur er

in talking dbout.school principals themselves being responsive to an admik

strative hierarchy that they want to climb and meeting the norms and expecta-

tions of 'their, superiors, et cetera. Their attention to their role and def-

inition of their role are" going to be predicated on their expectations about

awhat their superiors are looking for and the kinds of rewards that they might

provide.

All of this reinforces the points that both Bob Dreeben made yester-,

day in commentingron my paper and that Dan Lortie made in titernoon about

the teacher being really at the bottom of this hierarchy and having to repre-

sent not only what he is as a person, but the whble load of ruff that comes

tumbling down from
r
the top of the school system in terms of mutually rein-

forcing expectations and demands.

The question that interests me most, because I will admit my philosoph-

ical bias toward the Type 1 teacher, is if Type 1 teachers are good both for

teaching and for students, how many Type 1 teachers are going to survive in

a system that essentially is espousing d kind of Type.16, highly bureaucratic

orientation.

That is an empirical question that operates at two levels. One, will

a Type 16-oriented system even want to recruit potential Type 1 teachers into

its system; and two, then how do the potential subcultures within the teach-

ing cadre--and I don't mean to imply in any sense that teaching is homogene-
t

ous--how do the varying subcultures within teaching that may, in fact, coalesce

around either a Type 1 or Type 16 orientation attempt to socialize new tedchbrs

to make them either more Type 1-ish or more Type,16-ish in the way they treat

students.
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So .there are several different levels of analysis that one can use

in applying that model, which I hope helps to bridge s".7oof the gap between,

larger system questions or macro 1pvels of analysis and concern with the

more micro level or classroom level of ultimate interaction that seemed to

be most implied in my discussion.
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APPENDIX

THE'SOCIOLOGy OF %EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

The Sociology of Education Association is a non-profit voluntary association
formed by'a number of California sociologists in the winter of 1972-73. Its
purposes formally stated are:

(1) To advance the field of sociology of education;
(2) To foster intellectual exchange and social relationships .

among its members; and 44
( 3) To serve the professional and scientific needs of people en-

gaged in the field of sociology of education.

To this end S.E.A. has held two major conferences. The first, at the Univer-
sity of Southern California, ids Angeles, in March,1973, was attended ey about%
fifty people who enthusiastically endorsed the concept of such all associa-
tion. The second conference, at Asilomar State Conference Grounds near
Monterey in February, 1974, was attended by three times thatenumber. The
organization plahs to hold similar annual meetings in the future as well as
one-day meetings' throughout the year devoted to special topics.

Membership in S E A is open to all persons with. an interest and involvement
in thefield of sociology of education. There is one class of membership.
Dues for students enrolled in degree program are three dollars per year.
Dues for all others are six Milers per year.

7

Officers and members of the board of directors of S E A for the 1974 year
are as foilews:

1

1'President: Audrey J. Schwartz,,University of Southern California
Vice President: David O'Shea, University of California, Los Angeles
Secretary-Treasurer:, Dorothy Meier, California State University, Northridge

Directors:
4

Dudley Blake, C lifornia Stet% University, Northridge
Eleanor BluMianbe g, Anti-Defamation League, LoS-Aneles
Robert Calatrello, California State College, Dominguez Hills
C. Wayhe Gordon' University of California, Los,Angeles.
David McKel], California State University, Fresno
.Julie Stulac, Stanford,University, Stanford
Richard Thiel, California State University, Northridge
Robert Wenkert, University of California,gerkeley
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